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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction:  The Migrating State 
 
 
 

In our desire to find definite breaks between the territorially bounded and the 
deterritorialized, the oppressive and the progressive, and the stable and the 
unstable, we sometimes overlook complicated accommodations, alliances, and 
creative tensions between the nation-state and mobile capital, between diaspora 
and nationalism, or between the influx of immigrants and the multicultural state.  
Attention to specific histories and geopolitical situations will reveal that such 
simple oppositions between transnational forces and the nation-state cannot be 
universally sustained.  –Aihwa Ong1  

 
 
 On a warm July evening in 1997, Mexican President Ernesto Zedillo stepped up 

to the podium in an air-conditioned Chicago ballroom.  Although his surroundings were 

typical of what one might expect of any conference facility, replicated in modern cities 

across the globe, the president’s presence at the conference as well as his remarks were 

anything but ordinary.  Zedillo was about to address the Annual Convention of the 

National Council of La Raza, the largest Latino/Latina civil rights organization in the 

United States.  His appearance at the conference was part of an extraordinary three-day 

tour of Chicago, where he met with prominent Mexican and Mexican-American business 

leaders and community organizers.  This U.S. tour came on the heels of constitutional 

reform in Mexico that would bring far-reaching consequences for Mexican nationals 
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living in the United States, and he used the occasion of the convention to celebrate this 

reform:  

I have proudly affirmed that the Mexican Nation extends beyond its borders and 
that Mexican migrants are an important part of the Nation.  As a consequence, my 
government has advanced constitutional reform that allows all Mexicans to 
acquire a second nationality without being obligated to first renounce their 
Mexican nationality.  The Federal Congress passed this reform almost 
unanimously, and fortunately it is now part of our Constitution.  I have also come 
here tonight to tell you that we want you to feel proud of what all of our Mexican 
brothers and sisters are accomplishing for our country.2 

 
 In more than one hundred years since the end of the Mexican-American War, 

never had a sitting Mexican President stood on soil north of the Rio Grande to address an 

audience that he referred to as part of the “Mexican Nation.”  Something momentous was 

afoot.  Zedillo repeated this message—that Mexican nationals did not shed their status as 

Mexicans upon crossing the border nor upon accepting citizenship in a new country—at 

various venues and meetings that week in Chicago.3  The new law allowing for dual 

nationality, as well as the Mexican president’s appearances before Mexican audiences on 

U.S. territory, extended the promise of a new relationship between the Mexican state and 

Mexican migrant populations.  In addition, these events signaled the conclusive demise of 

the nationalist era in Mexico, in which state authority ended at its territorial borders, and 

the beginning of a new era in which territories and the populations that inhabited them 

would be subject to overlapping authorities and evolving geographies of power.  Defunct 

in the rhetoric of the Mexican government was the terminology of nationalism, in which 

“emigrants” definitively abandoned one nation-state in order to be incorporated as 

“immigrants” in another.  In its place was the term “migrants,” suggesting that national 
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membership was not a zero-sum game, and that migratory subjects were no longer 

expected to “pick sides.”4  The new terminology perhaps also more accurately 

acknowledged the lived realities of communities whose social and economic practices 

had long straddled the border and had never been contained by notions of sovereign 

nation-states. 

Over the last twenty years, successive Mexican governments have initiated a host 

of programs and new policies that aim to assist Mexican nationals that live north of the 

Mexican border and to encourage them to sustain their ties to the Mexican homeland.  

These programs, which are reviewed in depth in Chapter 2, include such diverse 

initiatives as establishing educational centers in the United States for Mexican migrants, 

sponsoring cultural trips “home” for the children of Mexican migrants, developing a 

consulate-issued identity card for migrants that they can use as proof of identity for 

attaining public services in the United States, and facilitating migrants’ ability to remit 

monies to their families and invest in their home communities in Mexico.  As an 

ensemble, the government’s programs are referred to in Mexico as the state’s 

acercamiento with migrant communities, which is commonly translated as 

“rapprochement” but more literally means “getting close to” migrants.  Beginning in 

earnest with the administrations of Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994) and Ernesto 

Zedillo Ponce de León (1994-2000), the Mexican state’s program of acercamiento for 

migrants reached their zenith under the leadership of Vicente Fox Quesada (2000-2006), 

and continue under the current administration of Felipe Calderón Hinojosa.  

Administered primarily through Mexico’s vast network of consulates in the United States 
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and Canada (which total 57 as of this writing), these programs have helped create the 

infrastructure for an enduring relationship between the Mexican state and Mexican 

nationals that reside beyond Mexico’s territorial borders.   

As other analysts of these initiatives have argued, Mexico’s efforts to reach out to 

migrant populations are much more than symbolic overtures geared toward 

acknowledging an increasingly powerful interest group.  Mexico’s program is one 

example of how many states are now attempting to manage rather than block migrant 

flows, revealing “the extended nature of the modern state for many developing 

countries.”5  The central political argument of this project, threaded throughout each of 

its chapters, is that the Mexican state turned its gaze toward migrant populations, tapping 

into their cross-border flows and energies, largely as an endeavor of institutional 

recalibration and renewal.  Following the collapse of its legitimacy in the 1980s, the 

Mexican state reinvented itself by embracing global economic integration and new 

models of neoliberal governance.  One of the most intriguing elements of this 

institutional renovation was the creation of programs for Mexican migrants north of the 

international border, which aim to expand the opportunities available to migrants as well 

as steer their productive energies.  In the implementation of such programs, a spatially 

reconfigured Mexican state fashioned a role for itself in a geopolitical environment that 

had rendered purely national-territorial forms of the state obsolete.  I refer to this spatially 

reconfigured Mexican state as the migrating state.6 

Although globalization has radically transformed the practices that comprise 

statehood, states retain many tools and powers inherited from the Westphalian era.  In 
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this case, as we will see throughout this project, the Mexican state retains many of the 

institutional powers that enable it to distribute capabilities through migrant networks and 

encourage the further development and expansion of these circuits.  Viewed broadly, 

then, this project examines the ways in which one state is evolving in order to survive in a 

rapidly changing global environment.  It illustrates how the Mexican state both responded 

to and became a guiding agent behind the geoeconomic integration and accelerating 

migrant flows that have come to characterize late twentieth and early twenty-first century 

capitalism. 

More specifically, this project is a case study of rhetoric’s role in the 

reformulation of the Mexican state.  This project analyzes the rhetorical practices 

associated with the Mexican state’s program of acercamiento with Mexican migrant 

populations, scrutinizing the ways in which these practices helped the Mexican state 

articulate and formulate a new raison d'être for a new global order.  Tracing the ways in 

which extant rhetorical structures, concepts, and resources are imported into new modes 

of governance, this project demonstrates how Mexico’s new raison d’état has been 

crafted with old resources.  What is perhaps most remarkable about the late twentieth 

century reinvention of the Mexican state and its rapprochement with Mexican migrants is 

the extent to which the founding categories of modernity—such as popular sovereignty, 

the nation-state, and national citizenship—are rescaled and rearticulated to neoliberal 

modes of governance.  Far from being completely discarded, these modern concepts are 

rhetorically retooled to suit new purposes and meet the challenges of a new governing 

problematic.  In the seemingly paradoxical rhetoric of the Mexican government, 
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eliminating economic borders becomes the means for strengthening national sovereignty 

(Chapter 3), (e)migrating becomes a patriotic act of nationalism (Chapter 4), and cross-

territorial investment in the homeland becomes an exercise of citizenship (Chapter 5).  In 

each of these instances, the Mexican government has employed the discursive tools of 

territorial nationalism to usher in an age of transnational governance.  In other words, as 

the modern nation-state recedes, its anchoring concepts are put to new uses. 

This project engages multiple disciplines, all of which are multi-disciplinary 

themselves, including rhetorical studies, globalization/transnational studies, and cultural 

geography.  While I frequently employ theoretical concepts from one discipline to 

illuminate another, one of the principle aims of this project is to place the organization of 

the state on the agenda of each of these disciplines.  As I argue below, too often scholars 

presume the ontological existence of the state rather than interrogate the concrete 

practices that give rise to statehood.  The “state,” in other words, should not be conceived 

as a stable entity but rather as the outcome of a collection of dynamic and complex 

activities.  The next three sections of this chapter establish some theoretical grounding for 

this project’s interrogation of statehood by engaging the various strands of literature that I 

employ in this project.  First, I argue for the importance of examining the practices that 

constitute the state in the discipline of rhetorical studies.  Second, I extend a criticism of 

much of the literature on transnationalism, which often presumes that the transfer of 

powers to global entities entails a withering of state institutions.  Third, I review how 

literature in cultural geography is transforming our understandings of space, and how 

these new understandings are crucial for apprehending the makeup of the state as well as 
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contemporary techniques of governance.  Finally, in addressing the organizational 

framework for the remainder of this project, I return to the specific case of the Mexican 

state’s program of acercamiento with migrants. 

 

Rhetorical Studies and the State 
 

Contemporary processes of globalization and migration present rhetorical studies 

with a host of theoretical challenges.  These challenges arise from the fact that rhetorical 

communication now often transcends territorially-bound national contexts, while at the 

same time being at least partially embedded in national institutions and national histories.  

For example, when Mexican President Vicente Fox uses communication technologies to 

transnationally address Mexican nationals residing in the United States (Chapter 4), his 

persona is rooted in the Mexican rhetorical tradition of the paternal leader speaking the 

nation, yet he speaks to conditions that are contained by no nation-state and his address 

circulates in spaces where the Mexican state wields no sovereign juridical authority.7  As 

Appadurai has written,  

Neither images [rhetorical texts] nor viewers [audiences] fit into circuits or 
audiences that are easily bound within local, national, or regional spaces....In this 
sense, both persons and images often meet unpredictably, outside the certainties 
of the home and the cordon sanitaire of local and national media effects.  This 
mobile and unforeseeable relationship between mass-mediated events and 
migratory audiences defines the core of the link between globalization and the 
modern.8 
 

Modern rhetorical criticism is ill-equipped to tackle such communication phenomena, 

since it tends to assume that political-rhetorical action is contained within national-

historical contexts and spaces.  One need look no further than a popular anthology that 
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showcases exemplary works of rhetorical criticism to find such assumptions.9  Whether 

explicit or implicit, there is an inclination in rhetorical studies to imagine the nation-state 

as the natural container of social and political practices, and as such, rhetorical acts are 

often viewed as appeals to the power of the state.  This vantage point is problematic in 

that it tends to prefigure the state as a stable object, as well as position the state as the 

organizing nexus for the circulation of power.  When “the state” is merely assumed, there 

is no need to probe the practices that give shape to statehood, which helps explain the 

virtual absence of any sustained interrogation of the state in the discipline of rhetorical 

studies.   

In its simplest terms, this project aims to put the organization of the state on the 

agenda of rhetorical studies.  Rather than assume “the state” as an ontologically stable 

object, rhetorical studies must move toward an interrogation of the (rhetorical) practices 

that sustain “statehood” or “statecraft.”  This analytical distinction between these terms is 

central to this project, for as a leading scholar of globalization argues, 

the singular concept of the state misleadingly implies that the institutions in 
question converge, by definitional necessity, upon a single (national) geographic 
scale and are subordinated to a single (national) political center.10 
 

Notions of “statehood” and “statecraft,” by contrast, “connote the distinctive ensemble of 

social relations embodied in, and expressed through, state institutions.”11  These terms are 

used throughout this project to more precisely describe the practices that sustain 

contemporary political institutions.  References to “the Mexican state,” therefore, should 

not be understood to assume a stable, coherent, and centralized institution, but rather are 

a form of shorthand to refer to the practices and relations that sustain Mexican statehood. 
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The nation-state’s exclusive rule over physically marked territory is the historical 

exception rather than the rule.  Throughout much of human history, territories have been 

subject to multiple and overlapping systems of rule.  Scholars of contemporary 

globalization highlight the ways in which power is currently being redistributed to global 

networks that operate below and above the state.  Due largely to global changes in 

finance, trade, crime, and communication technologies, certain powers are being 

transferred from the state to local, subnational, regional, multinational, and supranational 

organizations and networks.  As Dillon notes, “political power is exercised globally today 

through a profusion of shifting alliances between many diverse authorities in 

knowledgeably derived projects.”12  The exercise of authority, then, can no longer be 

imagined as the exclusive domain of the territorial nation-state.  In the emerging 

international order, many practices of authority have been redistributed into principle-

based, multi-layered governing structures.  State authority and legitimacy are no longer 

bound to a specific territory but rather overlapping with multiple levels of authority 

invested in other institutions.13   

Rhetoric’s tendency to assume the nation-state as the natural container for 

political discourse is to be expected, since modern rhetorical theory was developed in the 

twentieth century, when taken-for-granted ideologies of nationalism assumed the 

territorial congruence of the political, social, and economic under the auspices of 

sovereign states.  Just as they have challenged other disciplines, however, contemporary 

processes of globalization are challenging rhetorical studies to develop categories of 

analysis “that allow us to accommodate the fact of multiple relations between territory 
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and institutional encasement, rather than the singular one of national state and sovereign 

rule.”14  This project is a modest step in that direction.  The purpose of this project is not 

to produce a finished and parsimonious rhetorical theory for globalization, but rather to 

open up spaces for conversation about how to theorize rhetorical communication that 

circulates and is embedded in various institutional and spatial scales.  This project, then, 

represents the beginnings of an endeavor to practice a rhetorical criticism that thinks 

beyond the containers of the nation-state.  In an effort to understand what one prominent 

scholar of globalization calls “new geographies of power,” rhetorical studies, like other 

human disciplines, needs to shed twentieth century maps and the limits of a modernistic 

imagination that envisions the world as a system of contained states.15  We need to 

expand our analytical vocabularies to account for new matrices of power and political 

and rhetorical processes that transcend nation-states. 

As part of this effort to reimagine rhetoric’s relationship to statehood in ways that 

account for the global redistribution of power, I have turned to Foucaultian theory and 

concepts.  Foucault was perhaps the first theorist to conceptualize a system of power in 

which the organizing entity was not the state but rather a fluid and complex network that 

arose for refining, reproducing, and disseminating power.  Foucault referred to the 

mechanisms of such networks as “governmentality,” which can be defined as an 

ensemble of institutions, discourses, technologies, and actors that work together to 

manage the processes of life.16  Beginning in the 17th–18th centuries, according to 

Foucault, practices of governance became anchored in systems of rational knowledge 

circulated for the purpose of developing techniques to manage populations. Prior to that 
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time, the exercise of power was “deductive” in that it was realized through techniques of 

subtraction imposed upon its subjects:  It subtracted from subjects their monies, wealth, 

bodies, labor, services, and blood.  In the transition toward modern rationalities of rule, 

this “deductive” logic was reformulated as “productive.”  New modes of governance, or 

governmentality, sought not to deduct but to enhance the wealth, health, happiness, and 

prosperity of subjects.17  Another way to conceptualize this transition is the distinction 

between “imposing” obedience to laws versus “disposing” subjects to desired forms of 

conduct.18  The human subject ceased to be solely the object at which power was 

directed, but also became a vehicle through which power circulated.19  In conjunction 

with governmentality arose problems associated with the “the reason of the state” or “the 

art of government.”  Since state power could no longer be justified by the sovereign’s 

divine right to rule, the state adapted by taking on new roles in managing the happiness of 

populations.  For Foucault, then, the modern state is a product of governmentality; it has 

been “governmentalized.”20  That is, as a node in the complex webs that comprise 

governmentality, the institution of the state is but one entity, albeit an influential one, in 

larger networks of power. 

Foucault’s theory of “governmentality” is well suited for analyzing the 

contemporary global redistribution of power, since it highlights the ways in which 

modern practices of government distribute power to various sites, institutions, and 

apparatuses, as well as to subjects themselves.  State practices are intimately associated 

with the development and distribution of the discourses and technologies that make up 

governmentality’s networks of power.  As such, states are not merely producers of power 
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but are also subjected, like any other entity in the orbit of governmentality, to the 

epistemes or knowledge regimes that empower them as subjects.  In sum, states are not 

the originators of power but rather enlisted as actors to carry out the aims and principles 

of larger regimes of power.  From this perspective, it becomes clear that longstanding 

questions in the social sciences about the relative autonomy of the state from society only 

reify the state as a uniform object of analysis.21  An understanding of the state’s role in 

power networks should rather ask, “How is the state articulated into practices of 

government?”22 

Informed in part by these Foucaultian understandings of power, Greene’s analysis 

of the United State’s role in managing the global population crisis offers rhetorical 

studies one model for examining the practices that comprise statehood.  For Greene, the 

state is one institution frequently conscripted by a larger “governing apparatus” that 

arises to invent, circulate, and manage public problems.  In order for a governing 

apparatus to engage in this regulation of a public problem, it must first pull together an 

ensemble of actors, institutions, discourses, and technologies that aim to intervene on 

behalf of a population.  As a technology of articulation, rhetoric “makes possible the 

work of a governing apparatus by helping to distribute discourse strategies, institutions, 

and populations onto the terrain of a governing apparatus.”23  Rhetoric thus plays an 

instrumental role in this “bringing together” of the elements of the governing apparatus.  

This understanding of rhetoric’s role in governing a population is significant because it 

underscores the materiality of rhetorical practices, or how they interact with and traverse 

material frameworks.  This view of rhetoric, in other words, fastens the study of 
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discourses to the material institutions that support and circulate them.  Among these 

institutions, the state is often a key player recruited by the governing apparatus for the 

purpose of disseminating and reproducing its discourses and technologies.  This view of 

rhetoric as a material technology of articulation informs much of my analysis in the 

subsequent chapters.   

 The ways in which the Mexican government came to adopt neoliberal economic 

policies is illustrative of how the institution of the state can be conscripted by a governing 

apparatus to reproduce its technologies for managing public problems.  I use the term 

neoliberal economics here, in the narrow sense, to refer to a global ideology that 

promotes open markets, private initiative, and the loosening of restrictions on global 

capital as the solution to problems of development.  Like any governing rationality, 

neoliberal reason is circulated and reproduced in material networks made up of a variety 

of institutions, discourses, and actors.  The economics departments of elite U.S. 

universities, where economists and governmental leaders from nearly every part of the 

world receive their training, are key sites for reproducing and disseminating neoliberal 

governing ideologies.  These institutional sites not only spawn common worldviews, but 

they also create the social and professional relationships that link IMF analysts, bank 

executives, the investment class, and government technocrats across the globe.24  A 1992 

Business Week story that praises economic liberalization in Latin America provides a 

good sense of how neoliberal reason is spread globally in these relationships: 

A continental network of Harvard, Chicago, and Stanford grads are back home [in 
Latin America] atop businesses and government ministries spreading a new 
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market mind-set.  They’re using old school ties to reach across Latin America’s 
borders, signing joint ventures and free-trade agreements with fellow alumni.25 
 

Among these U.S.-trained economists was Mexican President Carlos Salinas as well as 

many other top government officials responsible for embracing the North American Free 

Trade Agreement and ushering in sweeping economic reform in the late 1980s in Mexico 

(addressed further in Chapter 3).  A Harvard-trained political economist, Salinas set out 

to transform Mexico in accordance with the neoliberal knowledges and rationalities that 

helped shape his and his cohorts worldviews.  In this sense, neoliberal reform (or 

Salinastroika, as it is often referred to in Mexico) can be viewed as the 

governmentalization of the Mexican state.  Reforms were not initiated solely by a stable 

and autonomous Mexican state.  Rather, a global governing rationality recruited the 

Mexican state and its leaders as institutional actors in the circulation and maintenance of 

its particular rationale of rule.  Put more simply, the Mexican state was enlisted to act as 

an agent of global capital.  In closely parallel ways, this project will argue, a governing 

apparatus is arising to manage migrant populations, and the Mexican state has been 

enlisted as one actor in the implementation and diffusion of its governing techniques. 

 

Transnational Subjectivities and the State 
 

In this section of this chapter I examine and critique how some strands of 

literature in globalization studies have dismissed or denied the role of states in managing 

“diasporic” or “transnational” populations.  In order to arrive at this critique, however, I 

must first provide some context for this literature.  A critique of studies of 
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transnationalism arguably must begin with the concept of “nation.”  The nation has 

historically operated as “the ideological alibi of the territorial state.”26  The modern 

state’s very raison d’être was derived from its duty to secure, within a clearly delineated 

territory, the “sovereign rights” of a naturalized “people” or “nation.”27   Ideologies of 

nationalism, therefore, posit “the normative congruence of the political, the economic, 

and the cultural in the institution of the nation-state.”28  In other words, nationalism is 

prefaced upon the centralized state’s ability to exert a degree of command over a 

physically contiguous territory and to corral the loyalties of the populations that live 

within that territory.  Traditional scholarship on nationalism, therefore, has afforded the 

state a central role in forging the territorial nation, producing national subjects, and 

imposing a standardized “national culture” from center to periphery through various 

networks of power, such as institutional bureaucracies, schools, and mass media 

networks.29  Yet, in an era of rapid geoeconomic integration, nationalist ideologies have 

been rendered increasingly obsolete.  In what I refer to as an era of “postnationalism,” 

global economic and cultural flows, propelled by technological advances and the needs of 

capital, have left national borders increasingly permeable to an assortment of 

transnational and supranational influences.  Monies, peoples, products, ideas, mass 

mediated messages, and communications traverse national borders with increasing ease, 

undermining the state’s capacity to align the imaginations and loyalties of subjects 

around territorial nations, or around stable and congruent space.   

The spatial transformation and scalar recalibration that characterize late 

capitalism have led to great anxieties surrounding the cultural production of subjects 
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outside of the closed landscape of the nation-state.  This anxiety is especially pronounced 

for the institution of the state, since its powers have long been conceived as largely 

circumscribed by sovereign territory.  Clive Barnett summarizes the implications both for 

states and for the broader question of governing subjects:  

The historical role of culture in mediating the relationships between individual 
citizens and the state is now in crisis, as culture no longer can nor is asked to 
perform its traditional role for the nation-state.  The multiplication of sites and 
scales at which symbolic forms are institutionally produced and consumed implies 
that individuals are not subject to coherent interpellation as national subjects, but 
are addressed as members of minoritized communities existing at a number of 
scales and organized through both areal and networked spaces.”30  
 
With national subjects on the lam and the national state in crisis, many works 

under the broad rubric of “diaspora studies” have explored the dynamics of identity 

formation in spaces that seem to spill over the established limits of nation-states.  Often 

reflecting upon their own experiences of passage, migration, or exile, scholars have 

employed concepts such as “diasporas,” “hybridity,” “borderlands,” and “the third space” 

to describe the possibilities for subjectivity in a world in motion.  These formulations 

tend to emphasize the fluidity and plasticity of identity formation.  Centered and stable 

identities are superseded by flexible identity-making, predicated on cultural pastiche and 

boundary-crossing rather than on cultural coherence and boundary-fixing.  Existence in 

these ever-shifting, liquid spaces is said to afford subjects critical insight, originality, and 

a freshness of perspective.  Edward Said, for example, notes that exile and dispossession, 

although horrific, often lead individuals to eschew authoritarian acts of conquest, reject 

nationalist ideologies, and abandon rigid forms of identity.  Said argues that, like monks, 

subjects who dwell in a place of absolute self-exile gain new angles of vision and reach 
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new forms of intellectual awareness.31  Other scholars have celebrated the vital hybridity 

that arises from dispersal and diaspora.  In his historical studies of the black transatlantic 

diaspora, for example, Paul Gilroy examines the displacements, migrations, and 

circuitous patterns of movement and exchange that link the black cultures of Africa, the 

Americas, and Europe.  For Gilroy, the African diaspora is a phenomenon that cannot be 

captured or arrested by national compartments.  Furthermore, diasporic populations 

inevitably transform the places through which they pass, unsettling wherever they 

settle.32  Similarly, Stuart Hall emphasizes the productive dimensions of antagonism and 

difference in the diasporic experience.  For Hall, diaspora is 

defined, not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary 
heterogeneity and diversity; by a conception of “identity” which lives with and 
through, and not despite, difference; by hybridity. Diaspora identities are those 
which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, through 
transformation and difference.33 
 
Other theorists who explore questions of “postcolonial” or “postnational” 

subjectivity emphasize the alternative cultural and intellectual spaces that have opened up 

to deterritorialized or delocalized subjects.  Most famously, Homi Bhabha has argued that 

the collision between the global and the national, with their temporal disjunctures, 

produces an interstitial space “where the negotiation of incommensurable differences 

creates a tension peculiar to borderline existences.”34  For Bhabha, the innovative 

energies that emerge in this “third space” often displace the grand narratives of 

modernity, such as nationalist narratives of order and progress.  The knowledges 

produced by postcolonial subjects who move through these interstices frequently 

challenge “the authority and authenticity of those [modernist] narratives.”35  Still other 
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theorists, such as Gupta and Ferguson, have explored the collective spaces where 

marginalized populations formulate identities in reaction to their exclusion or in 

opposition to the forces of their oppression.36  Along similar lines, Gloria Anzaldúa 

writes of embracing one’s in-betweenness in what she refers to as “borderlands,” 

conflictive spaces where hybrid subjects confront perpetual ambiguity and transition.  

Saturated by many traditions and cultures yet not fully belonging to any one, borderland 

subjects encounter a constant threat of violation, gaining new fields of vision in their 

struggles against erasure.37 

 As this succinct literature review demonstrates, much of the prominent 

scholarship on postcolonial or diasporic subjectivities suggests that monolithic concepts 

such as “the nation” fail to account for the complex processes of identity formation that 

take place at borderlands or in global flows and interactions.  In the absence of dominant 

centers, the image of the coherent national subject is no longer adequate to describe 

contemporary conditions and possibilities for subject formation.  The nomadic 

subjectivities nurtured in interstitial spaces thus supplant nationalist forms of 

identification.  In the words of Bhabba, transmigrant practices and identities constitute 

“counter-narratives of the nation,” which “disturb those ideological manoeuvres through 

which ‘imagined communities’ are given essentialist identities.”38  In sum, for many of 

these thinkers, the nation has become an obsolete model of imagined community. 

While the preceding accounts of contemporary processes of identity formation 

have written an arguably premature obituary of the nation, others perspectives suggest 

that national affiliations remain a powerful marker of identity.  These perspectives have 
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originated in the social sciences and commonly fly under the banner of 

“transnationalism,” which has been defined in the pioneering work of Basch, Glick 

Schiller, and Szanton Blanc as “the processes by which immigrants forge and sustain 

multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and 

settlement.”39  This and other works in transnational studies frequently suggest that 

although the nation-state is in peril, “deterritorialized” forms of the nation are thriving 

beneath or above the radar of the state.  In other words, with the increasing permeability 

of nation-state borders, it is now possible for subjects to envision themselves inside the 

nation yet outside of the state. 

Somewhat ironically, the recognition that nations need not be grounded in 

territorial states can be said to originate in Benedict Anderson’s historical account of the 

ways in which “print capitalism” fostered “imagined communities.”  Although 

Anderson’s seminal work in Imagined Communities focuses on the invention of 

territorial nations, nothing in his account of nationalism suggests that nations are 

necessarily territorial.  Anderson’s original study examines a pre-electronic historical 

period in which media technologies did not enable identical mediated practices to take 

place simultaneously across the globe.  His early work thus emphasizes how the 

technology of print fixed spatio-temporal horizons, enabling individuals to imagine the 

nation as geographically coherent and bounded.40  Nonetheless, Anderson’s conception of 

nations as imagined is significant, as it suggests that they are socially constructed and 

located in historical human practices.  That is, modern nations arise less out of essential 

facts—such as shared ties to blood, religion, language, and territory—than out of 
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collective practices that are often mediated, such as reading.  From this perspective, in an 

age in which mediated cultural practices transcend state borders (an age of “time-space 

compression,” to borrow David Harvey’s terminology), nations need not be territorially 

bounded.41 

Social scientists who study “transnationalism” often adopt the perspective that 

nations have gone global, or become unshackled from territorial states.  This view is 

particularly salient amongst scholars who study the particular case of Mexican migrant 

circuits and Mexican identity affiliations that cross the Rio Grande.  Luin Goldring, for 

example, interrogates the multilayered dimensions of transnational identity formation in 

which Mexican migrants adopt “different degrees of identity with a locality of origin, 

region, nation, and ethnic or racialized grouping.”42 Goldring’s ethnographic studies 

make valuable contributions to understanding the ways in which identity formation is 

linked to the circulation of social capital at these various scales of interaction.  

Nonetheless, absent in his work is any analysis of the state’s involvement in these social 

processes; Goldring treats transnational identity formation as autonomous from the state.  

More celebratory accounts of transnationalism go so far as to claim that migrants have 

dodged the state’s ability to inscribe nationalist identities upon them.  Nestor Rodríguez, 

for example, highlights how the cross-border activities of transnational migrants 

frequently violate the laws and boundaries of states.  Rodríguez describes transnational 

Mexican communities as “state free” since they pay “little heed to the nation-state 

divide” as they create and make use of their own institutional networks of collective 

support.43  In a similar vein, Michael Kearney asserts that “members of transnational 
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communities…escape the power of the nation-state to inform their sense of collective 

identity.”44  The writings of the prominent Mexican public intellectual Roger Bartra 

capture the anticipation and hopefulness of these perspectives:   

The experience of a fragmented Mexico—the Mexico of “Here and There”—and 
the constant transgression of all borders, political and cultural, is one of the most 
stimulating signs of recent years.  Far from closing off the creative impulses of 
Mexican intelligence, this lived experience has on the contrary opened up new 
vistas.  One of the most refreshing effects of…the “borderization” of the world is 
proof that it is possible, we could say, to be Mexican without being subject to a 
state and a territory.45   

 
While much of the research on “diasporic identities” suggests that the utility of 

the category of “nation” has expired, and much of the social scientific research on 

“transnationalism” argues for the continuing salience of national formations, both 

perspectives commonly share three interrelated assumptions and shortcomings.  These 

include positioning nomadic subjects in opposition to the powers of state and capital, 

positioning the state in opposition to global capital or assuming that the powers of the 

state are on the wane, and conceiving transnational space as boundless or 

“deterritorialized.”  I summarize each of these shortcomings in what follows.    

The first characteristic shared by both “diasporic” and “transnational” studies is 

hopefulness about the liberatory potential latent in nomadic subjectivities.  As reviewed 

above, both discourses position diasporic or transnational identities in opposition to 

oppressive nationalisms and/or repressive state power.  Diasporas, for example, are 

commonly conceived as liberatory spaces of resistance that make struggle against 

hegemonic power structures possible.  As Aiwha Ong has written, such discourses “seek 

in the off-shore experiences of labor migrants the birth of progressive political subjects 
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who will undermine or challenge oppressive nationalist ideologies.”  Endowed with a 

“unified moralism,” diasporic subjects are universally assumed to belong to an oppressed 

class and are therefore cast in the laudable role of opposing capitalist and state powers.46  

By nurturing simple dualisms such as global/national or diasporic/national, many 

accounts of globalization and border crossing position nomadic subjects and their 

practices outside of material flows and political-economic forces.  That is, they often 

minimize or fail to fully explore the structural and material forces that enable, condition, 

channel, and shape the formation of these subjectivities.  

 The second assumption common to discourses on “diasporic” and “transnational” 

identities is that, in a globalizing world, the institution of the state is losing its relevance.  

These discourses frequently construct narratives of the state’s defeat in a battle against 

global forces, while failing to recognize the ways in which the state apparatus has been 

conscripted by the forces of global capital.  The well-known writings of Appadurai are 

demonstrative.  In defining his use of the term “postnational,” Appadurai suggests that 

three primary phenomena will produce fluidity and volatility in the formation of subjects.  

First, new identity formations and new forms of loyalty will displace subjects’ old 

allegiances to increasingly obsolete nation-states.  Second, alternative systems for 

channeling the global exchange of resources, media, and ideas will pose either vigorous 

challenges or quiet alternatives to the institution of the nation-state for political 

mobilization.  And finally, as the state’s capacities to organize and control the nation 

recede, national forms that persevere will become increasingly disassociated from 

territorial states.47  For Appadurai, globalization entails an irreparable fracture in the 
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hyphen that once liked the nation to the state.  The three characteristics of a 

“postnational” order that Appadurai identifies all strongly suggest the withering of the 

institution of the state and its decreasing relevance to postnational subjects as they 

embark upon the creative production of new identities with new loyalties.   

Although it is patently clear that the Westphalian system of territorial nation-

states no longer constitutes the master framework for ordering affective allegiance 

(assuming that it ever did), the literatures on diasporic and transnational subject 

formation are commonly marked by an absence of any significant or sustained 

interrogation of the state.  Given its celebratory bent, much of the discussion surrounding 

transnational subjectivities has concealed the key role of states in the implementation and 

management of global flows and subjectivities.  Aihwa Ong provides an insightful 

critique of these oversights:  

Seldom is there an attempt to analytically link actual institutions of state power, 
capitalism, and transnational networks to such forms of cultural reproduction, 
inventiveness, and possibilities.  This is a significant problem of method because 
it raises hopes that transnational mobility and its associated processes have great 
liberatory potential (perhaps replacing international class struggle in orthodox 
Marxist thinking) for undermining all kinds of oppressive structures in the world.  
In a sense, the diasporan subject is now vested with the agency formerly sought in 
the working class and more recently in the subaltern subject.48 
 
Finally, theories of diaspora and transnationalism are often premised on bi-polar 

notions of space as either present or absent.  This is a weakness shared with much of the 

broader literature on globalization.  In the wake of the radical global restructuring 

described above, many prominent scholars of globalization have forecast a decline of 

territorial space that is concomitant with the erosion of state power.  Most famously, 
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Manuel Castells has branded the compression of time-space fostered by new technologies 

as a “space of flows.”  Contrasted with the physically contiguous “space of places,” the 

space of flows is characterized as borderless, placeless, and distanceless, as a 

supraterritorial sphere of networked connections where power subsists and circulates.  

Castells casts space in this “network society” as binary:  one is either inside the network 

or outside the network, at zero distance or at infinite distance from this global system of 

power.49  Such understandings of globalization suggest that the instantaneity of 

communications enabled by new technologies dissolves spatial and temporal distance, 

thus threatening the spatio-temporal boundaries that are intrinsic to the formation of 

states. 

 Discourses on diasporic subjectivities and transnationalism often share this 

conception of space as supraterritorial.  Bhabha’s description of postnational practices as 

emerging in a nebulous “third space,” for example, promotes an image of transcendent 

subjects who have freed themselves from both national and spatio-temporal constraints.50  

In such conceptions, freedom from spatio-temporal constraints “becomes a form of 

deterritorialized resource that can be deployed against the territorially bounded nation-

state.”51  Similarly, many social scientific accounts explicitly describe processes of 

transnationalism as “deterritorialized” or “boundless.”52  Smith and Guarnizo critique 

such formulations: 

The image of transnational migrants as deterritorialized, free-floating people 
represented by the now popular academic adage “neither here nor there” deserves 
closer scrutiny.  Intermittent spatial mobility, dense social ties, and intense 
exchanges fostered by transmigrants across national borders have indeed reached 
unprecedented levels…. However, transnational practices cannot be construed as 
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if they were free from the constraints and opportunities that contextuality 
imposes.  Transnational practices, while connecting collectivities located in more 
than one national territory, are embodied in specific social relations established 
between specific people, situated in unequivocal localities, at historically 
determined times.53 
       
Binaries that reduce space to only two conditions—present or absent—often 

suggest an inverse relationship between global space and national territoriality.  The rise 

of global, networked space comes with the decline of national, territorial space.  This 

conceptualization of space supports the assumption that power operates on only two, 

mutually exclusive terrains:  that of the global and that of the nation-state.  In a zero-sum 

game, the powers gained by the global economy come at the expense of the national 

economy, and globalization results in the emasculation of the national state.  As Saskia 

Sassen, Neil Brenner, and others have argued, such dichotomous understandings of space 

must be abandoned if we are to grasp the complex processes of spatial and territorial 

rescaling associated with contemporary globalization.  Furthermore, such binaries must 

be abandoned if we are to apprehend the ways in which the institution of the state is both 

contributing to and being transformed by contemporary spatial redistribution.54  We now 

turn to the state’s role in these processes of spatial reordering, as well as its continuing 

role in governing diasporic or transnational subjects. 

Spatial Rescaling and the Neoliberal State 
 

As can be gleaned from the preceding literature review, one of the aims of this 

chapter and indeed of this entire project is to “bring the state back in” to studies of 

transnational subject formation.  Although contemporary processes of globalization have 
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resulted in wholesale redistribution of powers to entities both “above” and “below” the 

state, they have not displaced the state as one of the primary institutions through which 

power is reproduced and circulated.  As Sassen has compellingly argued, and as I 

demonstrate throughout this project, “the state itself has been a key agent in the 

implementation of global processes, and it has emerged quite altered by this 

participation.”55  In order to understand the state’s role both in implementing new global 

designs of governance and in the continuing management of subjects, we must first 

understand the ways in which space is being transformed and rescaled in the 

contemporary era.  By complicating our understandings of space, we can better 

apprehend contemporary practices of governance as well as the processes that comprise 

the form of the state itself.  

Globalization is an inherently geographic concept.  Discourses on globalization 

commonly employ geographic prefixes, such as “sub,” “trans,” and “supra,” in order to 

describe processes that seem “to be operating either below, above, or beyond entrenched 

geopolitical boundaries.”56  Broadly speaking, then, discourses of globalization have 

attempted to complicate the nationalist ideologies that have long been internalized and 

reproduced by the social sciences.  That is, studies of globalization have shed light upon 

how the reified concept of the nation-state has been taken for granted in political analysis 

as the natural container for all sociopolitical phenomena.  The recognition that 

socioeconomic relationships and processes frequently circumvent the powers of territorial 

states has led many scholars of globalization to conclude that national states can no 

longer be understood as the absolute gatekeepers between the national and the global, 
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mediating the links between supposed internal and external forces.  Yet, in an attempt to 

correct for modes of analysis that are excessively state-centered, much of the scholarship 

on globalization has relied upon claims that deny the institution of the state any relevance 

to processes of global restructuring.  As reviewed above, this negation of the state is often 

grounded in the assumption that new technologies have facilitated the dissolution of 

space, thus threatening the territorial boundaries that are an elemental component of the 

state’s makeup.   

Critiquing perspectives that minimize the relevancy of states to processes of 

globalization, Brenner has written, “A break with state-centrism is…secured through the 

conceptual negation of the national state and, more generally, of the territorial dimensions 

of social life.”57  For Brenner, geoeconomic transformation has “not entailed the demise, 

erosion, or weakening of the state.”58  Rather, states have adopted a pivotal role in the 

rescaling of space and have become key institutions in the management of populations at 

a multitude of geographic scales.  In the process, the institution of the state itself has 

undergone significant spatial recalibration.  

In order to appreciate the state’s continuing role in managing subjects, we must 

first revisit our understandings of the spatial dimensions of subject formation.  

Disciplinary power has long been understood to take place within contained spaces.  

Indeed, Foucault associates disciplinary power with explicitly confined and partitioned 

spaces, such as prisons and asylums, through which human bodies are distributed in order 

to facilitate techniques of control.  Bentham’s Panopticon is archetypal, as subjects are 

literally sequestered in a spatial configuration that makes them constantly visible and 
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provides for the potential of perpetual surveillance.59  As Clive Barnett notes, this 

conceptualization of space as contained has been carried into much subsequent research 

on governmentality, including, for instance, Tony Bennet’s early work in cultural policy 

studies.60  In his analyses of the cultural institution of the museum, Bennet emphasizes 

how the spatial arrangements of museums regulate the conduct of bodies by channeling 

them through distributed space, thereby positioning subjects as docile receptacles of 

knowledge.61  In a well-known essay, Delueze summarizes such views of disciplinary 

power thus:  

The individual never ceases passing from one closed environment to another, each 
having its own laws; first the family; then the school (“you are no longer in your 
family”); then the barracks (“you are no longer at school”); then the factory; from 
time to time the hospital; possibly the prison, the preeminent instance of the 
closed environment.62 

 
Given media and social environments that can no longer be understood as 

spatially contained, scholars are beginning to explore how processes of “identity-

formation are now stretched across various networks and spatial scales.”63  This work 

follows a rapidly expanding body of scholarship in cultural geography on “social space.”  

While it is beyond the scope of this project to provide an exhaustive review of this 

literature, scholarship in cultural geography generally takes the position that it is more 

productive to conceive of geographical scale not as static or entrenched in physical space 

but rather as produced in social relations.64  Smith well summarizes this body of work:  

Geographic scale is traditionally treated as a neutral metric of physical space: 
specific scales of social activity are assumed to be largely given as in the 
distinction between urban, regional, national and global events and processes... 
There is now, however, a considerable literature arguing that the geographical 
scales of human activity are not neutral “givens”, not fixed universals of social 
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experience.... Far from neutral and fixed, therefore, geographical scales are the 
product of economic, political and social activities and relationships; as such they 
are as changeable as those relationships themselves.65 
 

From this perspective, the production of space depends less on areal territory and 

physical boundaries than on the socio-political-economic practices that engender scalar 

connections and thus spatial imaginations.  In other words, concepts such as space and 

territory should not be thought of as entities or fixed platforms but rather as dynamic 

processes that endure perpetual challenges and undergo constant recalibration.  As 

Brenner summarizes,  

The crucial point, therefore, is that territorialization, on any spatial scale, must be 
viewed as a historically specific, incomplete, and conflictual process rather than 
as a pregiven, natural, or permanent condition.”66 
 
Modern processes of subjectification thus rely less on corralling subjects through 

contained spaces or on aligning imaginations around territorial communities than on 

managing the multi-scalar relationships and networks that structure subjects’ socio-

political-economic activities.  In other words, the art of government should not be 

conceived as securing areal space but as managing social space.  As Mulgan writes, 

The central governmental problematic…is not that of maintaining discipline over 
clearly circumscribed subjects within territorial space, but one of regulating a 
whole network of flows, connections and re-presentations.”67  
 

A key insight from political geography, therefore, is that the art of government has 

become a fundamentally geographic endeavor.  Governmentality in the current era 

implies managing and producing subjects within spaces that cannot be conceived as 

territorially contained.  Modern practices of governance thus include processes of 

delinking, rearticulating, and rescaling the socio-political-economic connections that link 
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subjects to global flows and networks. The production of subjects is analogous to 

neoliberal methods of economic production:  in both cases, capacities are distributed 

across multiple spatial scales with the goal of opening up and exploiting new spaces for 

production and accumulation.  Crucial to governing a population, therefore, is the ability 

to articulate subjects to new webs of production and to channel their productive 

capacities onto new planes. 

 Herein lies one of the key distinctions between “liberal” and “neoliberal” rule, 

terms that I employ frequently in this project.  As a product of governmentality, liberal 

rule relies less on exercising authority by imposing juridical norms (hard power) than 

upon shaping and inducing desired practices (soft power).  An important characteristic of 

liberal rule therefore is the prevalence of knowledge-based responsive bureaucracies that 

arise for the purpose of conducting a population’s conduct.  Neoliberal rule retains such 

institutions and techniques of power, but distributes them at various levels of authority, 

such as to the sub-state and supranational levels. Another way to conceive of 

neoliberalism is as liberal rule that has been rescaled on global planes.  The European 

Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) are paradigmatic 

examples, since these hemispheric alliances transfer authority away from nation-states 

and toward various interstate and supranational bodies and, in the process, redistribute 

powers and capabilities across new spatial scales.68  To say that a state has adopted 

neoliberal forms of governance, therefore, implies much more than the state’s embrace of 

liberal ideologies that emphasize minimizing the power of central governments and 

shifting responsibilities toward the private sector.  The neoliberal state also actively 
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deploys its institutional resources to advance this rescaling and redistribution of power 

(as the Mexican state has done, for example, with its participation in erecting NAFTA).  

Ironically, then, as globalization and the spread of neoliberal ideologies push states 

toward relinquishing much of their authority over national economies, many states have 

reclaimed a sense of purpose by becoming key agents in implementing the very spatial 

rescaling that is transforming the makeup of the state itself.   

We have seen thus far how the reorganization of space associated with 

globalization has profoundly altered contemporary practices of governance.  We now turn 

our attention to how the reorganization of space has transformed the institution of the 

state, as well as the state’s role in global governance.  As discussed above, it is often 

more productive to conceive of space not as a fixed platform but rather as the product of 

socio-political-economic practices.  If we extend this understanding of “social space” to 

the scalar properties of institutional forms, we can better appreciate how institutions, such 

as states, also undergo spatial contestation and reformulation.  Reified conceptions of 

“the state” as a singular entity promote an understanding of space as ossified; in such 

views, the state is a centralized institution whose activities are entrenched within a single 

geographic scale centered on the areal confines of national territory.  From this limited 

perspective, the national state’s increasing permeability to geoeconomic forces 

necessarily entails the concomitant erosion of state power.  By viewing institutional 

forms as the outcome of dynamic socioeconomic processes, however, we achieve a more 

complex understanding of how the forces of globalization are not dismantling but rather 

redefining and rescaling the institution of the state.  Brenner thus argues that the concept 
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of “statehood” is more productive for understanding contemporary political 

reorganization, “because it does not ontologically prejudge the configuration of state 

scalar organization.”69  

Given this understanding of the production of space as continuous process, we 

must abandon the “Russian nested dolls” understanding of spatial scale as a system of 

entrenched territorial hierarchies.  That is, geopolitical scale can no longer be understood 

in terms of layered containers that are demarcated by absolute territorial size and follow a 

linear chain of command from township to province to region to nation-state to globe.  

Nor can Westphalian states be understood as the supreme arbiters of this linear command, 

mediating the associations between higher and lower entities.  Arguing that we need to 

invent new metaphors to account for today’s complex political geographies, Andersen 

observes:  

There may sometimes be a linear chain of command between institutions...at 
different levels, but in general such a linear model (like a Russian dolls metaphor 
or nested hierarchies) does not fit the complex reality.  The contemporary world is 
not a ladder up or down which processes move from one rung to the next in an 
orderly fashion, the central state mediating all links between the external or higher 
levels and the internal or lower ones.  That was never the case, but it is even less 
true today.  Not only are there now more rungs but qualitatively they are more 
heterogeneous; and direct movements between high and low levels, missing out or 
bypassing ‘intermediate’ rungs, are now a defining characteristic of contemporary 
life.  [A more fitting metaphor for today’s spatial arrangements might be a] 
complex set of climbing frames, slides, swings, ropes and rope ladders, complete 
with weak or broken parts.70   
 

We are witnessing, then, a sweeping global reorganization of interscalar political-

economic relationships in which political space might be better conceived as a “tangled 
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mosaic of superimposed and interpenetrating nodes, levels, scales, and morphologies.”71  

The spatial forms or architecture of globalizing late capitalism is thus 

more complex, tangled, eccentric, and volatile than the nationalized interscalar 
arrangements of the postwar, Fordist-Keynesian period.  There is no longer a 
single privileged scale of political-economic organization, and emergent scalar 
configurations do not overlap with one another in neatly isomorphic, congruent 
patterns.72  
 

 With respect to statehood, geoeconomic pressures are destabilizing spatial forms 

and scalar relationships throughout the state apparatus.  The institutional activities and 

relations that comprise statehood are being reformulated at myriad scalar levels, 

including the supranational, national, regional, and local.  In and among each of these 

fields, inherited scalar relations are being dismantled in order to generate new forms and 

processes of statehood.  This is not to suggest that the political architectures from prior 

historical periods have become immaterial.  As Brenner has argued, in spite of capital’s 

robust efforts to reconfigure inherited political-economic configurations, the genetic 

imprint of these prior configurations “may close off certain pathways of rescaling by 

circumscribing the production of new scales within determinate institutional and 

geographical parameters.”73  For our purposes, this suggests that the national state, 

though recalibrated, retains some of its Westphalian powers, as well as its ability to 

influence the production of space.   

In sum, though geoeconomic pressures have reconfigured the architecture of the 

state apparatus, the state has not surrendered its role in the regulation of the global 

political economy; inherited forms of the national state have “responded eagerly and even 

creatively to the challenges of global capital.”74  Indeed, though appreciably rescaled and 
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reterritorialized themselves, state institutions are now “major animateurs and mediators 

of political-economic restructuring at all geographic scales.”75  In a mutually constitutive 

process, geoeconomic integration is radically transforming the scalar dimensions of the 

institution of the state while, at the same time, the state has become an important agent in 

the reconfiguration of global geographies.   

 

Localizing the Global 
 

As the above literature review demonstrates, many scholars of globalization now 

persuasively argue that not only has the institution of the state adroitly adapted to the 

challenges of geoeconomic transformation, but that it has also adopted a leading role in 

propelling this transformation.  “Highly responsive to challenges of transnationality,” the 

state has also taken on new responsibilities in the management of migratory 

populations.76  Still, we must bear in mind that state responses to the challenges of 

globalization and transnational subjects are not globally uniform; they are always 

particular and culturally situated.  For example, the responses of the Mexican state to 

massive northward migration differ dramatically from the responses of Asian Pacific 

states to the Chinese diaspora.77  Even within geographically proximate regions where 

states struggle with analogous migratory flows, state responses are unique and situated.  

For example, there are significant differences in how the states of Mexico, Haiti, Brazil, 

and the Dominican Republic have engaged their migrant populations in the United 

States.78  Likewise, separate regimes have emerged for governing the flows of unskilled 

laborers and for moving capital-bearing or skilled cosmopolitan elites.  Thus, a more 
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nuanced understanding of the governing of migratory flows must scrutinize not only the 

meta-structures that are transforming the entire globe, such as advances in the mobility of 

capital and the spread of neoliberal governing ideologies, but also the situated logics and 

actions of particular states.  In examining Mexico’s relationship with its migratory 

subjects, the remainder of this project answers this call for more particular or situated 

analyses. 

This project is organized around what I take to be the key categories of Mexican 

modernity:  sovereignty, nation, and citizenship.  In three of the chapters that follow, I 

examine rhetoric’s role in the metamorphoses of each of these three concepts, following 

them on their journeys toward transnational neoliberal governance as they relate to the 

Mexican state’s policies and outreach toward migrant populations.  In other words, to a 

large degree this project is a genealogical interrogation of the ways in which the concepts 

of sovereignty, nation, and citizenship are disembedded from their entrenchment in 

national territory and rearticulated to transnational migrant flows.  In Chapter 3, we will 

witness how the Mexican government now links the concept of Mexican sovereignty to 

the abolition of international borders.  In Chapter 4, we will observe how the Mexican 

government now extends the concept of the Mexican nation to populations that live 

beyond the state’s borders.  And in Chapter 5, we will examine and the Mexican 

government expands the concept of citizenship to practices of investing across borders.  

Ironically, then, these three concepts—sovereignty, nation, and citizenship—are deployed 

against themselves.  Newly renovated and distributed across multiple scales, modernity’s 
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founding concepts are deployed for a new governing problematic, and bear only a passing 

resemblance to their former selves. 

The hazard of genealogical or diachronic criticism lies in its boundlessness; the 

historical uses of abstract signifiers often seem to extend beyond the horizon.  The 

ideograph “sovereignty,” for example, can be traced at least to the sovereign ruler of the 

Middle Ages and has been on a constant journey ever since, undergoing multiple 

reincarnations and localized manifestations to suit the needs of new and disparate 

governing rationalities (as Michel Foucault’s own genealogy of the term demonstrates).79  

Thus, this project draws historical limits around twentieth century Mexico and the 

twentieth century Mexican state, focusing primarily on rhetoric’s role in steering the 

transition from one major historical period to another.  That is, the historical interest of 

this project is in Mexico’s experience of transition from the nationalist period (following 

the Mexican revolution, in which Mexico adopts policies of economic nationalism and 

emerges as a consolidated, territorial nation-state) to the current postnational period (in 

which Mexico embraces neoliberal forms of governance and transnational notions of 

sovereignty, nation, and citizenship).  This arbitrary imposition of boundaries is not 

without problems.  The historian, for example, may have good grounds to challenge my 

characterization of postrevolutionary Mexico, arguing that many of the features I 

highlight have historical antecedents in earlier, nineteenth century projects of nation and 

state building.  Furthermore, the globalization scholar might be quick to note the ironies 

inherent in a project that purports to be about globalization yet remains focused on the 

key concepts of modernism, even as those concepts are hollowed of their prior 
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significance.  In anticipation of these objections, I can only recognize their legitimacy 

while offering a rhetorician’s response:  the account I provide herein is, agonizingly yet 

unavoidably, perspectival and partial. 

The chapters that comprise this project analyze rhetorical acts that range from a 

governmental planning instrument to a president’s weekly address to a discourse 

sponsored primarily by supranational development agencies.  Each chapter therefore 

apprehends what are unique expressions of a much larger phenomenon, merely a few of 

the many points of articulation that have made possible the work of reconfiguring the 

Mexican state.  Yet, the attention given to the particularities of this unique case answers 

Aihwa Ong’s call for more localized examinations of the specific histories encompassed 

by global transformation.  Taken as a whole, this project paints the picture of a state on 

the move, a state engaged in its own radical reinvention.  Although many researchers 

have examined the compelling case of the Mexican state’s rapprochement with its 

migratory populations, none to my knowledge have examined this phenomenon through 

the lenses of rhetorical theory coupled with cultural geography.  This project sheds new 

light on the case of the migrating Mexican state, and the ways in which rhetorical 

discourse has been instrumental in the transformation and rescaling of this one particular 

state. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Migrants and State Formation in Mexico 
  
 
 

It is not coincidental that the [Mexican] state attempted to incorporate emigrants 
during periods of institutional instability.  Rather, these efforts were part of larger 
attempts to resolve institutional challenges arising on both sides of the border.  In 
moments of crisis, the state used some of its scarce resources on promoting the 
welfare of migrants abroad.... [A]ttention to emigrants... has also played a role in 
the economic strategies of the state, from the rebuilding of the national economy 
after the Revolution to the global integration favored since the 1982 debt crisis.  
When emigrants were not seen as useful to the state in resolving political and 
economic problems, especially when these problems were less acute, the state 
forgot about them. –Rachel Sherman80 
 
 
In 1921, approaching the one hundredth anniversary of Mexico’s independence 

from Spain, Mexican nationals organized a month-long celebration in the U.S. city of Los 

Angeles.  The festivities included a parade made up of contingencies from different 

Mexican states, a beauty contest, concerts and film exhibitions featuring Mexican music 

and movies, and a “public ceremony culminating in the traditional grito or ‘yell,’ for 

independence on the 16th of September.”  Spearheaded by the newly formed Mexican 

Committee on Patriotic Festivities, the festivities surrounding the Mexican national 

holiday were directly sponsored by the Mexican consulate in Los Angeles.81  The 

celebrations, which were to grow in ambition in the ensuing years, were part of a larger 

endeavor initiated by the Mexican government of Alvaro Obregón to preserve “the 
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cultural integrity of Mexican emigrants through the establishment of institutions to foster 

Mexican patriotism.”82  Following the Mexican revolution, the hemorrhaging of 

Mexico’s population (due to death and mass evacuation during and after the war) had 

been viewed in Mexico as a national tragedy.  One of the government’s aims with its 

programs north of the border, therefore, was to preserve in migrants their sense of 

belonging to the Mexican nation so that, once domestic conditions improved, they would 

be equipped for repatriation to Mexican territory.  Throughout the 1920s, the Mexican 

government thus directed growing resources and talent to Mexican consuls in the United 

States, and charged the consuls with the tasks of both defending the rights of migrant 

populations in the United States and generating enthusiasm for the Mexican nation.  

It is important to acknowledge that the contemporary period is not the first in 

which the Mexican state has engaged in political activities north of the border to aid and 

to defend Mexican nationals residing in the United States.  As I demonstrate below, the 

Mexican government’s activities north of the border are as old as the border itself.  

Building upon the arguments of Rachel Sherman, this chapter advances a claim that 

supports much of this project:  that the Mexican government’s shifting policies toward 

migrant communities are closely linked to larger Mexican state-building projects.  

Historically the Mexican government has turned to migrant populations during 

institutional crises, when state legitimacy is weak.  In the development of new programs 

for migrants, the Mexican government is afforded an opportunity to experiment with and 

implement new techniques of governance.  In short, at key points in Mexican history, the 

Mexican government has deployed migration policy as a vehicle for rearticulating the 
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reason of state in Mexico.  The state’s shifting migration policies are thus intimately 

linked to the state’s need for institutional renewal. 

To support this argument, an historical account of the Mexican state’s activities 

north of the border is in order.  There are two distinct historical periods in which the 

Mexican state has been most active north of the border in defense of its nationals.  The 

first period, which lasted from approximately 1917-1932, came on the heels of the 

Mexican revolution, and the second period, beginning in the late-1980s and continuing to 

the present, followed Mexico’s 1982 economic collapse.  Common to both of these 

historical periods is the fact that the Mexican state was emerging from the ashes of ruin 

and attempting to refashion a justification for its existence amidst evolving national and 

global contingencies.  What is extraordinary about both of these cases, therefore, is that 

political crises bring to light the unhealed wounds on Mexico’s northern frontier; 

following the two greatest crises in twentieth century Mexican history, the Mexican state 

turns its attention to the unresolved issues surrounding borders and migration. This fact 

reveals that, despite the Mexican state’s overall historic neglect of the problems 

associated with migration, migration endures as a central problematic in the identity and 

formation of the state. 

On the surface, the aims of the 1920s Mexican government with respect to 

migrant populations seem quite similar to the aims of the Mexican government today.  

For example, during both periods, the governments’ programs place a great deal of 

emphasis on cultivating Mexican national identity in migrant communities.  Yet, as this 

chapter will demonstrate, the cultivation of Mexicanness in migrant communities during 
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these two periods is linked to radically divergent state-building projects during two very 

distinct periods of Mexican history.  During the 1920s, the Mexican government aimed to 

foster Mexican national identity in migrant populations with the ultimate goal of bringing 

Mexican nationals home.  In the contemporary period, the Mexican government deploys 

national identity for the purpose of keeping migrant communities linked to a trans-

territorial Mexican nation and deepening the transnational flows that bring migrant 

resources to Mexico.  In each instance, therefore, national pride is linked to 

fundamentally different conceptions of the Mexican nation and a radically different 

raison d’état.        

  I wish to emphasize from the outset that the evolving policies and rhetoric of the 

Mexican state are not a mere reflection or instantiation of newly emerging reasons of 

state.  As I will argue throughout this project and particularly in Chapter 5, Mexican 

migrant communities are not merely the objects of state power, but rather creative agents 

that at key points in Mexican history have supplied the state with inspiration for 

rearticulating its raison d’être.  In directing its gaze toward and beyond the border, the 

state finds in the figure of the Mexican migrant an inventional resource for restoring the 

state’s legitimacy and rearticulating the state’s duties in a newly emerging political order. 

Although this chapter concentrates on the twentieth century, it is important to 

acknowledge that the Mexican state’s activities in defense of Mexican nationals residing 

north of the international border are as old as the border itself.  The boundaries of nations 

and states along Mexico’s northern frontier have been nebulous since Europeans first 

colonized these lands.83  Boundary making became even more complicated after 1848, 
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when the United States conquered nearly half of Mexico’s territory—along with an 

estimated 100,000 Mexican nationals that inhabited this territory.84  As the Mexican 

historian Arturo Santamaría Gomez has written, although it was never officially 

recognized, Mexicans living in the conquered territories lived a “dual, bicultural, 

ambivalent binational reality” for decades after 1848.85  Following the Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Mexican government became preoccupied with defending those 

Mexican citizens that suddenly found themselves living on conquered lands.86  In the 

immediate aftermath of the war, Mexico established a repatriation program to encourage 

and assist Mexican nationals with relocating to territory within the newly drawn border,87 

and in the ensuing decades the Mexican government filed formal diplomatic complaints 

with U.S. authorities that protested human rights abuses of its former citizens.88   

These efforts notwithstanding, the Mexican government has only intermittently 

endeavored to reach out to Mexican citizens living and laboring north of the border, and 

the state has been virtually absent in the affairs of Mexican migrants during time periods 

not discussed above.  Indeed, many scholars and activists have criticized the Mexican 

government for doing too little to defend Mexican nationals from exploitation in the 

United States.89  Historical records generally characterize the Mexican state as absent on 

issues of migration, as reactive to external events and policies initiated by the U.S. 

government, or as acquiescent to the needs of U.S. labor markets.  All of these portrayals 

can be found, for example, in historical accounts of the Mexican government’s 

complicity in the abuses of migrant labor during the Bracero program (1942-1964), in 

which the U.S. and Mexican governments devised official channels for the import of 
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temporary Mexican labor into the United States.90  Notwithstanding debates about 

whether or not the Mexican state could have or should have done more for its migrants at 

various points in history, this chapter’s historical survey reveals some common threads 

that have remained constant in Mexico’s relationship with migrant populations. 

Mexico’s ambivalent relationship with migrants has always been entangled in its 

tortured attempts to comprehend and fashion its national history.  Mexico’s early 

attempts at nation building developed simultaneously with the United State’s 

expansionism and aggression.  The loss of half its territory as well as the nationals who 

inhabited those territories thus occurred at a critical juncture for the Mexican nation: 

during its infancy.  Mexico has carried this originary loss through time, and Mexican 

nationals living north of the border, often in the very lands that were conquered, are a 

perpetual reminder of this loss.  As this chapter will demonstrate, Mexico has thus long 

struggled with what migrants symbolize for the Mexican nation.  On the one hand, by 

adopting northern culture and habits, the migrant threatens to contaminate the purity of 

the Mexican nation.  On the other hand, with a determination to persevere against all 

odds, the migrant is a source of inspiration and hope.  More than anything, given the 

discrimination and abuses that many Mexican laborers confront north of the border, the 

migrant has symbolized Mexico’s continuing humiliation at the hands of the United 

States. 

 In what follows, I elaborate on the state’s actions during the two significant 

twentieth century periods under scrutiny, as well as the period of inaction in the interim.  

What becomes clear in this historical overview is how the state’s outreach (or lack 
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thereof) to Mexicans living in the United States is closely linked to projects of state 

formation and the development of governing rationalities that guide the state. 

 

Migrants in the Postrevolutionary Period (1917 – 1932) 
 

During the postrevolutionary period of approximately 1917-1932, stories of the 

abuses that Mexican laborers suffered in the United States became a staple of the 

Mexican press, and the figure of the exploited Mexican migrant became something of a 

“condensation symbol” of Mexico’s historic exploitation at the hands of foreigners.  

Postrevolutionary Mexican governments seized upon this symbolism to help justify the 

need for a centralized and strong state that was capable of defending the dignity of both 

Mexican nationals and Mexican territory.  During this period, the Mexican state engaged 

in various activities on both sides of the border in an effort to protect Mexican migrants 

laboring in the United States.  These activities included deploying Mexican consulates as 

a nexus for organizing Mexican nationals in the United States, aiding Mexicans with 

repatriation to Mexico, and initiating public campaigns that attempted to dissuade 

Mexicans from (e)migrating in the first place. 

Following the revolution and coinciding with the global economic crises of the 

1920s, Mexican consulates took on a significant role in organizing and supporting 

Mexican communities in the United States.  Starting with President Obregón in 1921, 

successive Mexican heads of state strengthened consular forces while charging the 

consulates with the task of protecting the rights of Mexican migrant laborers and aiding 

Mexican communities with social and political organization.91  Although the results were 
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not uniform and the level of consular activity varied from one Mexican community to the 

next, in at least some U.S. cities, Mexican consulates became a nexus of Mexican migrant 

life.  In Los Angeles, for example, “organizations affiliated with the Mexican consulate 

increasingly came to dominate the public life of the Mexican community.”92  Among 

their activities, Mexican consulates and consular-backed organizations established mutual 

aid societies for migrants, planned festivities around Mexican national holidays, 

intervened in labor union struggles, established Spanish libraries with books donated by 

the Mexican government, and founded Spanish-speaking schools for the children of 

migrants so that they could study official versions of Mexican history in Spanish.93  In 

addition, consular authorities intervened in migrants’ civil disputes, aided migrants with 

work conflicts and criminal cases, and provided education to migrants about U.S. law.94  

Although these programs yielded few long-term achievements, the aim of the Mexican 

government was clear:  to preserve migrants’ cultural Mexicanness so that, after learning 

new skills in the United States, they would be equipped for imminent return to the 

homeland.  As Sanchez has written, 

the role of the Mexican government in barrios in the United States was not simply 
a benevolent effort to promote an ethnic consciousness—a “Mexico de afuera” 
mentality—on the part of their expatriates.  The efforts to promote Mexican 
nationalism had ulterior motives that are linked to complex reactions in Mexico 
concerning emigration to the United States.  Mexican government officials were 
not simply altruistically striving to provide a positive national identity for 
Mexican in the United States.  Their intent was to convince emigrants to return.95 

 
 The Mexican government’s efforts to organize migrant communities and instill in 

migrants a sense of Mexican national pride were therefore linked to the ideal of bringing 

the migrants “home.”  As discussed above, this ideal of incorporating Mexican nationals 
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within Mexican territory dates to the creation of the border itself, and there were various 

calls for repatriation in the late-1910s.96  Given the economic conditions and lack of 

opportunities in Mexico, however, repatriating Mexican nationals remained more an 

espoused ideal than an officially supported policy—that is, until U.S. authorities began to 

expel Mexican nationals in masses.  When the U.S. recession of 1921 and the global 

depression of 1929 left many Mexican laborers destitute and unwanted in the United 

States, the Mexican government funded endeavors and cooperated with U.S. authorities 

in the return of hundreds of thousands of Mexicans laboring north of the border.  

Although the plight of these laborers evidenced the failures of the Mexican state to 

provide for its nationals, and although the state was mostly reacting to external economic 

circumstances, the Mexican government proudly touted the return of the indigent workers 

as the culmination of a proactive campaign to “repatriate” Mexican nationals.97  From 

that point forward, the notion that Mexican migrants laboring in the United States had a 

patriotic duty to eventually return to the homeland became ingrained in official 

postrevolutionary national culture.  The prominent Mexican intellectual and statesman 

José Vasconcelos, for example, frequently toured the border areas of the United States in 

the 1920s, speaking to audiences comprised of Mexican migrants about their duty to 

ultimately return to Mexico.98  Having grown up on the border himself and having 

attended primary school in Texas, Vasconcelos expressed this national duty thus: 

Mexicans, let us never forget or cease to show interest in our country and in the 
land in which we first saw the light of day.  For if we are here working hard and 
suffering, it will not always be so.  We are but the children of Israel who are 
passing through our Egypt here in the United States doing onerous labors, 
swallowing our pride, bracing up under indignities heaped upon us here.  If we 
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expect to return and escape all this, as all good Mexicans ought to, then we should 
show interest in our country from this Egypt of ours.99  

 
If the national duty of all Mexicans who had strayed beyond the border was to 

return home, then the national duty of Mexicans still at home was to remain in Mexico.  

Throughout the late 1910s, 1920s and 1930s, the Mexican government waged 

informational campaigns that attempted to dissuade would-be migrants from abandoning 

la patria by explaining the hardships that migrants confronted in the United States and 

the ways in which U.S. employers exploited migrant labor.  These campaigns involved 

the press, labor organizations, and state and municipal officials, and consisted primarily 

of disseminating official reports from Mexican consulates that detailed the sufferings, 

abuse, and appalling living conditions of migrant workers in the United States.  The 

Mexican press thrived on these gripping and heartbreaking stories, and portrayed mass 

emigration as a national tragedy.  Such information campaigns, sponsored by the state 

and abetted by the press, suggested that to transgress Mexico’s territorial borders was to 

risk losing both human dignity and national identity.100  

Taken together, all of these state activities sent a clear signal to Mexican national 

subjects:  to remain a viable member of the Mexican nation required remaining within 

Mexico’s national-territorial borders.  It was not feasible to contribute to national 

development from afar.  As with most modern nations, therefore, the postrevolutionary 

Mexican nation was conceived as a physical body, bounded by territorial borders.  This 

conception began a new era in how the state officially articulated its relationship to the 

nation; the Mexican nation had not always been conceived as territorially bound.  Prior to 
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the revolution, the liberal dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz (1876-1911) had adopted a 

doctrinarian commitment to laissez faire economics, and had publicly insisted that 

Mexican workers should be free to sell their labor in the global marketplace.  By viewing 

labor (e)migration as a necessary element of free markets, Díaz’s most significant 

contribution to Mexicans in the United States was to increase their numbers.101  The 

postrevolutionary campaigns to thwart emigration and corral those who had already 

migrated back to Mexican territory thus signaled a significant shift in state policy and the 

ways in which the state imagined its duties.  The economic liberalism that had 

underpinned the governing rationality of the late nineteenth century gave way to 

territorial nationalism.  The state’s new duties included consolidating the territorial 

nation, buttressing its border with its historically land-hungry northern neighbor, and 

legitimizing regime/state-centered power by casting the state as the supreme protector of 

Mexico’s territory and people.  Making national subjects congruous with national 

territory became part of a process in which the state began to articulate its duties in the 

emerging era of state-centered, nationalist governance. 

Migrants as Source of National Shame (1940s-1980s) 
 

Despite the campaigns of the 1920s and 1930s, there was little that the Mexican 

government could do to disrupt the deep social, familial, and economic ties that wove 

together cultures on both sides of the international border.  Indeed, migration across the 

international border flowed in increasing volumes in the ensuing decades, suggesting that 

efforts to solidify the border were little more than spurious gestures to satisfy the 
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symbolic needs of state and nation building.  This presented an enormous threat to the 

one-party regime in Mexico, and state outreach to Mexican communities in the United 

States virtually ceased from approximately the 1940s through the late 1980s.  The 

Mexican state’s approach to migration during this period has been labeled the “policy of 

no policy,” and its response to the problems of migration have been described as reactive, 

defensive, ad hoc, and limited.102  We can best understand the Mexican state’s lack of 

advocacy on behalf of Mexican migrants during this period, if we consider formulations 

of Mexican sovereignty that came to support state rule.  Following the Mexican 

Revolution, constructions of Mexican national sovereignty emphasized the importance of 

territorial integrity, and allocated to a strong state the charge of protecting Mexicans and 

Mexican culture from foreign exploitation and contamination.  This section reviews how 

Mexican migrants became suspect in Mexico during this period, and how conceptions of 

Mexican sovereignty impeded the imagination of an enduring relationship between the 

state and Mexicans who strayed beyond the nation-state’s territorial borders. 

With the consolidation and institutionalization of the revolution under the Partido 

Nacional Revolucionario, sovereignty emerged as the crucial concept cementing a pact 

between Mexican nationals and the Mexican state:  Mexican nationals would extend their 

undivided loyalty to the sovereign Mexican state, and a strong and united state would 

protect the sovereign social rights of Mexican nationals.  As discussed further in 

Chapter 3, sovereignty was thus conceived as the state’s legitimate dominion over the 

nation’s populace, territory and resources, and its concomitant obligation to exercise such 

authority in the interest of safeguarding the people from foreign subjugation and 
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contamination.103  This pact between state and populace undergirds most nationalist 

ideologies and is thus common to the formation of many nation-states in the modern era.  

Nonetheless, the sovereignty pact took on special significance in the context of Mexico, 

given Mexico’s particular history of struggle against foreign invaders.104  

Postrevolutionary construals of Mexican history commonly portrayed the revolution as 

Mexico’s long-awaited triumph over foreign domination.  History, it was said, had been 

clear.  Internal division and chaos had produced the conditions that made Mexico ripe for 

foreign exploitation, and Mexicans could achieve their sovereignty only by uniting 

behind a strong state that was able to stand up to foreign interests.  Those who failed to 

unite around the revolutionary state were likened to past traitors who had weakened the 

country.105  In this fashion, “nationalism and sovereignty became the two faces of the 

same coin.”106  

Mexican notions of sovereignty became grounded in territorial integrity, and 

intimately linked to the perceived need to reinforce Mexico’s borders against foreign 

incursions.107  Given Mexico’s ill-fated geographic position and its history with the 

United States, this emphasis on territorial inviolability is not surprising.108  In Mexico’s 

postrevolutionary foreign policy, the principles of political autonomy and non-

intervention became instruments to demonstrate Mexico’s independence from the United 

States.  The absolute right of each nation-state to conduct its internal affairs without 

intervention from foreign powers became enshrined in Mexico’s understanding of a 

global arrangement embedded in the sovereign rights of states.109  Other scholars have 

cited these strident foreign policy positions as a primary obstacle to Mexico’s developing 
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a cross-border relationship with its citizens laboring in the United States.  Successive 

Mexican governments were concerned that cross-border interactions would be interpreted 

as a violation of the sovereign affairs of the United States and establish a precedent that 

would provoke reciprocal intervention.  In the 1970s, for example, entreaties by Chicano 

activists in the United States to create an alliance with the Mexican state over issues of 

mutual concern were rebuffed by the Mexican government.  Archival documents have 

revealed that Mexican officials expressed concern that such alliances would be met by 

disapproval from the U.S. State Department, and invite U.S. retaliation.110  Mexico’s 

understanding of the international system of state sovereignty rights thus played an 

important role in precluding the imagination of a cross-border relationship with its 

nationals living in the United States.  But, as I argue below, the Mexican state’s reticence 

toward its (e)migrants involved processes that were much more complex than a simple 

violation of foreign policy principles: Mexican migrants posed threats to the very 

formulation of state power in Mexico.  

Constructing a nation in the shadow of an empire that had conquered half of its 

territory was no simple task.  Throughout most of the twentieth century, Mexican nation 

building necessitated, about all else, demarcation.  The emerging Mexican nation-state 

needed to consolidate its control over the northern regions and distinguish between “us” 

and “them.”  Many scholars have argued that at the heart of Mexican nationalism is the 

importance of erecting symbolic borders against the northern Other.  Carlos Fuentes has 

written that, “Mexican nationalism...is defined to a great extent by the proximity of 

another nationalism: the North American.”111  In a similar vein, Roger Bartra writes:  
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Without any doubt, confrontation with the northern Other has spurred the 
definition of Mexican identity…. The border is a permanent danger.  The border 
is a constant source of contamination and threats to Mexican nationality.  The 
mere existence of the border is what permits nationalist passions to remain tense.  
It permits, we might say, a permanent state of alert against outside threats.112  
 

According to Stephen D. Morris, Mexican national identity is persistently defined as 

oppositional to the United States; Mexicans define themselves as being everything that 

the northern Other is not.  Mexican nationalism embraces Mexico’s ethnic mestizo 

makeup in opposition to the lack of an ethnic identity in the United States; Mexican 

nationalism glorifies its indigenous roots and takes pride in its mestizaje in opposition to 

U.S. racism and segregation; Mexican nationalism promotes its concern for the weak and 

dispossessed in opposition to callous U.S. greed and materialism; Mexican nationalism 

stresses its value for community and family in opposition to the degeneracy of U.S. 

individualism.113  In sum, maintaining boundaries, both territorial and symbolic, against 

contamination from the northern barbarian has historically figured prominently in the 

maintenance of Mexican national identity. 

The nationalist ideal of erecting a firm border against the Northern Other collided 

with a very different reality on the ground.  Throughout the twentieth century, the rapidly 

developing economies of the Mexican north and the U.S. southwest were becoming 

increasingly interdependent, and peoples, ideas, cultures, and commerce circulated with 

little respect for political borders.  Where one nation began and another ended had 

become increasingly ill defined.  For the emerging Mexican national consciousness, 

migrants presented particularly messy symbols, and they came to represent a threat to the 

purity of the nation.  For many Mexicans, crossing the border was analogous to an act of 
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treason or disloyalty, and the Mexicanness of those who crossed was highly suspect.  

Those who strayed north were viewed with such suspicion in Mexico that they earned 

their own epithet:  the slang term “pocho.”  Literally meaning “too ripe, rotten, or 

spoiled,” by the 1930s the epithet was attached to Mexicans in the United States who 

were perceived to be imitating American culture.  The label implied that these migrants 

were ashamed of their culture and their roots, and that they adopted an attitude of 

superiority toward Mexico in trying to assimilate to U.S. cultural norms.114  A 

commentary about migrants from a member of a Mexican community that has 

experienced high rates of emigration captures the sentiments of many Mexicans toward 

their co-nationals living in the United States: 

They come in their nice cars, but people here say they are conch shells—pretty on 
the outside, ugly inside…They were born in Mexico, but they don’t like anything 
here.  They can buy land, but they don’t have any love for their country… In 
practice, they are from neither here nor there.115 

 
The perception that pochos were from “neither here nor there,” or tragically lost 

individuals without a homeland, has a long history in Mexican cinematic representations.  

According to a survey conducted by David R. Maciel, between 1922 and 1980 the 

Mexican film industry produced more than one hundred films on the theme of emigration 

to the United States, with titles such as “The Man without a Homeland” (“El hombre sin 

patria,” 1922), “Disobedient Son” (“El hijo desobediente,” 1945), “I Am Mexican First” 

(“Primero soy mexicano,” 1950), and simply “El pocho” (1969).  The recurring figure of 

the pocho in these films had a simple didactic message:  Those who cross the border 

suffer a certain loss of identity, and the only cure for those who have fallen victim to 
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norteamericanización is to return to the protective embrace of the motherland.  The 

comedy “Disobedient Son,” to cite but one common example, portrays a migrant’s return 

to Mexico after a fourteen-year transgression north of the border.  José Flores has 

changed his name to Joe Flowers, has adopted decadent gringo customs, and speaks a 

bastardized Chicano Spanish.  Back in the protective haven of the motherland, Joe 

marries the Mexican woman he had abandoned prior to his northern transgression, 

gradually loses his pochismos, and recovers his Mexican identity.  Joe turns back into 

José.116 

 According to what can be gathered from Maciel’s survey, these films commonly 

depicted the powers of the Mexican motherland, allied with a good Mexican wife, to 

re-civilize Mexican men who have strayed beyond the border.  Although Maciel does not 

address the role of gender in his study, the near absence of depictions of women migrants 

is itself a telling normative message.  Yet, not all of these films contain a civilizing 

feminine figure waiting at home in Mexico, and not all pochos are salvageable.  In the 

melodrama “El pocho,” José Guadalupe García is raised in an El Paso orphanage after his 

parents drown attempting to cross the Rio Bravo (Rio Grande) into the United States.  His 

caretakers on the U.S. side of the border rechristen him Joe Garscha, and he spends a 

lifetime attempting to assimilate into dominant U.S. culture.  In spite of his perfect 

English and having grown up north of the border, Anglos refuse to accept him as a 

member of the national tribe, and his girlfriend’s brother leads a brutal attack on him for 

daring to date an “American.”  José tries his luck on the Mexican side of the border, but 

his new female acquaintance mocks him for behaving and speaking like a “pocho.”  The 
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family of the Mexican girl administers José another beating for daring to court the girl 

without being an “authentic Mexican.”  At the end of the melodrama, José returns to the 

fateful and tragic site that set the path of his life.  He throws himself into the Rio Bravo, 

which he considers the only proper place for someone who is “from neither here nor 

there” (ni de aquí ni de allá).117 

This general disdain for migrants, as expressed in Mexican cinema, often 

intersected with gender and class prejudices in Mexico.  Traditional gender roles for 

women, particularly in more rural areas where rates of emigration were highest, 

emphasized the importance of woman’s domestic seclusion in the home.  Women were 

expected to remain immobile and at home, symbols of hearth and stability, while 

mobility or travel was reserved for men.  For women, physical mobility was equated with 

loose sexuality; women who roamed freely were sexually free.  Coupled with the 

depraved influences of U.S. culture, this gendered understanding of mobility made 

women who transgressed the border especially suspect.118  If simply leaving the home 

had compromised her purity, the woman who transgressed the border became doubly 

contaminated.  Class prejudices also fed disdain for migrants.  Elites in Mexico’s large 

urban areas—the same individuals who took up leadership roles in the Mexican 

government—commonly perceived migrants as embarrassing peasants with low levels of 

culture and education.  Migrants were thus poor ambassadors for the Mexican nation, a 

source of national shame.119 

Migrants who streamed back and forth across the northern border thus radically 

problematized issues of national identity, belonging, and order.  By highlighting the 
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porosity of territorial and cultural borders, Mexican migrants brought unwanted attention 

to the tenuousness of a nationalism grounded so deeply in notions of territorial and 

cultural sovereignty. And in threatening conceptions of Mexican sovereignty, the concept 

at the very heart of state legitimacy, migrants posed a serious challenge to the authority of 

the state; they represented a living example of the ways in which the state failed to fulfill 

the very duties under the sovereignty pact that lent it legitimacy.  Given the nationalist 

ideologies underpinning Mexican state authority, therefore, the state could officially 

recognize neither the reality of cultural and economic mixing along the northern border 

nor the reality of mass migration.  To acknowledge the existence of migrants was to 

acknowledge that the territorially congruent nation-state was little more than a state-

sponsored national myth.  Thus followed a long period of state inattention to the 

problems of migration.  As explored in depth in Chapter 3, the Mexican state would need 

to rearticulate conceptions of Mexican sovereignty, as well as its governing philosophy, 

before it would once again reach out to nationals beyond the border. 

 

Migrants as National Heroes (1988 – present) 
 

If understandings of migration in postrevolutionary Mexico emphasized that to 

leave Mexico’s territorial borders was to risk one’s membership in the Mexican nation, 

contemporary understandings of migration stress the viability and importance of 

maintaining one’s bonds to the national homeland.  Unlike the 1920s, when the Mexican 

government believed that the only way to reincorporate migrants into the nation was 
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physically to bring them home, by the late 1980s the Mexican government aimed to 

reincorporate migrants by de-territorializing conceptions of the nation.  By the early 

2000s, President Vicente Fox repeatedly and famously referred to Mexican migrants as 

“national heroes,” and state-sponsored rhetoric attempted to neutralize lingering cultural 

resentment of migrants as pochos by bringing attention to migrants’ courageous struggles 

and their enduring contributions to the homeland.  The tenor of this dramatic shift in state 

outlook is captured in President Fox’s proclamation that Mexico is  

proud of the profound and indestructible link between our migrants and their 
communities of origin, their fellow countrymen, and their nation.  I am convinced 
that Mexico does not end at its territorial borders; Mexico extends, rather, into 
every corner of the world where we can find countryman.120 
 
As suggested above, this shift in Mexican state policy on migration was 

precipitated by the fiscal and monetary crises that spread across the “developing world” 

in the late 1970s and early 1980s, which unraveled the Mexican state’s last strands of 

legitimacy with the Mexican people.  In Mexico as in much of the world, this period 

ushered in rapid political-economic changes associated with the fall of Soviet 

communism, the spread of neoliberal governing logics, and the thickening of global 

economic integration.  Emerging from ruin, the Mexican state reinvented itself in the late 

1980s by embracing neoliberal economic policies and accelerated integration with its 

North American neighbors.  As explored further in Chapter 3, these developments 

spurred radical changes in the way the Mexican state viewed its relationship with the 

United States as well as Mexico’s role in the larger global order.  As such, Mexico’s view 

of the concept of “sovereignty,” which had buttressed the global system of divvying the 
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planet up into autonomous nation-states, underwent radical redefinition during this 

period.  This provided an opening for reaching out to Mexican nationals beyond 

Mexico’s territorial borders.  During this period, the Mexican government has developed 

long-term objectives for migrant populations north of the border, while committing 

significant financial and institutional resources toward achieving these objectives.121  For 

the first time in its short history, the Mexican state’s policies toward migrants have 

reached a semblance of coherence.  Summarizing these developments, Guarnizo writes 

that the Mexican state’s relationship with migrants 

is no longer expressed in a collage of conjunctural ad hoc measures.  This 
relationship, and the practices that sustain it, have been formalized and 
incorporated into the national constitution and into the regular operations of the 
state apparatus, and implemented through programs, which regardless of their 
effectiveness, provide state agencies with a long-term vision and a coherent 
framework for action.122 
 
The Mexican government officially inaugurated its program of outreach to 

migrant communities under President Salinas with the 1990 founding of the El Programa 

para Las Comunidades Mexicanas en El Exterior (PCME).  The program was 

reorganized and expanded during the administration of Vicente Fox, during which time it 

gained its current designation as the Instituto de Mexicanos en El Exterior (IME).  With a 

few exceptions, the IME has retained the core objectives that originated with the 1990 

founding of the PCME , while developing a host of new programs that aim to fulfill them.  

A recent mission statement of the IME states the institution’s three principle objectives: 

 To protect the rights of co-nationals in other countries. 
 To promote programs specifically for [Mexican] communities abroad that aim 

to elevate their standard of living. 
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 To encourage works that strengthen these communities’ capacity for self-
organization.123 

 
As part of this mission, the PCME and later the IME have developed a wide range of 

programs for migrants living outside of Mexico.  The programs can be divided into three 

basic categories, which are addressed in turn below: political programs that aim to 

enfranchise Mexican migrants and encourage their political participation on both sides of 

the border, cultural and educational programs that aim to instill in migrants a sense of 

pride in Mexican national identity, and economic programs that aim to advance the flow 

of migrant investments into Mexico.  It should be noted that while ostensibly these 

programs are available to Mexican nationals living in any corner of the world, their 

import is felt most in the United States and to a lesser degree in Canada, where the 

greatest proportion of Mexican migrants reside. 

 
 

Political Outreach to Mexicans in the United States 
 

Among the most consequential of political reforms for Mexican migrants, in 1996 

the Mexican government amended the national constitution to allow for dual nationality.  

The Mexican government now regards as invalid the “renunciation of previous 

citizenship oath” that the U.S. government (or any other government) requires of 

immigrants upon their naturalization as citizens.  Prior to this development, Mexicans 

who attained citizenship in another country risked losing the rights associated with their 

status as Mexican nationals, including the right to own land and property in Mexico.124  

Given this risk and the desire amongst the vast majority of migrants to retain their 
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cultural ties to the homeland, Mexicans in the United States historically have one of the 

lowest naturalization rates of all immigrant groups.125  Though the move to permit dual 

nationality was part of the government’s larger endeavor to forge a relationship with 

Mexican migrant communities, it also occurred in the context of anti-immigrant battles 

taking place in the United States.  In 1994, voters in the state of California approved by 

referendum Proposition 187, a legal amendment to state law that, among other 

restrictions, would have prohibited undocumented migrants and their children from 

receiving any form of governmental assistance, including public education and health 

care.126  Received in Mexico with dismay and indignation, and viewed not only as anti-

immigrant but also as anti-Mexican, Proposition 187 was the catalyst that led the 

Mexican Congress to take up and approve the reform allowing for dual nationality.127  

The Mexican government adopted the new policy with the intention of encouraging 

Mexicans in the United States to retain their ties to Mexico while also facilitating their 

integration into U.S. society.  In addition, the government wanted to encourage migrants 

to attain U.S. citizenship so that they could gain voting rights and the power to defend 

themselves against discrimination in the U.S. political system.  According to the director 

of the PCME, the increasing political power of Mexicans in the United States would 

elevate the “stakes [for U.S. political leaders] who would promote anti-Mexican 

campaigns.”128 

Mexico is but one of an increasing number of states that now allow for some form 

of multiple nationality or multiple citizenship, including Canada, Britain, France, Italy, 

Spain, Greece, Poland, Turkey, Israel, South Africa, and New Zealand, as well as other 
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migrant “sending” countries near the United States, such as Guatemala, the Dominican 

Republic, and Colombia.  Indeed, of the ten countries that send the most migrants to the 

United States, seven now recognize some form of dual citizenship.129  As with most of 

these states, Mexico now views the attainment of multiple nationalities as desirable in the 

global economy since it enables Mexican nationals to increase their global contacts and 

bring resources to Mexico. 

Mexico’s move to permit dual nationality is significant for multiple reasons.  The 

reform signified a tangible and definitive break from a past in which the state conceived 

of the Mexican nation as a strictly territorial entity, and viewed national participation as 

tenable only from within Mexico’s territorial borders.  In addition, the reform indicated a 

new perception of Mexican migrants on the part of the Mexican government and 

Mexican elites.  The foreign influences that migrant bi-nationals would bring to Mexico 

were no longer a threat to the purity of the nation, but rather valuable resources that 

should be encouraged and exploited.  Finally and most important for this project, the 

reform instantiated a new role for the Mexican state vis-à-vis its migrant populations as 

well as its role in the international community.  The move to allow and even encourage 

dual nationality indicated that the Mexican state no longer felt constrained by old notions 

of national-territorial sovereignty and that it was willing to deploy some of its powers in 

an attempt to defend the rights of Mexican nationals residing in the United States.  

In the early years following the creation of the PCME, Mexican political leaders 

and the academic literature alike contemplated the possibility of Mexico’s forging a 

political alliance with Mexicans in the Unites States.  One official with the Mexican 
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Foreign Ministry acknowledged that there was “a great deal of discussion about creating 

the Mexican equivalent of the Israeli lobby” in the United States.130  During his U.S. tour 

mentioned at the outset of this project, President Zedillo told U.S. Latino leaders that the 

influence of Mexican-Americans in the United States was destined to grow stronger, 

which was interpreted by many as an indication that the Mexican government’s outreach 

to Mexican-American civil groups was part of a long-term political strategy.131  In a more 

direct statement, the former director of the IME has written that it is “in Mexico’s 

national interest to promote affinity with these communities, whose economic and 

political power is expected to grow in the near future.”132  The attempt to channel an 

ethnic lobby into influence in Washington was most clearly exhibited during the 1993 

battle in the United States over ratification of NAFTA (the North American Free Trade 

Alliance), which had been approved easily in Mexico but was facing strong opposition in 

the United States, particularly from within the Democratic Party, which the majority of 

Mexican-Americans consider their political home.  During that year, the Mexican 

government invested unprecedented sums of money in the United States on a lobbying 

campaign to overcome U.S. resistance to the treaty (rivaling the foreign operations of 

countries with perennial lobbying campaigns in Washington, such as Japan, Canada, 

Great Britain, and Germany).133  As part of this campaign, the Mexican government 

elicited the support of Mexican-American and Latino civic organizations, hired as 

lobbyists two former governors from the state of New Mexico who had Mexican 

ancestry, and aired commercials on Spanish-language cable stations featuring Mexican 
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celebrities that encouraged viewers to call their state representatives in support of 

NAFTA.134   

Mexican government officials remain sensitive to suggestions of “foreign 

meddling” and deny that there has ever been an official plan to form an ethnic lobby in 

the United States.135  As one official notes, until the formation of the PCME, Mexico 

“had no strategy regarding its diaspora, unlike countries such as Portugal, Greece, the 

Philippines, not to mention Israel; and this despite a huge [Mexican] diaspora.”136  

Regardless of the Mexican government’s motives, the NAFTA lobbying campaign 

provided early evidence that the interests of the Mexican state do not necessarily align 

with those of Mexicans and Mexican-Americans in the United States.  The principle U.S. 

Latino organizations viewed NAFTA as biased toward business interests and conditioned 

their support on stronger labor and environmental protections in Mexico.  In addition, the 

Latino civic organizations believed that NAFTA should address the problems of 

migration, which the Mexican government preferred to skirt in order to avoid stirring up 

nativist fears in the United States and imperiling the treaty.137  Elected officials of Latino 

origin in the U.S. House of Representatives demonstrated similar skepticism of NAFTA; 

ultimately, only nine of seventeen members of the Hispanic Caucus voted to ratify the 

treaty, and most of these assented only after securing side agreements that addressed their 

concerns or after receiving “pork barrel” benefits for their constituents.138   

Further complicating any aspiration to create a Mexican lobby in the United 

States is the great diversity amongst Mexican and Mexican-origin groups in the United 

States.  The Mexican government has learned that it is not dealing with a homogenous 
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group of actors, and that the interests of Mexican-born migrants, descendents of 

Mexicans, and Mexican-American and Latino civic institutions quite frequently 

diverge.139  One former director of the PCME succinctly articulates this limitation:   

In many ways a new immigrant from Oaxaca’s “sierra” has as little in common 
with a third-generation, upper-middle-class Mexican American as he does with 
the Anglo mainstream population.140 
 

In addition, any preoccupation that Mexicans in the United States would carry some 

political allegiance to the Mexican government overlooks the fact that the vast majorities 

of both Mexican migrants and Mexican-Americans, though proud of their ethnic heritage, 

harbor a deep distrust of the Mexican government.  Shain reminds that  

many Mexican Americans have looked to their mother country for emotional and 
cultural solace while at the same time harboring great animosity toward the 
Mexican state that failed them.141 
 

Indeed there are many documented instances of migrant hometown associations (or 

HTAs, discussed later in this chapter) resisting the Mexican government’s “interference” 

in their affairs, while other HTAs that do work with various governmental bodies in 

Mexico have insisted on preserving their autonomy.142 

In any event, one prominent scholar in the field has argued, it is not clear that the 

Mexican government has any need for a Mexican lobby in the United States, since U.S. 

foreign policy dating to the Carter administration has uniformly viewed Mexico’s 

stability and well being as vital to the U.S. national interest.143  Indeed, the two groups 

whose interests most frequently align are those of Mexican elites and U.S. elites.  As 

reviewed later in the chapter, notwithstanding some U.S. politicians’ frequent pandering 

to anti-immigrant elements of U.S. society, governmental bodies in the United States are 
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among the most frequent collaborators of the Mexican government’s programs for 

assisting Mexican migrants in the United States.   

As the limits of creating an ethnic lobby in the United States have become clearer, 

the targeted populations of the Mexican state’s programs north of the border have also 

shifted.  While the PCME’s initial attempts at outreach included both Mexican-born 

migrants and U.S.-born Mexican-Americans, the IME’s current programs target migrants 

and their children almost exclusively.  References to the “20 million” or “25 million” 

Mexicans in the United States” (figures which must include U.S.-born Mexican-

Americans, many of whom do not speak Spanish, have never been to Mexico, and know 

very little about the country) are no longer a part of official government rhetoric.144  

Likewise, most of the IME’s current programs benefit only Mexican citizens and their 

children living in the United States.  While the PCME initially attempted to create 

investment opportunities in Mexico for Mexican-American businessmen, for example, 

nearly all of the institute’s current investment programs are directed toward migrant 

communities.145  In cases in which Mexican-Americans participate in IME programs, 

such as exchange programs involving U.S. and Mexican schoolteachers or the Mexican 

government’s support for training bilingual teachers in the United States, the intended 

beneficiaries are primarily migrants and their children. 

Another motive behind the Mexican government’s initial impetus to establish a 

relationship with Mexican communities beyond the border was the potential for partisan 

political gain.  As Mexico transitioned during the late 1980s and 1990s from one-party 

rule to a multi-party democracy, all three major political parties, especially the opposition 
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parties PRD (Partido de la Revolución Democrática) and PAN (Partido de Acción 

Nacional), began to seek the political support of migrant communities.  The parties 

recognized that through their sheer numbers, migrants could become a potent force in 

Mexican elections.  By the 1988 presidential election, plans for serving Mexican 

communities abroad had become a standard element in all three major parties’ political 

platforms.146  During that election, the leftist PRD presidential candidate Cuauhtemoc 

Cárdenas aggressively courted the support of Mexicans in the United States.  Cárdenas 

campaigned in the U.S. state of California, declared his support for granting Mexicans 

abroad the right to vote, and criticized the ruling PRI (Partido de la Revolución 

Institucional) for having failed Mexican migrants.147  When widespread consensus 

emerged after the election that the PRI was awarded victory through electoral fraud, 

Mexicans in the United States protested in front of the Mexican consulate in Los 

Angeles, resulting in international embarrassment to the Mexican government.148   

Cuauhtemoc Cárdenas’ success in mobilizing Mexicans in the United States 

illustrated the potent political power of these communities and, subsequently, all three 

major parties have actively sought political support north of the border.  Migrants would 

have to wait another ten years before gaining the right to vote in federal elections from 

outside of Mexico; nonetheless, the political parties believed that the perception that a 

candidate was fighting for migrants in the United States could influence the votes of the 

innumerable family members that migrants leave in Mexico.  The political power of 

migrants was demonstrated again in the 2000 presidential election, when PAN candidate 

Vicente Fox effectively mobilized the support of these communities.  According to public 
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opinion polls before the election, Fox was the favorite of 80% of Mexicans citizens living 

in the United States.149  Trailing his PRI rival in rural areas, candidate Fox distributed 

campaign post cards to his supporters in the United States, requesting that they send them 

to their families in Mexico before the election.150  “These are the people who are 

sustaining the economy [with their remittances],” Fox told the press, “and they have the 

moral authority in their families to influence votes.”151 

Despite the fact that all three political parties have long pledged to migrant 

communities their support for migrants’ right to vote from abroad, progress on this front 

has come slowly and incrementally.  This has largely been due to the PRI’s stalling 

tactics in the legislature, which is not surprising considering that migrants show more 

support for the PRD and the PAN, and the PRI would likely suffer significant losses if 

Mexicans in the United States were to vote en masse.152  Nonetheless, in 1996 and again 

in 2005, after a decades-long lobbying effort, migrants achieved limited victories in their 

quest for voting rights.  The 1996 electoral reform allowed migrants to vote, but only if 

they traveled to polling stations established on Mexican soil near border crossings.  This 

requirement for travel, often over great distances since few migrants live close to the 

border, placed an onerous burden on most migrants, and made it nearly impossible for 

undocumented migrants to vote since they could not cross the international border 

legally.  The 2005 reform allowed Mexican citizens to vote by mail from abroad, but only 

if they were registered in their hometown municipalities, necessitating for most trips to 

Mexico to acquire voting credentials.  Such bureaucratic hurdles translated into fewer 

than 23,000 ballots cast from abroad in the 2006 election, a very small fraction of the 
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nearly twelve million Mexican citizens that live in the United States, and fewer than the 

millions of votes that migrant leaders had hoped to achieve.153  However, the fact that 

migrant lobbying has produced these electoral reforms underscores the degree of political 

influence and respect that they have gained in Mexico. 

  Although this project focuses on the transformation of the national Mexican state 

vis-à-vis its relationship with migrant communities, it should be noted that the realm in 

which migrants have exercised the most political influence is the local and the regional.  

Mexican states that have the highest rates of outbound migration, such as Zacatecas and 

Guanajuato, have been at the forefront of efforts to forge enduring relationships with their 

migrant communities in the United States.  It is beyond the scope of this project to review 

the many and varied projects that these states have developed for their migrants, but it is 

worth mentioning that many of the programs that the federal Mexican government has 

adopted and replicated nationwide originated at the state level, as is the case with the 3x1 

program discussed later in this chapter.  It is also worth mentioning that several Mexican 

states have reserved legislative seats for migrants, a policy designed to give migrant 

communities and their interests representation in the state assembly, and that some states 

have developed cabinet-level positions that serve as liaisons to migrant communities 

north of the border.154  In addition, there are several celebrated cases in which migrants 

have run for and been elected to local political offices in Mexico.  In some of these cases, 

the elected leader resides in Mexico for only part of the year, while working in the United 

States during the rest of the year.155  
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At the federal level, the IME itself is now partially governed by migrants who are 

elected to representative posts by their Mexican communities in the United States.  In 

2002, the Fox administration established an advisory board, the Consejo Consultivo del 

Instituto de Los Mexicanos en El Exterior (CCIME), which currently comprises 101 

elected delegates that represent Mexican communities from all geographic regions of the 

United States, twenty delegates selected for their work on behalf of Mexican 

communities in the United States, and seven representatives from the largest Latino 

organizations in the United States.156  The board meets several times a year to exchange 

ideas with Mexican authorities and contribute to the development of the IME’s agenda.  

During his tenure, President Fox regularly made appearances at these meetings.  

According to the IME, the board’s purpose is to incorporate Mexican communities 

abroad in the formulation of public policy, to establish a forum for the exchange of ideas 

between Mexican leaders on both sides of the border, and to create an agenda that is 

shared by both the Mexican government and Mexican communities abroad.  The IME 

asserts that the CCIME demonstrates the Mexican government’s “respect for the 

autonomy and self-organization [of Mexican communities abroad], as well as the 

pluralism and independence of their elected officials.”157  Elections to become a 

representative on the CCIME are fiercely contested in many U.S. Mexican communities, 

as the position conveys a certain degree of prestige and power.  In addition to the 

CCIME, the IME sponsors monthly informational conferences, referred to as jornadas 

informativas, in which migrant leaders and those who provide services for migrant 

populations are invited to Mexico to learn about IME programs.  Each of these 
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conferences is dedicated to a specific topic, such as healthcare, financial education for 

migrants, or women entrepreneurs, and leaders in these particular areas are invited to 

attend the conference.158  

There is growing scholarly consensus that the political mobilization of Mexican 

migrant communities is producing its greatest impact not on U.S. politics or policy but 

rather on domestic political systems in Mexico.159  Analyzed in more detail in Chapter 5, 

this view holds that migrants’ exposure to U.S. political culture, and the civic 

opportunities afforded by migrants’ hometown associations, endow them with new 

political perspectives and aptitudes that have proven useful during Mexico’s transition to 

democracy.  Such aptitudes include skills in autonomous civic organization and learning 

how to hold political leaders accountable to the communities that elect them.  Migrant 

leaders that return to Mexico, whether temporarily or permanently, have the potential to 

transform local political cultures with these new skills and perspectives.160  Yossi Shain 

notes that many ethnic groups in the United States, including Poles, Cubans, Filipinos, 

and Hatians, have followed this pattern of demanding of their home countries the 

democratic and market norms that they have internalized in the United States.161  He 

writes that countries that wish to mobilize their citizens living abroad 

must heed their diasporas’ Americanness, including their allegiance to “American 
values” such as democracy and human rights; they must incorporate diasporic 
perspectives in a redefinition of the homeland.  To a large extent, U.S. diasporas 
have emerged as the true marketers of the American creed.162 
 

For Leiken, this phenomenon evokes an old maxim ascribed to LULAC (League of 

United Latin American Citizens), the oldest Latino civil rights organization in the United 
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States: “Mexican in culture and social activity, but American in philosophy and 

politics.”163   

Social Outreach to Mexicans in the United States 
 
 At the core of the Mexican government’s program to organize migrants in the 

United States are hometown associations or HTAs.  Such organizations fuse social, 

political, and economic elements, and as such, highlight the limitations of organizing the 

state’s programs by these three distinct categories.  Since HTAs typically begin as social 

networks, however, I introduce them in this section.  

Dating as far back as the nineteenth century, Mexican hometown associations 

(HTAs) are collective organizations made up of migrants that hail from the same town or 

region of Mexico.164  Since migrant workers frequently follow the paths forged by 

relatives and neighbors who have migrated before them, individuals from the same 

Mexican community often end up living and working near one another in the United 

States.  According to Weisner, such kinship-based, network-driven patterns are common 

to all mass migrations: 

If there is a single “law” in migration…it is that a migration flow, once begun, 
induces its own flow.  Migrants enable their friends and relatives back home to 
migrate by providing them with information about how to migrate, resources to 
facilitate movement, and assistance in finding jobs and housing.165 
 

These patterned flows help establish what are commonly known as “satellite 

communities” that cross international boundaries.  A collection of nearby towns in the 

Mexican state of Zacatecas, for example, might have large satellite communities in 

Fresno, Denver, and a suburb of Chicago. Migrant workers who move through these 
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communities often feel a sense of camaraderie or solidarity with others in the satellite 

community based more upon the shared regional identification of being Zacatecaño than 

on the shared national identification of being Mexican. Furthermore, satellite 

communities are linked not only to the hometown but also to each other.  In the social, 

cultural, and economic ties that are formed between Zacatecas, Fresno, Denver, and 

Chicago, the “transnational” community is born, built in large part on a common longing 

for the hometown or home region.  

 HTAs typically undergo three general stages of development.  They often begin 

as social collectives in which migrants from the same Mexican town or region provide 

one another with support in their adopted U.S. communities.  At this stage, the migrants’ 

activities are generally focused on providing systems of mutual aid for its members and 

avenues for social events in their U.S. communities.  From there, the HTA often develops 

into an organization with a more formal constitution and official leadership positions.  

With this institutionalization, the HTA typically initiates larger fundraising and 

philanthropic projects designed to benefit their communities in the United States as well 

as their hometown in Mexico.  Finally, the HTA might link with other HTAs that serve 

the same hometown, region, or state in Mexico, forming a networked federation.166  One 

of the oldest and most established of these is the Federación de Clubes Zacatecaños del 

Sur de California, which is comprised of 67 California-based HTAs linked to hometowns 

in the state of Zacatecas.  Various federations of Zacatecan HTAs representing other 

regions of the United States are further linked into the larger Confederación de Clubes 

Zacatecanos.167 
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 The purposes of HTAs are multiple.  They enable migrant workers to build 

communities and forge social relations in places in the United States where migrants 

regularly confront hostile immigration authorities, racism, and economic exploitation.  

They provide networks of social capital in which Mexicans residing in the United States 

can pool their resources and give and seek assistance with employment opportunities, 

business networking, immigration hurdles, legal challenges, navigating available 

community resources, and so on.168  They provide venues for entertainment and 

recreation by organizing events such as community dances and beauty pageants and 

establishing soccer leagues.  They provide social links that enable migrants to retain their 

customs, culture, language, and traditions.  And as explored in detail in Chapter 5, well-

established HTAs commonly provide the organizational framework for migrants to 

engage in civic projects in their hometowns.  By raising funds in the United States, the 

members of HTAs contribute to sponsoring festivities and building public infrastructure 

in their towns of origin.  These commonly include projects such as installing sewage 

systems and water projects, bringing electricity or telephone services to the community, 

and building churches, schools, plazas, roads, and stadiums. 

Hometown associations have historically surfaced in an organic fashion.  That is, 

traditionally HTAs have been built from the ground up through the autonomous and 

collective action of migrants, under the radar of U.S. and Mexican state authorities and 

thus relatively free from state coercion.  Since the mid-1990s, however, the federal 

Mexican government has become active in encouraging and supporting the formation of 

new HTAs, and networking existing HTAs into larger federations.  This state-backed 
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activity has been primarily organized through Mexico’s network of 53 consulates located 

in every large metropolitan area and every region of the United States.169  The consular 

programs aim to replicate the successes of existing HTAs on a wider scale, and to bring 

their organizational models to other Mexican migrant communities, such as those that 

have a more recent history of migration to the United States and thus have had less 

experience organizing themselves.  Studies conducted in the early 2000s estimated that 

there were approximately 2,000 HTAs in the United States, and that approximately 8.5 

percent of all Mexican nationals residing in the United States belonged to an HTA.170  As 

of July 2008, following an aggressive outreach campaign, Mexican consuls had officially 

registered 1,100 HTAs worldwide, with 1,012 based in the United States.171   

The IME views the creation and nourishment of HTAs as a key organizational 

tool for establishing enduring relationships with migrant communities, and linking them 

to networks that can expand their resources and opportunities.172  For example, when a 

relatively new community of Mexican migrant laborers surfaces around a poultry 

processing plant in the rural U.S. south, these migrants might remain deeply isolated from 

older and better organized migrant communities and unaware of their legal rights as well 

as other resources available to them.  By encouraging these workers to form an HTA, the 

Mexican consulate is better able to reach these migrants and make them aware of the 

services and assistance that it offers.  In addition, the Mexican consulate can open doors 

for the members of this community by linking the new HTA to the larger network of 

existing Mexican migrant organizations nationwide.  For HTAs in more established 

migrant communities, those that have thrived long before the Mexican state took any 
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interest in them, registering with the Mexican consulate provides several benefits.  

Among them, the HTA gains the legitimacy associated with state recognition and 

backing, as well as the benefits of the state’s organizational power.  For example, the 

consulate often becomes a hub for communicating with other migrants from the same 

hometown, and officials can direct newcomers who visit the consulate to the HTA in 

their community.  The Los Angeles consulate, for example, reportedly maintains a 

database with the contact information of all Mexican citizens who live in the area, along 

with their town and regions of origin in Mexico.  This information can then be shared 

with HTA leaders, or used to notify all members of a community that a political leader 

from their home region is visiting the satellite community in the United States.173  In 

addition, participating HTAs avail themselves of the state’s benefits.  One of the most 

significant of these benefits is the Mexican government’s 3x1 program, which is 

described later in this chapter.  

The Mexican government thus links its network of consulates with the network of 

HTAs in order to establish and maintain channels of communication with Mexicans 

living in the United States.  This commonly occurs by establishing close relationships 

with the leaders of HTAs, individuals who are trusted by the other members of the 

satellite community and who can convey information to them about the state’s programs.  

The remainder of this section of the chapter reviews the state programs that are primarily 

social in nature.  Although this review is not exhaustive of every program, it includes 

many of the most noteworthy, including health programs, educational programs, 

programs that aim to cultivate enduring ties to the Mexican homeland amongst migrants 
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and their children, and informational outreach strategies that aim to inform Mexicans 

abroad about all of these programs.  

 Health care programs are among the Mexican state’s many initiatives that intend 

to better the lives of Mexicans north of the border.  Since the early 2000s, Mexican 

consulates have developed relationships with public and private health authorities in the 

United States in an effort to provide healthcare services to the most vulnerable migrant 

populations, such as agricultural workers and indigenous migrants.  At the core of this 

mission are programs called the “Tri-national Week of Health” (Semana Trinacional de 

Salud), an annual health fair organized by all of the consulates in the United States and 

Canada, and “Health Stations” (Ventanillas de Salud), which offer health services on 

particular days either at the consulate or, in more isolated areas, at a mobile clinic.  Both 

programs tend to focus on education and preventative care, and commonly offer 

childhood vaccinations, hearing and vision tests, as well as testing for diseases such as 

HIV, tuberculosis, heart disease, and cervical and breast cancer.174  The IME reports that 

in 2005, more than 250,000 migrants were served at 34 different sites during the 

Tri-national Week of Health.175  As with many of the IME’s programs for migrants, these 

programs would not be possible without the financial support and technical collaboration 

of governmental bodies and public institutions in the United States.  Backing from the 

U.S. Department of Health, as well as from state health departments, public universities, 

local governments, and humanitarian organizations, has been instrumental in sustaining 

these health services.176 
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The IME views education as one of the keys to expanding opportunities for 

migrants, and as such sponsors many educational programs for Mexicans in the United 

States.  Educational programs for the children of Mexicans in the United States predate 

the founding PCME; as such, education is one of the few arenas in which the Mexican 

government endeavored to assist migrant communities prior to 1990.  At the primary and 

secondary levels, education programs are typically managed with the collaboration of 

U.S. educational authorities and local U.S. school districts.  For example, since the 1970s, 

Mexico’s Ministry of Education has worked with schools in the U.S. state of California to 

create and implement bilingual education classes.  The curriculum has included not only 

education in the Spanish language but also courses in Mexican history and culture, 

typically with school textbooks donated by the Mexican government.  In the 1980s, the 

Mexican government sponsored a program of sending Mexican-trained teachers to Los 

Angeles and Chicago to serve school districts that had large populations of Mexican 

children.  By the 1990s, the PCME worked in collaboration with various other entities in 

Mexico and the United States to train teachers for bilingual education and to use them in 

teacher exchange programs with U.S. school districts.177  Such exchange programs have 

been expanded to include school districts throughout the United States.178  In addition, 

the Mexican government sustains a vast program for donating Spanish-language 

textbooks to U.S. schools and libraries.  The officially stated purpose of these programs is 

to “contribute to the strengthening of the national history, values, and traditions in 

students of Mexican origin.”179   
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The Mexican government also actively promotes adult preparation for migrants at 

educational centers known as “plazas comunitarias.”  Operating on both sides of the 

border, these educational centers are based upon adult education curriculum developed 

and taught in Mexico.  An IME publication notes the special need for these programs in 

the United States with statistics:  Nearly 50% of Mexican adult migrants have not 

finished their secondary education, and 33% have less than a ninth-grade education.180  In 

the United States, the centers are managed in collaboration with U.S.-based institutions 

such as public school districts, community colleges, churches, Mexican cultural centers, 

and private companies, and they offer courses in areas such as basic literacy, the Spanish 

and English languages, computer literacy, and other technical capacitation.  Courses are 

taught at the primary, secondary, and college levels, and students without secondary 

education are offered the opportunity to earn the U.S. GED (General Education Degree, 

the equivalent of completing secondary school) or the Mexican equivalent of the GED.  

The courses are often self-paced and transmitted via media technologies such as video 

and computer.181  In 2007, more than 16,000 Mexican nationals had taken a course at one 

of the 373 plazas comunitarias that operate in 35 different U.S. states.182  Along with 

sponsoring its own educational centers in the United States, the Mexican government 

offers a variety of scholarship programs for migrants to study at other educational 

institutions in the United States.183 

 In addition to providing education to migrants within the United States, the 

Mexican government has established a variety of programs that encourage migrants and 

their children to be proud of their Mexican origins and sustain their ties to Mexico.  Many 
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of these programs involve travel to Mexico.  For example, the government sponsors 

summer education programs in Mexico for the children or descendents of Mexican 

migrants, including courses at Mexican Universities, summer camps, and “youth 

meetings” in which U.S. adolescents of Mexican descent meet with their counterparts in 

Mexico.  The purpose of such meetings is to help the youth “get to know the country of 

origin of their parents so as to strengthen their cultural identity and pride in their 

roots.”184  Sports programs also bring youth of Mexican origin to their parents’ home 

country.  The Mexican government has collaborated with the Mexican National Sports 

Commission to send U.S.-based athletes and athletic teams of Mexican descent to play in 

national championship tournaments in Mexico.  Similarly, the Mexican government has 

sent U.S.-based athletes to the Youth Olympics in Mexico.185   

 One of the most compelling programs that encourages the descendents of 

Mexican migrants to retain their pride in the cultural roots is a drawing contest for 

children called “This Is My Mexico” (Éste es mi México).  An annual contest since 1996, 

children are asked to submit drawings of their interpretations of “the colors and flavor of 

Mexico.”  An English-language promotional brochure for the contest asks the children: 

What color do you crave most?  The green from the tree chilies or the red from 
the caramelized apples?  Do you crave the yellow from the canaries, that of the 
mangos, or that of the tortillas, the blue of the tissue paper or the white of 
grandmother’s tablecloths?  The pink from the cotton candy or that of the dresses 
used for the fiestas, the black of the zapote or the silver adornments of the 
traditional charro attire?  How does Mexico feel and taste to you?  What do you 
think of when Mexico is mentioned?186 

 
The twenty winners of each year’s competition are invited with a chaperon to visit 

Mexico City, where the drawings are exhibited as a symbol of the Mexican diaspora’s 
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enduring links to Mexico.  In 2005, more than 6,000 children in the United States and 

Canada participated in the competition, and the drawings were exhibited not only in 

Mexico but also in various cities in the United States.187 

 The IME also confers a number of awards to Mexicans in the United States that 

recognize their contributions to strengthening their communities.  These include the 

“Order of the Aztec Eagle,” which is customarily awarded to prominent leaders of 

Mexican-American organizations, the “Bilingual Teacher of the Year” award, as well as 

awards recognizing exceptional athletes and successful entrepreneurs.188  The most 

prestigious of all awards, bestowed annually since 1995, is the Ohtli, which means “path” 

in the Nahuatl language. Typically conferred by high-level Mexican officials before 

conventions of the Consejo Consultivo, the Ohtli award recognizes Mexicans in the 

United States who have  

dedicated their lives or their careers to ‘opening paths’ for younger generations 
abroad, in the fields of education, health, human rights, labor rights, national 
politics, arts and culture.”189  

 
 The PCME/IME has deployed a number of strategies for opening and maintaining 

paths of communication with Mexican communities abroad.  Aside from cultivating close 

ties between consular authorities and the leaders of hometown associations, as discussed 

above, the institute has attempted with varying degrees of success to reach Mexicans 

abroad using various means of mass media.  These efforts have been facilitated by the 

explosion of Spanish-language mass media networks in the United States over the past 

two decades.  In the initial years following the founding of the PCME, the Mexican 

government published the monthly newspaper La Paloma, which was inserted in the 
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eleven largest Spanish-language newspapers in the United States.  The reported combined 

circulation of these newspapers reached 727,500 readers.  La Paloma publicized PCME 

programs and events, provided information on issues of concern to migrants such as 

healthcare or wiring monies to Mexico, and presented the Mexican government’s point of 

view on issues of bilateral concern with the United States.  For a brief period, the PCME 

also produced informational programs for radio and TV that were broadcast on Spanish-

language networks in the United States, such as the TV network Telemundo.190  In 2004-

2005, the IME published Mexicanos En el Exterior, a monthly print newsletter that 

tackled a different issue of concern to migrant communities in each issue.  Other mass 

media campaigns include President Vicente Fox’s weekly address to Mexicans in the 

United States, broadcast over the Univisión radio and TV network (the subject of 

Chapter 4).  A relatively simple campaign that the IME claims can reach the more than 

one million Mexican nationals who visit Mexican consulates each year is Salas de 

Espera, informational videos about the IME’s programs for migrants that are played in 

consulate waiting rooms.191  The IME currently produces the electronic newsletter Lazos, 

which is available to community leaders and others online or via email subscription and 

provides current information about the institute’s programs.  Finally, the IME maintains 

an official website with information about most of its programs as well as links to other 

resources for migrants.192   

The Mexican government does not view its social and cultural programs for 

migrants and their children through the conventional nationalist lens of cultivating loyalty 

amongst a sovereign state’s subjects.  As explored further in Chapter 4, the IME believes 
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that a strong sense of cultural identity and ethnic pride equip migrants with “an important 

resource as they face assimilation” in a new country.  In the long run, the migrant or the 

child of a migrant who is proud of her roots is a better-adjusted and more productive 

individual.193  As such, the IME posits that it is in the interest of both Mexico and the 

United States to ensure that Mexican migrants and their children have a strong sense of 

communal pride.  As Carlos González Gutiérrez, the former director of the IME, states, 

Working with the immigrant generation through the migratory transnational 
circuits encourages self-esteem not only among Mexicans who emigrated but 
among their descendents as well.  Everything that Mexico does to strengthen in 
the immigrants and their families the feeling of belonging to a single diasporic 
community will tend to provide them with better tools for achieving assimilation.  
In effect, what their homeland can offer Mexican emigrants is social capital.194 
 

The Mexican ambassador to the United States summarized this position when he argued 

that Mexican migrants possess a “natural desire to be good citizens of this country,” a 

desire which is “perfectly compatible” with sustaining “their roots and ties with 

Mexico.”195 

Economic Outreach to Mexicans in the United States 
 
 Many of the Mexican state’s programs described above are linked to the broader 

goal of attracting economic resources to Mexico.  Programs that promote Mexican 

national pride and cultivate migrants’ ties to the homeland, for example, are linked to the 

goal of drawing migrants’ monies and other resources to Mexico (as demonstrated in 

ensuing chapters).  In official reports that discuss its economic programs for migrants, the 

IME acknowledges the objective of promoting investment in the homeland:   
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The initiatives of the Mexican government, implemented through the IME, spring 
from the shared motivation of public as well as private actors, Mexicans and 
Americans, to offer services and products that promote savings and investment.  
The purpose is to establish conditions that permit migrants…to invest in their 
communities of origin, to invest the knowledge and capital that they have gained 
through hard work.196 
 

This section of this chapter briefly reviews the most prominent of the Mexican state’s 

economic programs for migrants, while Chapter 5 examines this area in greater depth.  

One of the initiatives of the Mexican government that has had the most far-

reaching consequences for migrants in the United States is the introduction of the 

matrícula consular de alta seguridad.  The matrícula consular is an official identity card 

issued by Mexican consulates to undocumented Mexican migrants living in the United 

States (documented migrants already possess legally recognized identification papers; 

hence, although the IME does not explicitly acknowledge this, the matrícula consular 

primarily benefits the undocumented).  Many public and private entities in the United 

States recognize the legitimacy of this identity card, which facilitates everyday life for 

migrants in myriad ways.  For example, the local police departments of nearly all major 

U.S. cities recognize the card as a legal form of identification, as do all major U.S. banks 

for opening banking accounts.  The identity card can also be used in the simplest of 

transactions, such as attaining a public library card or enrolling a child in public school.  

Given such benefits, the majority of undocumented migrants that spend any significant 

amount of time in the United States are now registered with the Mexican government.  

Thus, the matrícula consular has not only improved the quality of life for many Mexican 
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migrants, but it has also brought them “out of the shadows” and into the protective 

embrace—and purview—of the state. 

While the identity card is significant to undocumented migrants on many levels, 

material as well as symbolic, its most practical effect is economic.  All major U.S. banks, 

eager to exploit the enormous market in migrant remittances, have agreed to accept the 

matrícula consular as an official identity document for opening bank accounts.  Holding 

a bank account makes everyday economic transactions, such as cashing employment 

checks and wiring monies to Mexico, easier and less expensive.  The IME thus considers 

the matrícula consular primarily an economic program.  In official reports, the institute 

states that promoting and issuing the cards is “one of the priorities” of Mexican 

consulates, since they are migrants’ ticket into the banking system and they therefore 

promote “savings and the development of a credit history.”197  The matrícula consular is 

thus part of a larger global effort to “bank” migrants, a subject addressed at length in 

Chapter 5.   

Mexico is not the only state that has taken a role in facilitating flows of migrant 

remittances.  In 2003 the U.S. Federal Reserve and its Mexican equivalent, the Banco de 

México, negotiated an agreement to reduce the transaction costs associated with sending 

funds across the border.  Promoted as Directo a México by the IME, the arrangement 

uses the payment system infrastructures of the two central banks to reduce the cost of 

bank-to-bank transfers to less than one U.S. dollar per transaction.198  The savings 

compared to cash-to-cash remitting via wire services such as Western Union are 

significant, and both the Mexican government and U.S. banks advertise this benefit 
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widely as they promote using the matrícula consular to open bank accounts.  In order to 

take advantage of these savings, migrant families of course must open bank accounts in 

both the United States and Mexico.  In other words, the benefits produced through state-

bank collaboration provide Mexican migrants with strong incentives for entering and 

channeling their monies through the official global financial system. 

While the matrícula consular and the effort to “bank” migrants are aimed 

primarily at working-class laborers, many of the state’s programs are intended for both 

laborers and the professional class of Mexicans that accepts employment in the United 

States, such as doctors, engineers, and scientists. These programs include Invierte en 

México (Invest in Mexico) and Mi Casa en México, both of which encourage migrants to 

allocate their monies toward particular types of investment.  Invierte en México provides 

technical and financial assistance to migrants who wish to invest in productive projects in 

their home communities.  Aimed at migrants with access to capital, the program also 

assists migrants with returning to Mexico to open small businesses.  Operating in a 

handful of Mexican states with high rates of outbound migration, the aim of this program 

is to develop local economies and to provide jobs and opportunities to community 

members who have not migrated, thereby bringing the community greater economic 

independence and less reliance on migration.199  Mi Casa en México, facilitates the 

migrants’ ability to purchase homes for family remaining in Mexico while still working 

in the United States.  A collaborative project between the Mexican state and private 

Mexican banks, the Mi Casa program allows migrants to U.S. salaries as proof of income 
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for taking out Mexican loans.  All financial transactions, from applying for the mortgage 

to making monthly payments, can be completed while still in the United States.200   

One of the IME’s programs intended for educated professionals and entrepreneurs 

is Red de Talentos (Network of Talent).  By maintaining databases of Mexican 

professionals in the United States and sponsoring conferences, the program promotes a 

cross-border network of professionals to bring technology, innovation and investment to 

Mexico.  The IME describes Red de Talentos as an  

initiative that aims to promote strong relations between Mexican scientists, 
professionals and entrepreneurs in Mexico and the United States that are involved 
in high-tech industries, with the objective of promoting a binational business 
community.201 

 
The most ambitious of the Mexican state’s investment programs for migrants to 

date is the 3x1 (tres por uno) program for Mexican HTAs (hometown associations).  The 

3x1 program builds upon the autonomous efforts of HTAs to invest in the public 

infrastructure of their hometowns.  As discussed above, many HTAs raise funds in the 

United States for the purpose of building infrastructure in their Mexican hometowns, 

such as water projects, schools, and public stadiums, that can enhance the quality of life 

for their families back home.  In the 1980s, the central Mexican state of Zacatecas, which 

has one of the largest, oldest, and best-organized collection of satellite communities in 

the United States, started a program to encourage such investment activities.  Initially 

referred to as 1x1 and evolving into 2x1, the program provided matching funds for HTA-

initiated infrastructure projects; for every peso that the HTA invested in the hometown, 

the state government and municipal government each contributed an additional peso.  
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Inspired by Zacatecas’ success with the program, the federal Mexican government 

inserted itself into the program in 1992.  By contributing additional matching funds, the 

federal program became 3x1, and has now been replicated in every Mexican state.202  The 

implications of the federal government’s 3x1 program are explored at length in 

Chapter 5. 

Summary 
 
 This comparison between three distinct periods in the Mexican state’s relationship 

with Mexican migrant populations demonstrates how the state’s evolving policies for 

migrants are closely connected to the prevailing governing philosophies of the times.  

When viewed from this larger historical perspective, it becomes clear that one-

dimensional explanations for why the state began reaching out to migrants in the late 

1980s will not suffice.  Such one-dimensional explanations include that with beginning of 

democratic rule in Mexico, the various political parties are jostling for partisan gain with 

a large and influential interest group; that the Mexican state aims to ally itself with an 

ethnic lobby akin to Jewish and Cuban groups that can fight for Mexico’s interests within 

the United States; and that the Mexican state is primarily interested in economics and 

aims to attract more migrant remittances and investments toward Mexico.  While all of 

these explanations are partly true, if we focus on any one of them for too long we risk 

missing the more comprehensive picture of how migration policy is linked to larger state-

building projects in Mexico.  Furthermore, none of these explanations can account for the 

timing of the Mexican state’s turn to migrants in the late 1980s after nearly five decades 
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of absence.  There have always been large numbers of Mexican nationals living in the 

United States; hence, if the Mexican government were merely interested in migrants’ 

monies or in creating an ethnic lobby, it could have approached migrant groups at any 

time over the last century.203 

 As this overview has shown, the Mexican state has turned toward the unresolved 

problems surrounding migration following institutional crises, when state legitimacy is 

weak.  In developing policies and programs for migrant populations, the government has 

engaged in a process of rearticulating the reason of state in Mexico, of refashioning the 

state’s role to meet the challenges of a new political order.  In the 1920s and 1930s, 

Mexico was developing a raison d’état grounded in economic nationalism.  State activity 

north of the border was thus geared toward the ultimate goal of preparing migrants for 

their ultimate return to the homeland.  Since the late 1980s, Mexico has embraced a 

raison d’état revolving around neoliberal ideologies and the elimination of economic 

borders.  Current state activity north of the border is thus geared toward steering migrant 

flows, and encouraging migrants to sustain their sense of membership in the Mexican 

nation from afar.  Throughout the twentieth century, therefore, Mexico’s development of 

migration policy has been intimately linked to the state’s institutional need for 

regeneration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Sovereignty 
 
 
 

Scholars examining changes in mentalities or social epistemologies have 
remarked that significant, epochal change frequently could not be grasped by 
contemporaries: the vocabularies, categories, master images available to them 
were unable to capture fundamental change.  Suffering from the same limitations, 
all we see is the collapse of sovereignty, as we know it.  But it seems to me that 
rather than sovereignty eroding as a consequence of globalization and 
supranational organizations, it is being transformed.  There is plenty of it around, 
but the sites for its concentration have changed.  –Saskia Sassen204 

 
 

In March of 1989 the government of Carlos Salinas de Gortari released to the 

Mexican Congress and Mexican people its Plan Nacional de Desarrollo, a 

comprehensive planning document required by Mexican law at the beginning of every 

president’s six-year term.  As anticipated, this National Development Plan (NDP) 

promised sweeping political and economic reforms to extricate Mexico from its ongoing 

fiscal and monetary crisis.  The NDP argued that geopolitical transformation and rapid 

global economic integration posed new challenges to Mexican sovereignty, and that 

Mexico’s long-standing economic and foreign policies were ill-suited to meet these 

challenges.  To survive in the new global order, Mexico must actively embrace global 

political and economic interconnectedness, negotiating change on its own terms and from 

a position of strength.  Mexico’s traditionally nationalistic economic policies, the NDP 
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emphasized, must give way to economic liberalization, and its traditionally defensive 

foreign policy positions must be transformed into a more proactive engagement with the 

world beyond Mexico’s territorial borders.205 

In a chapter entitled “Sovereignty, National Security, and the Promotion of 

Mexico’s Interests Abroad,” the 1989 NDP outlined a strategy for reformulating 

Mexico’s foreign policy positions.  This “Sovereignty” chapter argued that by more 

actively engaging global forces, Mexico could simultaneously strengthen its sovereignty 

while also meeting the challenges of economic globalization.  Written as a blueprint to 

orient the Salinas administration’s new approach to international relations, the 

“Sovereignty” chapter identified six “fundamental objectives”: 

 To preserve and strengthen national sovereignty...;  
 To further [Mexican] economic, political, and social development through 

more assertive engagement with the world; 
 To protect the rights and interests of Mexicans abroad; 
 To promote international cooperation, in all its dimensions, as an essential 

instrument for the community of nations to achieve greater understanding and 
development; 

 To make Mexican culture a key element in the affirmation of national identity, 
and to expand the country’s presence in the world; and 

 To promote the image of Mexico abroad.206   
   

After nearly seven decades of insular revolutionary nationalism, this new foreign policy 

orientation reflected an extraordinary shift in the reason of the Mexican state.  

Contradicting longstanding assumptions about the means for securing Mexican 

sovereignty, the Salinas government proposed that the state could best protect the 

Mexican nation not by erecting barriers to external threats but by actively building 

alliances with forces beyond the territorial confines of the Mexican nation-state. 
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Of the many significant foreign policy reforms suggested in the 1989 NDP, the 

Mexican government’s pledge “to protect the rights and interests of Mexicans abroad” is 

perhaps the most remarkable.  For the first time since 1934, the NDP devoted an entire 

section of its foreign policy chapter to the issue of (e)migration, proposing the 

establishment of a cross-border infrastructure for assisting Mexican migrants abroad.  

Prior to the Salinas administration, a “policy of no policy” had characterized the Mexican 

government’s approach to the phenomenon of mass emigration.  As discussed at greater 

length in Chapter 2, emigration policy was fashioned on an ad-hoc basis, usually as a 

reaction to conditions originating in the United States or policies initiated in 

Washington.207  Although some Mexican leaders, such as President Luis Echeverría 

(1970-1976), had established limited cultural contacts with Mexican communities north 

of the border, no government prior to the Salinas administration had established a 

sustained program of outreach with explicit, long-term policy goals.  The 1989 NDP thus 

initiated a new era in the Mexican state’s relationship with its migrant populations.  For 

the first time in Mexican history, the government began to imagine an enduring 

relationship with nationals living beyond the country’s territorial borders, and it was 

willing to commit financial and institutional resources toward building this 

relationship.208 

 This chapter expands upon a theme first introduced in Chapter 1, exploring how 

the Mexican state’s acercamiento (rapprochement, or more literally “forging closeness”) 

with Mexican migrant communities was tied to the larger, late twentieth century project 

of reinventing the Mexican state.  The chapter argues that migrant communities became 
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visible to the Mexican state during the rhetorical process of reimagining the concept of 

Mexican sovereignty.  In other words, the reconceptualization of “sovereignty” was a 

necessary condition for the Mexican state to begin to imagine a cross-territorial 

relationship with Mexicans abroad.  At the same time, imagining this new relationship 

with extra-nationals enabled the Mexican state to operationalize and further develop its 

new concept of sovereignty and new approach to foreign policy.  The Mexican state’s 

cross-territorial turn toward migrant communities was integrally linked to the 

development of a new raison d'état fashioned for an age of globalization.   

 In order to illuminate the concomitant relationships between reinventing the 

concept of Mexican sovereignty and inventing a plan of rapprochement with migrant 

communities, I turn to a rhetorical analysis of the 1989 National Development Plan.  As a 

rhetorical ritual that is reenacted every six years, Mexican NDPs afford scholars a 

valuable historical panorama of the ways in which successive Mexican governments have 

imagined, sustained and reconfigured the reason of state in Mexico.  Radically departing 

from its predecessors, the 1989 NDP marks the first official declaration of the Mexican 

government’s intention to build a long-term relationship with Mexican communities 

abroad.  The NDP therefore affords this project a valuable window into rhetoric’s pivotal 

role in the early stages of the development of this cross-territorial relationship.   

I approach the 1989 NDP from the perspective of a genre critic.  That is, I analyze 

the relationship between this particular text and the larger class of Mexican NDPs, or 

how the National Development Plan as a genre of discourse both informs and constrains 

the 1989 NDP.  Required by the Mexican constitution, the NDP is published every six 
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years at the beginning of a new president’s term.  It presents to the Mexican Congress 

and to the larger public the new administration’s governing priorities, while 

simultaneously enacting a recurring rhetorical ritual that sustains and develops the 

institution of the Mexican state.  As such, I view the NDP as what Campbell and 

Jamieson have called a “genre of governance.”  That is, I investigate the mutually 

constitutive links between the institution of the Mexican state and the government’s 

rhetorical practice of issuing NDPs, or how the character of the state as an institution 

simultaneously shapes and is shaped by this rhetorical act.  Genre criticism from this 

institutional perspective highlights “the ways rhetoric can serve institutional ends,” or in 

this case, how the Salinas administration employed the rhetorical form of the NDP to 

transform the institution of the Mexican state and adapt it to a new set of challenges and 

contingencies.209 

Contributing to the study of genres in rhetorical studies, this chapter highlights the 

ways in which genres provide rhetors with powerful generative tools or starting points for 

advancing change.  Given propitious circumstances, skilled rhetors can deploy genres in 

innovative ways to present radical change as fealty to tradition.  My analysis of the 1989 

NDP demonstrates how creative adaptations to and infractions of the requirements of an 

institutional genre can alter not only the genre itself, but also the institutional and 

ideological commitments that genres transport through time. 

This argument unfolds in four sections as follows.  First, I provide an historical 

overview of the Mexican National Development Plan, beginning with its origins in the 

1930s through its modern incarnations.  In this section, I identify the formalistic and 
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thematic conventions of the genre, as well as the ideological commitments that this 

generic form has imparted to successive generations of Mexican governments.  In 

addition, I highlight the role of migration policy in the NDP.  Second, I address major 

themes, insights, and perspectives surrounding the study of genres in the discipline of 

rhetoric.  Through an engagement with these perspectives, I derive a theoretical 

framework for this generic criticism.  Third, I analyze the “Sovereignty” chapter of the 

Salinas administration’s 1989 NDP, scrutinizing how the chapter operates within the 

generic conventions of the Mexican NDP while simultaneously deploying the genre to 

radically subvert traditional understandings of Mexican national sovereignty.  While 

publicly reconfiguring Mexican sovereignty to suit the rationality of a new statecraft, I 

argue, the Mexican government simultaneously turned its gaze toward migrant 

communities.  In the governance of migrants, the state could operationalize these new 

practices of sovereignty.   I conclude by highlighting the insights that this study 

contributes to the study of genres in the discipline of rhetoric. 

 

The History and Genre of the Mexican National Development Plan 
 

This section of this chapter introduces the tradition of Mexican development 

planning and provides a textual analysis of the generic conventions associated with the 

Mexican National Development Plan.  I begin with a broad overview of the global origins 

of development planning and its instantiations in the particular context of Mexico.  Next, 

I examine every Mexican NDP since the first “Six Year Plan” in 1934 in order to identify 

the formalistic, stylistic, and thematic conventions of this rhetorical genre.  Finally, I 
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explore the unique role of “sovereignty” in the history of the Mexican NDP and how this 

concept has been historically articulated to the state’s relationship with migrant 

communities. 

Development Planning: Global and Mexican Contexts 
 
 Since its beginnings in the 1930s, national development planning in Mexico has 

been permeated by transnational governing rationalities and ideologies.  The origins of 

modern, centralized development planning can be traced to the Soviet Union, which 

established its State Planning Commission in the early 1920s and published its first Five 

Year Plan in 1930.210  At the same time, the global economic crises of the late 1920s 

spurred widespread international consensus that leaving economic policy decisions to 

unconstrained markets could only end in economic chaos.  In response to these crises 

and, in some cases, the dogmatic laissez faire economic ideologies that spawned them, 

governments across the globe embraced the principle that state intervention and 

centralized planning were imperative for containing impulsive market forces and for 

promoting national development.211  In the United States, this principle gave rise to the 

New Deal, while in Mexico it is manifest in the Six Year Plans of the postrevolutionary 

1930s and 1940s.   

 A second wave of centralized planning swept the “developing world” in the 

post-war era of the 1950s—1970s.  Originating in the development initiatives of 

supranational bodies, such as the United Nations and international lending agencies, these 

programs aimed for rapid development and amounted to deliberate attempts to transform 
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the political economy of developing countries. Often in response to the demands of 

lending authorities, by the early 1960s nearly all developing countries had implemented 

centralized planning practices that centered on the drafting of an overarching planning 

document.212  In the case of Mexico, after a short hiatus in the 1950s, the integral national 

planning document resurfaced in 1962.  

 Embedded in modernist governing rationalities that circulate globally, the practice 

of Mexican development planning thus shares many characteristics with its counterparts 

from other countries.  These include the establishment of a centralized planning agency, 

the formulation of a comprehensive plan with both short- and long-term goals, the 

disaggregation of the global plan into more detailed, sectoral plans, and the allocation to 

various governmental ministries the task of implementing the plan's objectives.213  

Although development plans tend to share this general process, they can have vastly 

different motives and objectives.  While Soviet and Eastern Bloc planning aimed to 

establish command economies, other economic plans harbor less antipathy toward capital 

and endeavor to make state regulation coexist with market forces.  These often aim to 

manage what are considered national or public goods, such as utilities and natural 

resources, as well as defend the collective good from private or parochial interests.214  

This latter form of planning prevailed in postrevolutionary Mexico’s economic system of 

state-managed capitalism, in which corporatist forms of rule arose to manage the 

conflicting special interests of various social and economic sectors. 

 While we must appreciate that all national planning texts belong to the more 

abstract class of national planning documents and ideologies that circulate globally, this 
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analysis focuses on the narrower genre of the Mexican NDP.  We must therefore situate 

the genre within uniquely Mexican circumstances and Mexican constructions of history.  

The antecedent to the comprehensive national planning document is the Mexican 

Constitution of 1917, which codified and enshrined the ideals of the Mexican revolution 

and established the founding doctrines for the formation of the postrevolutionary 

Mexican state.  This lengthy constitution outlines the state's obligation to protect the 

social rights of Mexican peasants and workers, and grants the state broad powers to 

manage the nation's economic and social affairs.  As the document that established the 

frames of reference that would guide and restrain future state planning endeavors, the 

constitution can be read as Mexico’s first development plan.215  In fact, all subsequent 

global national development plans reference and promise to uphold the ideals articulated 

in the Mexican constitution.   

 The first steps toward formulating a comprehensive planning document surfaced 

in 1930, when President Pascual Ortíz Rubio, issued the Law on General Planning for the 

Republic (Ley sobre planeación general de la república).  A study of the history of 

Mexican planning conducted by the Mexican government in the early 1980s boasts that 

President Ortíz’s executive order “represents one of the first attempts at [centralized] 

planning realized in the world,” preceded only by the efforts of the Soviet Union.216  The 

law established a national planning commission, whose activities and recommendations 

would culminate in the drafting of a newly required “National Plan of Mexico” (Plano 

nacional de México).217  Although the law conceived of the National Plan as the central 

instrument for guiding a cohesive planning strategy, it also made clear that this guiding 
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document should not rigidify the planning process nor impede the government’s ability to 

adapt to new circumstances.  It declared that the National Plan would be 

a graphic, dynamic, living document, subject to variation in accordance with 
emerging needs, adaptable to new conditions, elastic, up-to-date...but always the 
essential document for orienting general boundaries, for channeling and 
regulating, for ensuring national development that is orderly and harmonic.218 
 

The first attempt to build a centralized national planning system thus emphasized the 

importance of balancing the competing need for stability and for flexibility.  At the same 

time, it placed a guiding text at the center of the process.  From its very beginnings, then, 

national development planning in Mexico was conceived as a rhetorical process guided 

by a key rhetorical form:  a “genre of governance” that would negotiate the dialectical 

tensions between continuity and change.  As I will discuss later in this chapter, genres of 

governance present communities and institutions with an ideal resource for 

accomplishing what rhetoric often does best:  guiding actors through practical problems 

and enabling them to prudently adapt to new challenges.  For now, we must simply 

appreciate the central role of rhetoric in developing Mexico’s national planning system.  

 Subsequent to President Ortíz's executive order, the Cárdenas administration 

issued Mexico's first “Six Year Plan” for the years spanning 1934-1940 (Primer Plan 

Sexenal, 1934-1940).  This relatively concise document represented the first concrete 

effort to integrate economic development planning under the auspices of a centralized 

authority.  Amounting to a declaration of the general principles for guiding the state’s 

political economy, the plan proposed a series of socioeconomic changes that would lead 

to “economic nationalism” and at last fulfill the social promises of the Mexican 
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revolution.  These included, most famously, the acceleration of land redistribution, the 

establishment of a national financial system, and the nationalization of subsoil resources, 

including oil.  Furthermore, it established various governmental institutions to support 

and implement these policies.219  As is well known, the broad goals of the plan were 

successfully implemented or well underway by the end Cárdenas’ term.  It would be 

difficult to assess the causal role that the first Six Year Plan played in the realization of 

these goals.  Nonetheless, the Mexican government’s 1985 study of the history of 

development planning upholds the Six Year Plan of the Cárdenas administration as the 

paradigmatic example of the NDP’s power to instigate change.220  The first Six Year Plan 

was followed by the Ávila Camacho administration’s plan for the years 1940-1946 

(Segundo Plan Sexenal, 1940-1946).221  This plan follows, with only minor deviations, 

the structural and thematic characteristics of the first plan, outlining similar 

“revolutionary” goals for achieving social justice for Mexicans. 

 After a short hiatus, the next global planning documents appeared in the 1960s 

and 1970s, primarily in response to the requirements of international lending agencies.222  

Finally, in 1983 the Mexican government passed the Ley de Planeación and amended 

articles 25 and 26 of the constitution, requiring that all incoming executive 

administrations formulate a National Development Plan that sets forth the 

administration's policy priorities for its six-year term.  Since 1983, it has been the 

practice of every new presidential administration to publicly release its global NDP 

within the first year of assuming power. 
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The Genre of the Mexican National Development Plan 
 
 My analysis of every global development plan formulated in Mexico since 1934 

reveals that these documents can be roughly divided into two distinct genres.  Each genre 

has a distinct purpose, is directed at a distinct audience, and contains distinct formal and 

stylistic elements.  The first type consists of the plans formulated in the 1960s and 1970s, 

which were furnished exclusively to international lending agencies.  These global plans 

employ highly technocratic language, center almost exclusively on economic issues, and 

make up dense volumes of 300-500 pages.  These plans were not intended for public 

consumption and were never published for or presented to domestic audiences and, for 

this reason, I have excluded them from this analysis.223 

 The second genre characterizes the two global plans from the 1930s and 1940s, 

the 1980 “Global Development Plan,” and every plan since the constitution was amended 

in 1983 to require the “National Development Plan.”  These plans tend to be more 

general and concise.  They speak in broad terms of the new administration's wide-ranging 

priorities, while leaving implementation details to individual governmental ministries 

responsible for sectoral plans.  While they do aim to articulate a cohesive governing 

philosophy that will guide various governmental bureaucracies, they are primarily public 

arguments.  That is, they supply reasons and justifications for the central administration's 

broad policy initiatives, they are distributed publicly and circulate widely, and they are 

analyzed and critiqued in public forums, such as in academic institutions and in the press.  

Unlike the dense technocratic planning documents directed at economists, these plans 

employ evocative language and more engaging writing style, and they frequently reaffirm 
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Mexican national values and sentiments.  This second type of NDP, therefore, resembles 

less the complex and technocratic Soviet planning document and more the State of the 

Union addresses of U.S. presidents, with their laundry lists of policy initiatives peppered 

with appeals to national history and tradition.  In short, this latter type of NDP is more 

rhetorical and hence the object of study for this generic analysis. 

 All Mexican NDPs analyzed for this project share similar thematic elements and 

organizational structures.  All of the NDPs unfold deductively.  The first chapters or 

sections outline the guiding principles that undergird the government’s political-social-

economic philosophy and provide a diagnostic interpretation of contemporary national 

challenges.  The latter chapters or sections then detail the policies and actions that the 

new administration intends to implement in order to meet current challenges and fulfill its 

overarching aims.  In other words, the opening chapters supply the argumentative 

premises to support the specific policy actions proposed in the latter chapters.  The 1980 

Global Development Plan is demonstrative.  While the first part of the text includes the 

chapters “Political Philosophy,” “Socioeconomic Diagnostics,” and “National 

Objectives,” the latter chapters are organized around thematic and sectoral policy 

proposals.224  These thematic or sectoral chapters typically open with a general discussion 

of the aims and goals for the sector, followed by further sub-division into enumerated 

action plans. 

 My analysis reveals that the Mexican NDP can be further distinguished as a 

discursive class based upon shared ideological commitments and practical functions, 

which I divide into four interrelated components.  First, like most national development 
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planning documents, Mexican NDPs are based upon the premise that economic progress 

requires state management and supervision (as are processes of centralized planning in 

general).  Notwithstanding their diverse aims and motives, most centralized planning 

programs originated in either the global economic crises of the 1920s or the international 

development programs of the 1950s-1970s, as discussed above.  Centralized planning 

documents across the world are therefore grounded in comparable ideological premises.  

As Gunnar Myrdal, an economist and leading authority on development planning, has 

noted: 

The whole complex ideology of planning, in all its manifestations, is essentially 
rationalist in approach and interventionist in conclusions.  It is committed to the 
belief that development can be brought about or accelerated by governmental 
interventions.225 
 

 The national planning document thus promotes not only centralized planning but 

also a principal role for the state as the intervening party and executor of the plan.  The 

act of crafting and circulating a plan therefore amounts to much more than issuing a 

public justification for a particular government’s policies.  The issuance of an NDP also 

acts to invent, maintain, and regenerate the institution of the state.  This purpose brings us 

to the second generic feature of the Mexican NDP:  its constitutive role in state 

formation.  In the NDP we witness how the state constructs itself.  We witness the 

ritualistic process whereby, every six years, the government reaffirms or reassesses the 

state’s role in a complex web of social and economic relations.  Irrespective of the 

subsequent successes and failures in the implementation of its proposed plans, the NDP 

leaves a textual trail of the key role that rhetoric plays in the imagination of the state and 
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the articulation of the state to particular governing formations.  We will return to this 

constitutive role of the NDP shortly. 

 A third key characteristic of the Mexican NDP, as in other development plans, is 

its temporal orientation.  Planning, by its very nature, looks unabashedly toward the 

future.  Future goals guide present decision-making processes; they help generate in the 

present a plan of action that aims to bring about desired circumstances in the future.  Yet, 

present decision making must also glance over its shoulder, toward the past.  What is 

thinkable in the present and possible in the future is often conditioned by our 

understandings of events that have taken place in the past.  Sagasti well summarizes the 

unique links between past, present, and future in planning documents: 

Future situations are conditioned not only by the present state of affairs or by a 
single event at some intermediate time between “now and “then”; on the contrary, 
they are the result of a series of interrelated events and social processes which 
have taken place in the past, are happening at present, and will extend into the 
future.226 
 

 Mexican NDPs must therefore justify their proposed plans of action both by 

articulating the goals of the future and by linking these goals to the traditions of the past.  

This brings us to the final generic characteristic of the NDP, one that it shares with many 

rhetorical genres:  it promotes continuity within change.  Ritually reenacted every six 

years, the NDP is situated within a deep past.  As described above, the Mexican NDP is 

grounded in the ideals of the Mexican revolution, as articulated in the Constitution of 

1917.  In addition, the first NDP was issued in 1934 by the administration of Lázaro 

Cárdenas, who nationalized Mexico’s natural resources and is often considered a national 

hero for bringing the revolution’s ideals to fruition.  All subsequent NDPs have 
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recognized the founding ideals represented in the revolutionary constitution, and many 

pay homage to President Cárdenas.  As a rhetorical act that promises continuity of time-

honored ideals, the NDP binds present governments to the traditions of the past.  The 

past, however, is never a given.  As we will see, the past is amenable to interpretation 

and, in the hands of a skilled rhetor, can be construed in ways that open avenues for 

change.  

 In summary, the Mexican NDP transports an ideological commitment to 

governmental intervention, acts to nourish and reinvent the state, links interpretations of 

the past and the present to future goals, and promotes continuity within change. Taken 

together, these four generic characteristics make the Mexican NDP a prime example of 

what Campbell and Jamieson have coined a “genre of governance.”227  That is, the 

rhetoric of the Mexican NDP serves the institutional needs of the state at least as much as 

it responds to contemporary events and challenges.  State formation and re-formation 

require discursive maintenance of the kind we see prominently in the NDP, with its ritual 

reenactment every six years and its focus on articulating the state’s role in Mexican 

governance.  The institutional requirements of the state influence the rhetoric of the NDP, 

yet the NDP simultaneously gives shape to the state.  As we shall see, rhetorically astute 

presidential administrations can adapt the genre of the NDP to suit evolving 

circumstances and, in the process, transform not only the rhetorical genre but also the 

state itself.  In this way, the state and the NDP are mutually constitutive; the nature of the 

state as an institution simultaneously shapes and is shaped by the rhetorical act of issuing 

the NDP.   
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The Mexican NDP, the Concept of Sovereignty, and Migrants 
 

What is perhaps most unique about Mexico's global development plans, vis-à-vis 

those of other countries, is the attention that they devote to the concept of Mexican 

national sovereignty.  Every NDP scrutinized for this study since 1934 dedicates a 

chapter or entire section to “Foreign Policy” or “Sovereignty,” and each of these sections 

emphasizes the state’s essential role in defending Mexico and Mexicans from foreign 

exploitation.  The Foreign Policy section of the first Six Year Plan (1934-1940) 

establishes the tone by declaring that the foundation for all foreign policy is the 

“non-negotiable defense of national sovereignty.”228  Without deviation, all subsequent 

NDPs pledge allegiance to what is deemed the primary objective of Mexican foreign 

policy:  “to preserve national sovereignty and strengthen our political and economic 

independence.”229  Furthermore, NDPs in the latter decades of the twentieth century 

invariably reference the foreign policy principles enshrined in the Mexican Constitution.  

These six principles include:  respect for the self-determination and sovereignty of all 

nations; nonintervention in the affairs of foreign states; peaceful resolution of 

international disputes; juridical equality among states; and international cooperation for 

development and security.230 

 We can understand the NDPs’ focus on sovereignty as part of a larger state 

project to shape and reinstantiate official versions of Mexican history.  As described in 

Chapter 2, postrevolutionary political thought in Mexico was acutely concerned with the 

issue of defending Mexican popular sovereignty.  Official histories commonly portrayed 

the process of building the Mexican nation as a tragic struggle in which Mexico 
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repeatedly fell prey to colonial and imperial predators (beginning with the Spanish 

Conquest, continuing through the 1848 U.S. invasion, the French occupation of the 

1860s, U.S. and British economic domination in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, and so on).  Whether overrun by foreign armies or foreign investors, the series 

of great calamities followed a replicating narrative:  External powers, abetted by Mexican 

traitors who were willing to sell their country for personal gain, looted Mexico’s riches 

while leaving ordinary Mexicans impoverished.231   

The duty to protect the nation’s people and its territory from foreign interlopers 

therefore figured prominently in the reason of state of twentieth century Mexico, and 

provided a central justification for Mexico’s one-party regime.  A “sovereignty pact” 

emerged in postrevolutionary Mexico in which Mexican nationals would extend their 

undivided loyalty to the sovereign Mexican state and, in exchange, a strong and united 

state would protect the sovereign social rights of Mexican nationals.  Sovereignty was 

thus conceived as the state’s legitimate right to exercise authority over the nation’s 

people, territory and resources, and its concomitant obligation to exercise such authority 

“protecting” the Mexican people from foreign exploitation and contamination.232  As in 

most of the Westphalian modern world, Mexican sovereignty was conceptualized as 

fundamentally national and territorial.   

The “Foreign Policy” and “Sovereignty” sections of the NDP habitually 

corroborate these official versions of Mexican national history and rearticulate these 

modern notions of national sovereignty.  The policy principles outlined in these sections 

are commonly said to be anchored in Mexico’s hard-fought struggle for independence 
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from foreign powers; they are the fruit of a long and difficult process of historical 

learning that ultimately ended in the triumph of the sovereign Mexican nation.  The 1980 

Global Development Plan contains language typical of these sections: 

The principles and objectives of our foreign policy are characterized by continuity 
and coherence.  They are the synthesis of the Mexican people's historical struggle 
for independence, and we derive our primordial strength from our commitment to 
acting upon this [foreign policy] philosophy.  Mexico's foreign policy positions 
are supported by principles defined throughout the course of its history, and we 
extend to foreign countries our essential political philosophy.233 
 
In the governing rationalities that emerged in postrevolutionary Mexico, 

therefore, it was understood that economic development could only be attained by 

vigorously defending Mexican independence against the economic assaults of foreign 

predators.  The 1934 Six Year Plan, for example, explicitly links the concept of 

sovereignty to economic development.  The Plan opens with a section entitled “Economic 

Nationalism as Self Defense,” which explains the government’s moves toward a managed 

economy as an act of self determination, declaring that “Mexico is compelled…to adopt a 

policy of economic nationalism, as a measure of legitimate self-defense.”234  Given this 

close connection between economic development and national autonomy, it is not 

surprising that the concept of sovereignty figures prominently in all subsequent national 

development plans. 

The 1934 Six Year Plan’s treatment of the issue of Mexican emigration 

underscores the ways in which Mexican national sovereignty was construed as 

fundamentally defensive and territorial.  The plan contains two sections pertaining to 

migrant communities: “Emigration” and “Repatriation of Mexicans.”  The “Emigration” 
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section proposes measures “to avoid the emigration of Mexican labor, as well as to 

prevent the condition of indigency in which thousands of our nationals find themselves 

abroad.”235  The proposed measures include, somewhat vaguely, the study and enactment 

of plans for internally transferring Mexican populations from economically depressed 

zones to regions that have better labor conditions.  In addition, this section proposes a 

pre-emptive information campaign to persuade Mexican workers that “it is against their 

own interest to leave the country.”236  The “Repatriation” section is dedicated to measures 

for bringing Mexicans abroad back to the homeland.  It proposes the organization of a 

“special repatriation service” to work in conjunction with Mexican consulates in 

encouraging and facilitating the return of Mexican nationals.  In addition, it calls for the 

establishment of agricultural colonies for repatriates, in order to utilize the skills that they 

have acquired abroad and provide them with a livelihood once returned to national 

territory.  To accomplish these dual goals of halting the hemorrhage of Mexican nationals 

and repatriating those who have already emigrated, the Six Year Plan calls for the 

creation of a “National Bureau for the Shift of Population.”237 

The attention that the 1934 Six Year Plan devotes to the issues of emigration and 

repatriation might be viewed as a rhetorical response to the exigencies of the 1930s 

global economic crisis and the ensuing expulsion of tens of thousands of Mexican 

workers from the United States.  Yet, at the same time, the ways in which the Plan 

approaches the issue of emigration reveals much about how the emergent Mexican 

regime wished to conceptualize the postrevolutionary Mexican nation.  Unlike the liberal 

dictator Porfirio Díaz (1876-1911), who advocated a free-flowing international labor 
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market, the postrevolutionary government embraced modernist ideologies of nationalism 

which promoted the normative congruence of political, economic, and cultural processes 

within a clearly delimited territorial space.  It might be expected, therefore, that a national 

development plan that calls for “economic nationalism” and the expropriation of natural 

resources from foreign corporations would also call for the repatriation of masses of 

emigrants.  National-popular notions of territorial sovereignty in the decades immediately 

following the Mexican revolution left little room for the blurring of “peoples” (and their 

attendant economic and cultural practices) across international borders.   

The Mexican state’s policies on emigration and its activities north of the border in 

the 1920s and early 1930s were therefore linked to the larger state project of forging 

autonomy from foreign powers and solidifying national borders.  The state felt compelled 

to engage in efforts to stem mass emigration, which represented a threat to the 

postrevolutionary project of nation-state building.  When it became clear that global and 

hemispheric economic forces would overwhelm nationalist ideologies and ideals and that 

cross-border migration would continue unabated, state outreach to Mexican communities 

north of the border evaporated.   If the state’s obligation in the Mexican “sovereignty 

contract” was understood as providing for the social needs of Mexicans while protecting 

them from foreign exploitation and contamination, then migrants challenged this 

formulation of sovereignty in multiple ways.  First, the fact that the majority of Mexicans 

migrated to the United States for economic reasons highlighted the state’s failure to 

provide for its nationals’ social needs.  Second, labor practices north of the border 

underscored the state’s failure to protect Mexican nationals from foreign exploitation.  
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Third, in returning to Mexico with new cultural practices and new ways of thinking and 

being, migrants were perceived to threaten Mexican cultural autonomy; they became a 

source of the very foreign contamination that the Mexican state was charged with 

preventing.  Fourth, by blurring the border with transnational cultural and economic 

practices, migrant flows threatened to expose the postrevolutionary myths of solidified 

borders and territorial inviolability.  Finally, and perhaps most damaging to Mexican 

notions of sovereignty, these threats emanated from the very neighboring country that 

had been central to Mexico’s perceived need to erect boundaries in the first place.  In 

short, by threatening to expose the state’s failure to fulfill its fundamental obligations in 

its sovereignty pact with Mexican nationals, migrant populations threatened the very 

foundations of state legitimacy and power.  It thus became convenient for the Mexican 

regime to ignore, as much as possible, the uncomfortable existence of mass emigration. 

Following the 1934 Six Year Plan, the issues of emigration and the porous 

northern border disappeared from Mexican NDPs for several decades.  Although the 

defense of popular sovereignty and the reiteration of Mexico’s strident foreign policy 

positions are prominent themes in subsequent NDPs, they all fail to suggest policies for 

managing the phenomenon of mass emigration or for engaging Mexican populations 

abroad.  The second Six Year Plan (1941-1946) references emigration only indirectly and 

in a single sentence; a chapter on agriculture declares that, in programs to colonize 

agrarian lands with immigrants, preference will be given to repatriated Mexicans and 

settlers with technical and material resources.238  The next mention of Mexican emigrants 

appears in the NDP of the de la Madrid administration (1983-1988).  Under the “Foreign 
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Relations” section, a sub-section entitled “Bilateral Relations” includes a two-sentence 

pledge to initiate activities in defense of Mexican workers in the United States, and to 

attend to U.S. populations of Mexican origin that wished to maintain cultural links with 

Mexico.  Although this pledge is mentioned in passing (it appears in the middle of a 

laundry list of Mexico’s foreign relations with different regions of the world, including 

Eastern Europe and the Pacific Rim), its appearance signals the very beginnings of the 

prospect for an enduring relationship between the Mexican state and Mexican 

communities abroad.239  Six years later, the Salinas administration’s NDP (1989-1994) 

would dedicate an entire section to the issue of Mexicans abroad, proposing a host of 

policy initiatives that would culminate in the founding of the Program for Mexican 

Communities Abroad (El Programa para Las Comunidades Mexicanas en El Exterior, or 

PCME). 

Given the central role of notions of territorially-based sovereignty in buttressing 

the twentieth century Mexican regime, the Mexican government would need to 

rearticulate conceptions of sovereignty before it could reach out to nationals beyond the 

border.  This brings us to the 1989 NDP and the Salinas administration’s remarkable 

efforts to reshape public understandings of Mexican sovereignty.  As I argue below, the 

Salinas administration’s turn to the genre of the Mexican National Development Plan to 

reinvent the art of governance in Mexico is an exemplary act of rhetorical prudence, a 

linking of innovation to stability that enables the government to present radical change as 

anchored in time-honored national traditions.  Yet, before conducting a rhetorical-generic 
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analysis of the 1989 NDP, we must to turn our attention to theoretical issues in genre 

criticism. 

 

Genre Analysis in Rhetorical Criticism 
 
 All discursive practices require a certain degree of predictability.  To 

communicate competently and achieve mutual intelligibility, interlocutors in any 

communicative situation must rely upon a “ready and dependable stock of discourse 

frames.”240  This social need for predictability and intelligibility produces what is often 

referred to as speech genres:  more or less stable collections of discursive conventions 

that channel and render meaning to discursive practices.  In the broadest sense, then, 

speech genres are foundational constructs for producing and interpreting discourse, from 

the simplest forms of phatic communication to complex works of literature that blend 

multiple generic forms.  Mikhail Bakhtin provides a sense of the ubiquitous presence of 

speech genres and their primordial importance to all forms of communication: 

We speak in diverse genres without suspecting that they exist.  Even in the most 
free, the most unconstrained conversation, we cast our speech in definite generic 
forms, sometimes rigid and trite ones, sometimes more flexible, plastic, and 
creative ones…. We are given these speech genres in almost the same way that 
we are given our native language, which we master fluently long before we begin 
to study grammar…. The forms of language and…speech genres enter our 
experience and our consciousness together, and in close connection with one 
another.  Speech genres organize our speech in almost the same way as 
grammatical (syntactical) forms do.  We learn to cast our speech in generic forms 
and, when hearing others’ speech, we guess its genre from the very first words; 
we predict a certain length...and a certain compositional structure; we foresee the 
end; that is, from the very beginning we have a sense of the speech whole, which 
is only later differentiated during the speech process.  If speech genres did not 
exist and we had not mastered them, if we had to originate them during the speech 
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process and construct each utterance at will for the first time, speech 
communication would be almost impossible.”241 
   

 In rhetorical criticism, a generic perspective assumes that discursive acts can be 

grouped into categories that fuse common characteristics relating to form, substance, 

style, and purpose.  Rhetorical genres crystallize over time, as communicators 

confronting similar “situational requirements” develop similar or patterned rhetorical 

responses.  In other words, recurring situations give rise to discursive conventions that 

guide, constrain, and help produce future rhetorical action.242  As “constellations of fused 

elements,” genres supply cultural prototypes for organizing discursive practices, and 

inventional resources for generating rhetorical acts anew.243  A generic critic is interested, 

therefore, in rhetorical practices that traverse time, in the genealogical evolution of 

rhetorical practices, in the influence that rhetorical acts have upon other rhetorical acts, 

and in the dialectical relationships between particular rhetorical acts and the larger classes 

to which they might belong. 

 Rhetoricians have taken an interest in genres since Aristotle’s famous tripartite 

division of rhetorical discourse into the deliberative, forensic, and epideictic.  Since then, 

scholars have produced a vast repertoire of theory scrutinizing the functions of genres in 

rhetoric.  While it is beyond the scope of this project to provide a comprehensive review 

of this literature, this section of this chapter summarizes the particular generic 

perspectives that motivate and undergird my analysis of the 1989 Mexican NDP.  The 

angle I adopt for this analysis is derived largely from George Kamberelis and Mikhail 

Bakhtin’s sociocultural and ideological perspectives on genre, as well as Campbell and 
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Jamieson’s work on the relationship between genres and institutions.  This analysis thus 

foregrounds the following three characteristics of rhetorical genres, described in more 

detail below:  First, genres are not stable categories but rather “human activity structures” 

that are sustained and evolve within the interplay between historically formed structures 

and situated sociocultural practices, or within the dialectical tensions between 

permanence and change.244  Second, genres are powerful generative resources; they 

supply rhetors, audiences, and critics alike with communication systems and starting 

points akin to “premises for arguments.”245  Finally, genres are institutionally informed 

carriers of ideology.  The process of learning generic structures is coextensive with 

embracing ideological commitments, and reenactments of generic forms sustain and 

regenerate institutions and their ideologies. 

Genres are Dialectically Emanant 
 
 To demarcate the theory of genre I wish to advance in this chapter, I begin with 

an explanation of what a rhetorical genre is not.  Generic criticism should not be 

understood merely as a system for discovering existing genres and then testing specific 

texts to determine if they fulfill the definitional criteria of the class.  Nor should generic 

criticism be a method for pigeon-holing rhetorical acts into rigid or static categories.  As 

scholars such as Conley and Kamberelis have argued, genre critics must move beyond the 

formalist fixation with establishing taxonomies and discovering “true” genres, and 

toward a processual view of genres as social and historical constructs that are perpetually 

in-the-making.246  A genre is less a fait accompli than a guidance structure and a mode of 
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action.  The U.S. President’s State of the Union address, for example, is not simply a 

category of public address.  It is a form of action that enables individuals to see 

themselves as a community, identify their common values, interpret their past, and 

prepare for future activities.247  According to Kamberelis, this “sociocultural” view of 

genre theory     

“redirects our attention away from textual forms and toward the people, 
institutions, purposes, thematic content, rhetorical situations, social contexts, 
specific text-making practices and historical trajectories that together constitute 
genres and are, in turn, constituted by genres.”248  

 
 As “human activity structures,” genres are maintained, shaped, and reshaped 

within the interplay between historically formed structures and situated sociocultural 

practices, or the dialectical relationship between durability and dynamism.249  Conley 

maintains that this dialectical tension between “the particular actuality of a work” and 

“the class or category of which it may be a member” presents genre critics with the most 

fertile grounds for illuminating the intertextual dynamics in rhetorical discourse.250  On 

the one hand, genres embody continuity and stability.  Genres “carry the past into the 

present,” discursively reenacting time-honored traditions and ideals.251  By linking 

present actions to a durable past, genres extend an assurance of permanence in the face of 

unpredictability and change.  Genres thus provide a stabilizing function that can 

powerfully restrict the range of rhetorical options in any given situation.  Jamieson’s 

work on papal encyclicals and early state of the union addresses compellingly 

demonstrates the constraining powers of genres, or how “it is sometimes rhetorical genres 

and not rhetorical situations that are decisively formative.”252   
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 On the other hand, genres are continuously mutating.  No rhetorical act is an exact 

replica of another.  Because rhetoric must respond to developing problems and evolving 

sets of circumstances, and because generic forms are sustained and re-created through 

continual reenactment, genres “evolve, expand, and get inflected in different ways over 

time.”253  A single rhetorical act, then, can reproduce the conventional forms associated 

with a particular genre while simultaneously stretching their boundaries.  Jauss explains 

this potential plasticity in genres as 

a process of the continual founding and altering of horizons.  The new text evokes 
for the reader (listener) the horizon of expectations and ‘rules of the game’ 
familiar to him from earlier texts, which as such can then be varied, extended, 
corrected, but also transformed, crossed out, or simply reproduced.  Variation, 
extension, and correction determine the latitude of a generic structure; a break 
with the convention on the one hand and mere reproduction on the other 
determines its boundaries.254 
 

 In this tension between the durability of historically ossified forms and the 

dynamism of situated rhetorical practice, we can understand genres as always 

dialectically emanant.  A genre guides and constrains a particular rhetorical act, which in 

turn can renovate the genre itself.  In other words, a genre simultaneously shapes and is 

shaped by situated practices of text making.  Genres and texts are mutually constitutive.  

Paradoxically, then, genres are both stable and flexible cultural forms.  

Genres are Generative Resources 
 
 Confronted with evolving situations and problems, astute rhetors adapt the 

resources available to them into instruments for meeting new challenges.  Principal 

among these resources are genres.  Although generic forms and conventions constrain 
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rhetorical options, they also provide the discursive frames or scaffolding necessary for 

generating intelligible and meaningful discourse.  Genres give order to what otherwise 

would be an overwhelming void.  Akin to templates that are amenable to some degree of 

creative inflection, genres furnish communicators and their communities with 

foundations for organizing thought and experience and initiating innovative rhetorical 

action.  Much like Michel Foucault’s notions of power and discursive formations, genres 

are productive resources even as they constrain.255  The dual roles of genres as both 

inhibitors and capacitators can be seen in the example of the academic essay.  While the 

forms and conventions associated with academic disciplines often regulate what 

constitutes legitimate and intelligible academic work, academic genres also give birth to 

novel ideas and theory.  Kamberelis thus characterizes genres as “schematic and 

unfinalized resources, which individuals and collectives take up in multiple 

improvisational ways for producing and receiving texts.”256   

 Genres are powerful generative resources not only for rhetors and their 

communities but also for critics.  Adena Rosmarin’s pioneering examination of genre 

theory expounds how generic criticism derives its interpretive value from the nexus 

between similitude and difference.  She notes that specific instantiations of genres can 

never stand in for the genre itself, that the particular will always be distinguished from 

the universal by its difference.  As a provisional critical lens, generic perspectives thus 

operate much like metaphors; they invite us to see “similarity in the midst of and in spite 

of difference.”257  Following Rosmarin, Kamberelis argues that genres both 

overdetermine and underdetermine texts.  While genres overlay texts with their schematic 
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matrices, they simultaneously reveal their inability to impose uniformity and contain 

difference.  Interpretive insight, therefore, comes from drawing explicit attention to the 

text’s surplus, or the ways in which situated practice overflows generic boundaries: 

Paradoxically, the power of genres, then, lies both in their ability to explain texts 
and in their inability to explain them fully.  A genre’s inability to completely 
explain a particular text renders the text itself as rich, full, and complete.258 
 

 Genres therefore proffer generative resources for rhetors, audiences, and critics 

alike.  Kamberelis well summarizes genres’ inventional and interpretative powers: 

[Genres] invite processes of signification on extant forms, which involves the 
constant play of repetition and revision.  Genres provide communication systems, 
for the use of speakers and writers in producing texts, and readers and critics in 
interpreting them.  Familiarity with these systems provides powerful starting 
points for text production and understanding.259 
 

Genres are Institutionally Informed Carriers of Ideology 
 
 Because they take shape within the cultural and rhetorical practices of specific 

communities, genres index these communities’ social values, histories, and ideologies.  

And since they are constituted and re-constituted only in practice, genres play an 

important role in perpetuating and reproducing these value orientations and ideologies.  

We can understand the concept of “ideology” here broadly, as an organized collection of 

ideas that expound normative ways for seeing and being in the world.  The role of genres 

in forming and reproducing ideological commitments is central to Bakhtinian 

philosophies of language.  According to Medvedev/Bakhtin, the formalistic, substantive, 

and stylistic elements that make up genres are deeply rooted in socio-historical processes.  
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Genres thus not only comprise formal elements but, through their instantiation, they also 

disseminate collective ideologies.260  In the language of Kamerelis,  

Genres are sclerotic deposits, crystallizations of previous systems of ideology and 
practice.... Because genres embody vast repositories of experiential and 
ideological knowledge, much of which is tacit, this knowledge is always partially 
reconstructed in new text-forming practice.261 
 

 If we accept the premise that humans make sense of their worlds only through the 

mediation of ideology, then genres are powerful instruments for ideological acculturation.  

To immerse oneself in the generic frames that structure thought and communication is to 

appropriate their ideological “sclerotic deposits.”  “Indeed, part of the effectiveness of 

genres lies in their capacity to ‘naturalize’ what they index.”262  Through the recurring 

practice of reproducing generic forms, members of communities adopt normative 

frameworks for thinking about and interacting with their surroundings.  In other words, 

genres work not only to structure ways of thinking in the world, but they also delimit 

ways of acting in the world.  Miller clarifies these links between genre, thought, and 

action:  

What we learn when we learn a genre is not just a pattern of forms or even a 
method of achieving our own ends.  We learn more importantly, what ends we 
may have.... As a recurrent, significant action, a genre embodies an aspect of 
cultural rationality.... genres serve as keys to understanding how to participate in 
the actions of a community.263 
 

Academic disciplines, once again, provide a good illustration of this process.  The 

governing genres of a discipline structure how knowledge is produced, presented, and 

interpreted, and thus organize the collective range of practices associated with the 

discipline.  By learning to interpret and produce the generic forms associated with a 
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particular discipline, students adopt the discipline’s “cognitive-actional systems.”264  The 

process of reenacting a discipline’s generic conventions is therefore crucial to the 

discipline’s survival and the reproduction of its collective ideologies.  Nonetheless, 

learning the conventions associated with a genre need not be merely ideological 

indoctrination; this analysis will demonstrate that the mastery of generic forms might also 

be preparation for disrupting the ideologies carried by the genre. 

 As the example of academic disciplines demonstrates, genres are a key construct 

for the maintenance of institutions.  That institutionally sponsored genres recur, often in 

ritualistic fashion and at regular intervals, points to the institutional requirements that 

genres fulfill.  That is, genres serve an institution’s need for ongoing renewal at least as 

much as they provide frames for responding to new events and challenges.  Genres, then, 

are quite often institutionally driven.  Campbell and Jamieson’s work on the “rhetoric of 

institutional maintenance” illustrates these generic functions.265  Examining U.S. 

presidential genres, such as inaugurals and state of the union addresses, Campbell and 

Jamieson demonstrate how these recurring generic forms simultaneously give shape to 

and are shaped by the institution of the U.S. presidency.  In the dialectical tension 

between the institution’s need for permanence and the situational need for flexibility and 

change, the institution and its ideological machinery are reproduced, replenished, and 

reformulated.  As particular instantiations of an institution’s genres break with their 

conventions and expand their horizons, they simultaneously redefine both the genre’s and 

the institution’s boundaries.266  In other words, institutions and the rhetorical enactment 

of their genres are mutually constitutive. 
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A Generic Analysis of the 1989 National Development Plan   
 

As suggested at the outset of this chapter, the Mexican political-economy 

underwent sweeping transformation during the administration of Carlos Salinas de 

Gortari (1989-1994).  This period came on the heels of the turbulent years of the late 

1960s–1980s, when state-centered control of the economy became inefficient and 

unsustainable and the state’s legitimacy collapsed.  A series of key moments exposed the 

cracks in Mexico’s ancien régime, including the 1968 student massacre at Tlaltelolco, 

continual economic crises that culminated in the 1982 peso devaluation and the 

bankruptcy of the state, and finally, the 1985 earthquake in Mexico City.  Despite the fact 

that the catastrophic earthquake had been long anticipated, the Mexican regime was 

ill-prepared to manage the aftermath, and ordinary citizens had to improvise a rescue 

effort, digging their neighbors out of the rubble with their bare hands.  For many 

Mexicans, the earthquake represented not only the collapse of the city but also the 

collapse of the state.  In the most spectacular fashion, the state had demonstrated its 

inability to fulfill the fundamental commitment of the sovereignty contract:  to provide 

security for its sovereign citizens. 

By the time of the earthquake, a new revolution was already taking place within 

Mexico’s ruling party.  Exploiting the opportunity afforded by the ongoing crisis, the 

technocratic wing of the PRI seized control of the party from the old-time corporatist 

power brokers (known in Mexico as the “dinosaurs).  President de la Madrid’s 1987 
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selection of Carlos Salinas as his successor made the technocrats’ seizure of the party a 

fait accompli, and they set out to transform the art of government in Mexico. 

 Known as “Salinastroika,” governmental reform in Mexico revolved around 

economic liberalization and was propelled by neoliberal governing rationalities and the 

global networks that support these rationalities.267  A Harvard-trained political economist, 

Salinas set out to transform Mexico in accordance with the neoliberal knowledges and 

rationalities that helped shape his and his cohorts worldviews.  Central tenets of 

neoliberal reason include the following basic premises:  Market mechanisms should be 

paramount in regulating economic activity, state intervention strangles private initiative 

and should therefore be drastically curtailed, and the welfare state is a chief obstacle to 

social progress.  Grounded in this logic, the Salinas administration set about dismantling 

the protectionist Mexican state and selling both failing and profitable parastatal 

industries, including once-sacred cows such the telephone system, to private 

corporations.  As late as the early 1980s the Mexican state was the driving force behind 

economic production and fiscal policy, but in the span of less than a decade, the state had 

ceded nearly all its influence in these arenas.  Salinastroika marked the most rapid 

economic transformation in Mexican history, providing a preview of the economic 

restructuring that would soon sweep much of the developing world. 

 This section of this chapter conducts a rhetorical analysis of the 1989 NDP, 

interrogating the ways in which the Salinas administration deployed the genre of the 

Mexican NDP both to reinvent the reason of state in Mexico and to imagine a new 

transnational relationship with migrant communities.  I begin with an overview of how 
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the Salinas administration turned to the genre of the NDP as an inventional resource for 

advancing its radical political-economic changes.  Next, I argue that reinventing the 

concept of Mexican sovereignty was at the heart of Salinastroika, and I explore how the 

administration employs the NDP to link new notions of sovereignty to old traditions of 

nationalist sovereignty.  Finally, I explore the connections between the 1989 NDP’s 

reinvention of sovereignty and its simultaneous turn to migrants, concluding that the 

Mexican government’s vision of a transnational relationship with migrant communities 

formed part of the process of reinventing the Mexican state. 

The Mexican NDP as a Generative Rhetorical Form 
 

Historians have noted the irony of the Salinas administration’s exploitation of the 

powers of a strong state in order to weaken the state’s powers.  Salinastroika would not 

have been possible without the classic tools of PRI authoritarianism, such as the 

centralized powers of the imperial presidency, patron-client networks, electoral fraud, 

and so forth.  Salinas deployed this political machinery in the very act of dismantling 

it.268  One of the aims of this chapter is to highlight the rhetorical dimensions of this 

transformation toward neoliberal governance.  In other words, I want to suggest that, in 

order to effect the radical change that characterized late 1980s Mexico, the Salinas 

government deployed not only the machinery of the Mexican state and presidency but 

also its rhetorical forms and genres.  More specifically, by turning to the NDP to promote 

its planned reforms, the Salinas administration was able to link radical change to a 

traditional of continuity and stability.   
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As discussed above, national development planning worldwide rests on the 

ideological premise that economic progress requires state intervention and supervision.  

This can be seen in the supreme role that NDP habitually confers upon “the State” (nearly 

always capitalized in Mexican state-sponsored rhetoric) in the management of Mexico’s 

social-political-economic affairs.  The second Six Year Plan (1941-1946), for example, 

declares that 

only the State, as the strongest community in any society, is capable of 
intervening to equalize powers, to suppress injustices and, in short, to create the 
expectations of a live, real democracy....Within a revolutionary idea, the State 
must be the firm stronghold of safety and order, but of a dynamical order which 
does not deny justice nor hinders historical development.  In order to reach this 
goal the State must intervene applying its strength to transform the structure of 
society.269 
 

In like fashion, in a section entitled “The Intervention of the State in Our Economy,” the 

1976 Plan Básico de Gobierno asserts: 

In Mexico, the party responsible for development is the State, trustee and 
guardian of a sovereignty that resides in the people.  Property is a social product 
that can be regulated in accordance with evolving national interests.  Private, 
social, and State enterprises share responsibility for managing national resources 
but, ultimately, the State is the sole entity that must answer to the people.  The 
people hold the inalienable right to demand proper administration of public 
wealth, and the duty to protect the common welfare falls to the State.  An analysis 
of our history demonstrates that periods of progress and wellbeing invariably 
coincide with the existence of a strong State that actively intervenes in national 
life, and that periods of confusion and regression invariably coincide with the 
existence of a weak and unorganized State.270 
  

For much of the twentieth century, therefore, the rhetorical genre of the Mexican NDP 

carried and reproduced an ideological commitment to state-centered economic models.  

Replicated at regular intervals, the genre performed the rhetorical work of renewing the 
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institution of the postrevolutionary Mexican state, while also promoting a sense of 

continuity in postrevolutionary governing philosophies. 

 Given the NDP’s ideological commitment to state-centered rule, at first glance it 

might appear contradictory that the Salinas administration turns to the NDP to promote a 

model of governance that would ultimately decenter the state.  This seeming 

contradiction is not unique to the case of Mexico.  Mohan has argued that, throughout the 

developing world, the transition to neoliberal economic systems required the 

interventions of strong and centralized states.  Paradoxically, although neoliberal models 

of government aim to decentralize power and encourage private initiative, they also 

require centralized technocracies to facilitate this change and create new markets.  Old 

tools of heavy-handed regulation and control (which originally had been crafted for the 

purpose of legitimizing both colonial and post-colonial states) thus became valuable 

instruments for imposing programs of market-driven development.271 

In the genre of the NDP, therefore, the Salinas administration found a rhetorical 

form that would enable it both to justify state-powered reform (that would ultimately 

limit the powers of the state) and to link this reform to the traditions of the past.  There 

exists compelling evidence to demonstrate that the administration was acutely aware of 

the ways in which it might deploy the tradition of national planning and the genre of the 

NDP to promote its reforms.  In the administration of his predecessor (Miguel de la 

Madrid, 1982-1988), Salinas had occupied the powerful post of Minister of Finance.  

During that time, Salinas and his ministry conducted an exhaustive study of the history of 

national development planning in Mexico, resulting in a multi-volume anthology 
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published in 1985.  These tomes not only gather Mexico’s development plans in one 

place, but they also exhaustively scrutinize the historical development of the NDP in 

twentieth century Mexico.  The introduction to the series praises Cárdenas’ first Six Year 

Plan, which it upholds as the definitive model for using development planning to advance 

change (ironically, the Salinas administration’s economic planning would reverse many 

of Cárdenas’ reforms).272  At the same time, by amending the Mexican Constitution to 

require the publication of an NDP at the beginning of every president’s term, the de la 

Madrid administration exalted the NDP to the most sacred rank possible in Mexican 

political life—that of a constitutional requirement.  It is therefore safe to say that, upon 

taking office, Salinas and his followers were astute to the processes of Mexican 

development planning, well versed in the rhetorical genre of the NDP, and highly 

conscious of the NDP’s potential for promoting change. 

Stability within Change: Rearticulating Sovereignty in the 1989 NDP 
 

The campaign to liberalize the Mexican economy presented the Salinas 

government with a key dilemma: how to reconcile the postrevolutionary concept of 

Mexican sovereignty with policies that opened the Mexican economy to global markets 

and foreign investors.  The Salinas administration was aware that its economic reforms 

contradicted traditional understandings of the Mexican sovereignty contract and the 

state’s obligation in that contract to protect the Mexican people from foreign predators.  

Neoliberal economic reform might invite charges of the gravest of Mexican crimes:  

Malinchismo or entreguismo (selling out to foreign interests).273  In other words, Salinas 
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ran the risk of being compared to past Mexican traitors who had sold the nation’s wealth 

to the highest foreign bidder while neglecting the needs of their own people.  As Gavin 

O’Toole has observed, a central preoccupation of the administration, therefore, became 

the question of how to publicly square its new liberal economic policies with the tradition 

of insular Mexican nationalism.274  How would the administration reconcile Mexico’s 

defensive foreign policy principles with what it viewed as obligatory participation in an 

increasingly interconnected world?  For the Salinas administration, the answer lay largely 

in an aggressive rhetorical campaign to rearticulate the concept at the heart of 

postrevolutionary state power:  sovereignty.  

The importance that the Salinas government assigned to reconfiguring the concept 

of Mexican sovereignty is evidenced in speeches and texts that gained prominence both 

before and after the 1988 presidential election.  During his electoral campaign, Salinas 

delivered a speech entitled “The Challenge of Sovereignty” at the inauguration of the 

PRI’s new National Commission on International Affairs.  The Mexican government 

subsequently published and distributed versions of the text in both Spanish and English.  

The English translation was included as the first oration in Challenges, an anthology of 

Salinas’ “four major speeches” from the 1988 Presidential campaign.275  Throughout the 

early years of his administration, Salinas and his supporters persistently repeated the 

central ideas of the “Sovereignty” speech in both domestic and international venues.  

These ideas emerged, for example, in Salinas’ 1990 address to the United Nations, 

entitled “Mexico is Defining Its Own Course in the World,” and in his 1992 book Social 

Liberalism (El Liberalismo Social).276  With this rhetorical campaign to redefine Mexican 
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sovereignty, the Salinas administration signaled to the larger world that, in effect, Mexico 

was open for business.  

 The domestic campaign to redefine Mexican sovereignty took shape in the 1989 

National Development Plan, to which we now turn our attention.  As we have seen, the 

NDP communicates a new presidential administration’s governing priorities and 

philosophy to the larger public, and provides objectives by which to later evaluate the 

administration’s performance in office.  The President’s annual “State of the Union” 

address typically references the goals outlined in the NDP and discusses progress toward 

meeting those goals.  As such, the NDP can be considered a principal rhetorical 

document of the institution of the Mexican state and presidency.  In the 1989 NDP, 

“Sovereignty, National Security, and the Promotion of Mexican Interests Abroad” is the 

first of four substantive chapters, immediately following two introductory chapters that 

present the government’s assessment of contemporary challenges and an outline of its 

broad governing philosophy.  As can be seen by its prominence in the NDP, the concept 

of sovereignty and its rearticulation figured prominently in the Salinas administration’s 

campaign to overhaul Mexican governance and Mexican foreign policy. 

As discussed above, national development plans typically rationalize proposals 

for future action by linking them to the traditions of the past.  Like other genres of 

governance, the NDP thus enables astute rhetors to promote change within traditions of 

stability.  The “Sovereignty” chapter opens by affirming the continuation of such a 

tradition, celebrating the state’s supreme historical role in defending the Mexican nation 

from foreign exploitation and intervention.  The text alludes to Mexico’s valiant struggles 
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to achieve independence from foreign powers, and the valuable lessons learned from this 

history: 

The fundamental orientation [of Mexico’s foreign policy] is derived from the 
struggles of the Mexican people to secure their self-determination in their 
political, economic, and social project.  With dedication and determination, the 
country has accumulated valuable experience that enables it to forge a foreign 
policy capable of defending its sovereignty and promoting its interests.277   
  
Like all twentieth century Mexican NDPs, the chapter proceeds to affirm the 

“fundamental principles” of Mexico’s foreign policy, including “the self-determination of 

peoples, non-intervention in the internal affairs of other states, peaceful solutions to 

conflicts, [and] juridical equality among states.”278  The thematic conventions of the 

genre, in effect, bind the Salinas government to the traditions of the past.  By reaffirming 

at the outset the importance of defending Mexican national sovereignty, the Salinas 

administration not only fulfills the NDP’s generic requirement but it also inoculates itself 

against charges of Malinchismo (selling out to foreigners).  The text reassures Mexican 

audiences that, despite the administration’s plans for economic liberalization, 

strengthening national sovereignty remains the overarching goal of the Mexican 

government. 

 Having paid respect to the venerable role of sovereignty in the making of the 

Mexican nation, the chapter undergoes a dramatic shift in narrative, as it introduces a new 

menace to Mexico’s sovereignty.  With the unwinding of the Cold War and rapid global 

economic integration, the NDP explains, Mexico’s sovereignty has come under threat 

from a source unlike any that the country has previously confronted.  Traditional threats 

to Mexico’s sovereignty, such as territorial violation and foreign political intervention, 
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have been supplanted by a more sinister “instrument of infiltration” in the form of global 

finance.  The text explains the ways in which communication technologies have enabled 

this infiltration:   

In a world of instantaneous communications, the concept of national borders has 
acquired new elements.  The risks that one country faces against others appear 
decreasingly in the form of territorial violation, traditional political 
interventionism, or the imposition of interests and positions in international 
bodies.  Increasingly, however, communication media have enabled distinct 
groups to reconfigure the reality of a country, to affect its interests, and intervene 
in the experiences of a people.  Given this reality, Mexico must adopt a different 
foreign policy.279 
 

The new threat, then, does not endanger Mexico’s territorial borders, and it does not 

emanate from a single foreign power or neighboring country.  Rather, it amounts to a 

form of “supranational interventionism” that exploits economically weak, developing 

countries. The challenge for developing countries, the NDP argues, is to adapt to a new 

set of global circumstances and avoid creating the conditions that foment such 

intervention.280 

The genre of the NDP thus affords the Salinas administration the opportunity to 

frame its reforms in the traditions of the past.  The past, however, is never a given.  As 

Campbell and Jamieson have noted of U.S. State of the Union addresses, genres of 

governance enable incoming presidential administrations “the opportunity to reconstruct 

the past in order to forge the future.”281  History is amenable to interpretation and, in the 

hands of a skilled rhetor, can be construed in ways that open avenues for change.  In 

Mexican national history, the legacy of calamities vis-à-vis foreign powers had been 

commonly construed as a historic lesson on the need for a strong state.  Only the state, 
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supported by a united nation, was capable of defending Mexico’s economic independence 

and territorial integrity.  The 1989 NDP acknowledges these historic threats and the 

consequent necessity of Mexico’s past defensive economic and foreign policy positions.  

Nonetheless, the NDP argues, these defensive postures have become antiquated tools in 

the fight to safeguard Mexico’s sovereignty.  The NDP thus reconstrues the nature of the 

lessons learned from Mexican national history:  The defense of national sovereignty rests 

not upon a strong state, but upon the ability to adroitly adapt to new circumstances and to 

utilize all the available means for preserving Mexico’s autonomy.  The new threat 

requires that Mexico adopt a more active posture in global affairs, and position itself at 

the vanguard of inevitable economic change.  Mexico must negotiate change on its own 

terms, steering its own course through the perilous waters of globalization lest larger 

forces seize the helm and steer Mexico.   

In the hands of Salinas administration, the failed protectionist state therefore 

poses the true threat to Mexican sovereignty.  By weakening Mexico and its economy, 

the Mexican state had not defended Mexican sovereignty but had created the economic 

chaos that made Mexico vulnerable to new forms of supranational intervention.  The 

strong state that once protected Mexican sovereignty and strengthened the cause of social 

justice had become a hindrance to both.  The NDP argues, therefore, that independence 

from the new threat could no longer be secured by an interventionist, strong state.  To the 

contrary, the ability of Mexico to defend its interests against foreign threats depended on 

a private economy strengthened by exposure to global competition and global standards 

of production.  As Erfani has contended, the concept of national sovereignty in late 1980s 
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Mexico was delinked from the “perpetually strong state” and rearticulated to “perpetual 

economic competitiveness.” 282  In this way, the administration makes a rhetorical move 

that at first glance seems counterintuitive:  It frames the opening of Mexican markets as a 

defense of national sovereignty.  By activating the genre of the NDP and working within 

its constraints, the Salinas administration seizes the opportunity to link a proposal for 

radical change to a tradition of continuity.  

The nationalist narrative of defending Mexico from foreign threats thus gains new 

mileage under the Salinas administration.  This familiar and comfortable narrative, which 

during the postrevolutionary period had been crucial to justifying centralized state power, 

becomes a legitimizing frame for reducing the size of the Mexican state and carrying out 

sweeping economic reforms.  This appropriation of postrevolutionary discourse is 

particularly evident in the administration’s invocation of national unity.  Echoing 

revolutionary leaders of the past, the NDP exhorts Mexicans to unite around the policies 

of their government in order to thwart an ominous external threat.   The NDP expresses 

optimism that, through unity, Mexico possesses the strength to rise to this challenge:   

Let us not deceive ourselves.  In today’s world, the challenge to the sovereignty of 
nations is formidable.  But we Mexicans can…turn the challenge into an 
opportunity and the threat into a new life of unity…. 
 
Given our history, given what we have been able to confront and resolve in the 
past, we know that our Nation does not retreat, and that the values, traditions, and 
culture that define our Nation are secure.  For these reasons, we do not fear 
change.  In order that this change serve the interests of Mexico, it should be 
accomplished through means determined by Mexicans; it should be guided by us 
and for our benefit, as well as the benefit of the generations that will follow us.  
Changing will be an exercise of sovereignty.283   
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In short, even while dismantling the postrevolutionary Mexican state, the Salinas 

administration does not discard postrevolutionary discourses.  Far from waging war 

against old nationalist discourses, the administration simply co-opts them and articulates 

them to its neoliberal reforms.284 

Migrant Communities and the Practice of Post-Sovereignty 
 

 As we have seen in the 1989 NDP, the Mexican state’s newfound interest in 

migrant communities emerges in tandem with early attempts to publicly redefine 

Mexican notions of sovereignty.  This is no accident.  The conceptual barriers that had 

once prevented the state from taking a proactive stance in international relations had been 

diminished.  Freed from postrevolutionary formulations of sovereignty, the Mexican state 

no longer felt constrained from attempting to influence events beyond its borders that 

affected Mexico and its interests.285  With these changes, the Mexican state would enter a 

new period of actively building strategic alliances with a wide variety of foreign and 

global actors, including foreign governments, non-state actors, global corporations, and 

supranational institutions.  Among these actors were Mexico’s migrant populations living 

north of the international border. 

 As presented in the introduction to this chapter, the NDP’s “Sovereignty” chapter 

outlines the Salinas administration’s six fundamental objectives for building a more 

proactive engagement with the world.  Among these six objectives is “to protect the 

rights and interests of Mexicans abroad.”286  An entire section of the chapter thus focuses 
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on how the Mexican state can better serve nationals who live beyond Mexico’s territorial 

borders.  As summarized in the NDP’s introduction: 

To protect the interests of Mexicans abroad, the Plan proposes to enhance the 
effectiveness of our consular services, coordinate the actions of diverse entities of 
the federal government that operate on the borders, defend the rights of Mexican 
workers here and in neighboring countries, and encourage worldwide codification 
of migrant workers’ rights.  We will engage in a campaign to promote our culture 
on a global scale and support intimate contacts and exchange with Mexican 
communities abroad.287  
 

 The 1989 NDP thus advances a multi-pronged and multilayered approach for 

steering international and global forces to the benefit of Mexican emigrant communities.  

First, Mexico would deploy traditional institutions of state power, such as consular 

services and governmental agencies, to reach out to and better serve its emigrant 

populations.  Second, Mexico would establish alliances with non-governmental foreign 

actors that held sway with their local governments.  The NDP specifically proposes “to 

intensify rapprochement with organizations and actors abroad that carry influence in their 

countries’ relations with Mexico.”288  In the United States, this would include Mexican-

American and Latino civil rights organizations, such as MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil 

Chicano de Aztlán) and the National Council of La Raza.  Third, Mexico would establish 

direct and more enduring relations with migrant communities themselves.  This would 

include promoting stronger cultural ties between migrant communities and the Mexican 

homeland, in an effort to make “Mexican culture an element of reaffirmation” or a 

resource from which migrants could elicit pride and strength.  Finally, Mexico would 

seek to “intensify efforts in multilateral forums for the global codification of migrant 

workers’ rights.”289  In other words, Mexico would seek multinational and supranational 
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remedies for the problems encountered by its emigrant populations.  In summary, the 

NDP proposes a multilayered approach to secure “just and human treatment for 

undocumented workers in [the United States].”290  The Mexican state’s options are not 

limited to bilateral negotiations with the U.S. government, but also include fostering 

networks and contacts between the Mexican state, non-state actors, Mexican migrant 

communities, and multinational and supranational powers.  

 The multilayered strategy that the NDP proposes for aiding Mexican migrant 

communities is consistent with the document’s larger vision for a new Mexican foreign 

policy.  The “Sovereignty” chapter emphasizes that Mexico must become a leader in 

multilateral forums and must “achieve diversification in political and economic 

relationships…with the objective of creating more balanced relationships abroad.”291  

“Multilateralism” and “diversification” are frequent terms not only in the NDP but also in 

the Salinas administration’s rhetoric during this period.  For the administration, Mexican 

independence and autonomy were best advanced not by resisting U.S. domination in the 

region, but by adroitly adapting to new sets of circumstances and by cooperating with a 

host of state and non-state actors in both the United States and the rest of the world.   

As other scholars have noted, the concept of Mexican sovereignty during this 

period shed its unyielding qualities and took on a new plasticity.  No longer codified or 

entrenched in national territory, the concept of sovereignty became contingent upon the 

latest configurations of a rapidly shifting global order.  In what some have called an era 

of “post-sovereignty,” the defense of the Mexican nation came to rest upon the state’s  
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capacity for steering, shaping, managing, yet leading the impact of transnational 
flows and relations in a given issue area, through the interconnectedness of 
different polities and their institutions in which power, authority, and legitimacy 
are shared.”292  
  

This new exercise of sovereignty deemphasized the state’s juridical power while 

accentuating its capacity for orienting or steering transnational flows and relationships.  

A primary governing tool of the neoliberal state became its unique powers to forge links 

with other global actors and institutions, its ability to help shape the construction of 

global networks and distribute authorities and capabilities across these networks.  The 

1989 NDP’s proposal to build an enduring cross-territorial relationship with migrant 

communities marks the beginnings of this new raison d'état. 

 Seen from this perspective, it is no coincidence that, while publicly reconfiguring 

Mexican sovereignty to suit the rationality of a new statecraft, the 1989 NDP 

simultaneously turns its gaze toward migrant communities and their political-economic-

cultural practices.  In the figure of the migrant, the incipient neoliberal Mexican state 

recognized its ideal neoliberal subjects:  individuals who had not relied upon a welfare 

state to solve their predicaments but rather had taken the initiative to manage their own 

lives.  Furthermore, these individuals had generated creative ways to leverage their 

resources across international borders.  In some respects, then, Mexican migrants and 

their transnational activities had presaged the neoliberal practices that would become 

more prevalent with the acceleration of globalization.  By attempting to tap into and 

manage these transnational migrant flows, the Mexican state could practice and develop a 

paradigmatic form of neoliberal governmentality:  government not through state-centered 
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juridical power but rather through the creative management of decentralized, 

transnational networks of power.  In short, migrant communities did not merely become 

visible to the Mexican state during the process of reinventing Mexican sovereignty and 

the Mexican state.  In a mutually constitutive process, migrant communities also helped 

the Mexican state to imagine its new purpose, to reinvent itself.  In the ensuing chapters, I 

further pursue this theme of managing migrant flows. 

 

Conclusion:  Genres, Ideology, and Rhetorical Criticism 
 

This generic analysis of the 1989 Mexican National Development Plan suggests 

four central and interrelated insights for genre criticism in rhetorical studies.  First, this 

analysis has demonstrated the ways in which governmental authorities can deploy genres 

of governance to promote radical change.  By adhering to the formalistic and thematic 

constraints of the genre of the Mexican NDP, the Salinas administration was able to link 

its radical proposals for neoliberal change to the nationalist values of a passing era.  In 

Eugene Garver’s terms, we can understand the 1989 NDP as a “stable innovation.”  

Garver’s examination of phronesis or prudence interrogates a long-standing problem for 

rhetorical studies:  If prudential reasoning is not principle-based but rather requires 

responsiveness to context and sensitivity to doxa or communal agreement, then how does 

a rhetor promote change against the tide of tradition?  Garver finds solutions to this 

classical problem in Machiavelli’s The Prince, which he reads as a treatise on linking 

innovation to stability, or “how to make stability a function, as much as possible, of 
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active ability.”293  In this reading of Machiavelli, prudential action requires rhetorical 

interventions that convert customs and traditional values into malleable tools for change.  

Stable innovations can thus be understood as rhetorical interventions that present novel 

ideas as an extension of time-honored values and traditions or, more simply, as the 

marriage of innovation to stability.  As this analysis has demonstrated, the 1989 NDP is a 

demonstration par excellence of such a stable innovation.  Assuming that it can be 

extrapolated to other cases, this example suggests that genres of governance facilitate 

prudential reasoning and afford rhetors and governmental officials with ideal rhetorical 

forms for advancing change. 

 Second, this analysis has demonstrated how generic criticism can draw attention 

to the coextensive qualities of past, present, and future.  Campbell and Jamieson identify 

a significant weakness in traditional methods of rhetorical criticism, which frequently 

analyze individual texts within temporally stationary contexts.  Using these “situational” 

methods, the critic can apprehend the rhetorical act only as if it were frozen in linear 

time.294  Thus, despite its claims to being overtly conscious of history, rhetorical criticism 

is often embarrassingly ahistoric, trapped in calendrical notions of time.  A generic 

perspective can break down this linear temporal orientation by demonstrating how past 

texts live in present texts and will likely continue to survive in future texts.  Early State of 

the Union addresses in the United States, for example, retain the “chromosomal imprint” 

of the King’s Speech from the British throne.295  Likewise, Mexican NDPs will continue 

to carry the imprint of postrevolutionary development planning, celebrating the revered 

place of “sovereignty” in Mexican history, even as the concept undergoes radical 
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transformation, and as old notions and practices of national sovereignty bear little 

resemblance to new notions and practices of post-sovereignty.  In sum, generic criticism 

can lead critics to see beyond historical snippets in linear time, lending textual criticism 

historical value that transcends isolated rhetorical acts. 

 Third, this analysis has demonstrated how generic criticism can derive its 

interpretative power from its genealogical treatment of history.  Kamberelis’ 

sociocultural approach to generic criticism provides this analysis a valuable vantage point 

from which to trace the evolution of the institution of the Mexican state and its governing 

ideologies.  Kamberelis prompts: 

Importantly, new genres and new inflections of old genres reflect changes in real 
social life, which often lead to changes in cultural world views and ethos.  These 
changes become instantiated and conventionalized in new and re-inflected 
genres.”296 
 

Analyzing the evolution of genres affords critics an historical perspective that transcends 

discrete slices of time and alerts us to historical periods of constancy and change.  

Relative constancy in a genre’s conventions suggests periods of social continuity and 

relatively little ideological change.  Conversely, alterations in a genre’s conventions 

suggest concomitant alterations in the values, norms, and ideologies of the social and 

institutional collectives that genres inhabit.  As we have seen, while the 1989 NDP 

adheres to the constraints of the larger genre of the Mexican national development plan, it 

also manages to significantly alter the genre’s thematic conventions as well as the uses 

for which it is employed.  These adjustments to the genre of the NDP index the evolution 

of socio-political formations in Mexico, enabling us to witness rhetoric’s role in the 
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transformation of the late 1980s Mexican state.  Genres might therefore be considered 

“windows” that open up vast vistas onto the rhetorical dimensions of history. 

Finally, this analysis has demonstrated how genres can function as generative 

resources that enable rhetors to subvert extant ideologies.  As reviewed above, Mikhail 

Bakhtin has contended that processes of learning and enacting genres are concomitant 

with the reproduction of ideologies; by conventionalizing and stabilizing discursive 

practices, genres disseminate and congeal normative worldviews.  Competence in the use 

of genres, however, need not be understood solely as ideological “indoctrination.”  To the 

contrary, mastery of a genre might also be preparation for its subversion.  As the 

boundaries of a genre are stretched and redrawn through processes of reenactment and 

refraction, so too are the ideologies that they carry.   

These processes of generic/ideological transformation are unmistakable in the 

1989 NDP.  Having mastered the form of the Mexican NDP through its exhaustive 

historical studies, the Salinas government deployed the NDP as a weapon against itself.  

That is, the genre of the NDP crystallized in the 1930s largely to formalize and stabilize a 

political system that placed a strong state at the center of Mexican economic and social 

life.  In the ensuing decades, the ritual reenactment of the genre performed the rhetorical 

work of reproducing this ideological commitment to the strong, nationalist state.  Yet, by 

reinterpreting Mexican history and stretching the boundaries of the NDP to meet an 

evolving set of circumstances, the Salinas government was able not only to uproot the 

ideological commitment to a nationalist state but also to advance a new reason of state 

based upon neoliberal ideologies.  This example suggests that, given propitious 
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circumstances, an astute rhetor might employ a genre to transform both dominant 

ideologies and their supporting institutions. 

This chapter has focused on early efforts to rearticulate Mexican sovereignty and 

the concomitant phenomenon of the state’s growing interest in its migrant populations.  I 

have highlighted the Salinas’ administration’s early discourse on sovereignty in order to 

afford a more expansive view the ways in which the Mexican state’s rapprochement with 

migrant communities was connected to much larger transformations in the Mexican state 

and to emerging global forms of governance.  With its sights on migrant communities, 

the Mexican state came to understand its role in a neoliberal order as one of forging new 

transnational relationships and managing global flows.  In this sense, the Mexican state’s 

rapprochement with migrant communities north of the border had more to do with 

reinventing itself and finding its own footing in a new global order than with protecting 

the rights of migrants.  The next two chapters will explore in greater detail how the 

Mexican state reached out to its migrant communities north of the border and the nature 

of the relationship that the state proffered to these communities. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Nation 
 
 
 

One major fact that accounts for the strains in the union of nation and state is that 
the nationalist genie, never perfectly contained in the bottle of the territorial state, 
is now itself diasporic.  Carried in the repertoires of increasingly mobile 
populations of refugees, tourists, guest workers, transnational intellectuals, 
scientists, and illegal aliens, it is increasingly unrestrained by ideas of spatial 
boundary and territorial sovereignty. –Arjun Appadurai297 
 
Indeed, even under conditions of transnationality, political rationality and 
cultural mechanisms continue to deploy, discipline, regulate, or civilize subjects 
in place or on the move.  Although increasingly able to escape localization by 
state authorities, traveling subjects are never free of regulations set by state 
power, market operations, and kinship norms.  –Aihwa Ong298 

 
 
 On November 25, 2003, Mexican President Vicente Fox delivered his weekly 

radio address to the Mexican nation.  Fox’s speech addressed the topic of childhood 

education, or more specifically the link between reading and fostering a sense of national 

identity in Mexican children.  Noting the millions of books that his government had 

distributed to schools, the president announced his intention “to turn Mexico into a 

country of readers.”  By making available to Mexican children textbooks about Mexican 

national history and culture, his government would reinforce “its commitment to 

preserving the roots, culture, and identity of Mexican communities.”  The address 

contained standard nationalist fare about the importance of strengthening national unity; 
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it was an address that any head of state might deliver to any national audience.  Indeed, 

the speech might remain unremarkable had Fox not been addressing an audience of 

Mexicans who lived and worked in the United States, or if the recipients of the Mexican 

state’s textbook donation program were not schools located in the United States.  As Fox 

spoke of the importance of “maintaining the national identity of the children,” he was not 

referencing children within Mexico’s territorial borders but rather “the little boys, the 

little girls, and the youth of Mexican origin in the United States.”  Fox described the 

state-sponsored, cross-border program thus: 

With our donations, many [U.S.] schools have initiated their own Spanish-
language libraries.  In this way, my government reinforces its commitment to 
preserving the roots, culture, and identity of Mexican communities in the United 
States.  We want to boost our contributions to our children abroad, to increase 
their knowledge and familiarity with our nation’s history, culture, values, and 
traditions.299 
 

 Exclusively written for and directed at an audience comprised of Mexican 

migrants living north of the Mexican border, this speech is one of many from Fox’s radio 

program Fox Contigo (“Fox with You”), broadcast weekly over Spanish-language radio 

stations in the United States.300  The weekly address debuted on June 1, 2002 on the 42 

member stations of the Radio Unica network, immediately following President Bush’s 

weekly radio address, which had been simultaneously translated into Spanish.  Noting the 

novelty of the occasion, La Opinión, Los Angeles’ Spanish-language daily newspaper 

reported, “The addresses of Fox and Bush have made Radio Unica the first network in the 

United States to transmit weekly messages from two presidents.”301  In an interview 
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granted to the San Antonio Express-News, Joaquin Blaya, the chairman and CEO of 

Radio Unica, also commented upon the significance of the development: 

[Fox] can talk to Mexicans in the United States without leaving his office.... It is a 
great opportunity for the president on a regular basis to access an enormous 
number of citizens north of the border.302 
 
By the end of Fox’s term in 2006, Fox Contigo was being distributed by 

Univisión, the Spanish-language media monolith in the United States whose holdings 

include two broadcast television networks with over 200 station affiliates that reach over 

97% of the Spanish-speaking market in the United States.  In addition, Univisión owns a 

cable television station, the most visited Spanish-language web site in the United States, 

and the largest Spanish-language radio network in the United States with 55 stations.303  

Fox’s weekly address was thus distributed in audio, video, and textual formats over a 

variety of Spanish-language media in the United States.  The audio address was broadcast 

on Univisión affiliate radio stations, the video address could be accessed in its entirety at 

univision.com, and the Spanish-language news media, including the daily newspaper La 

Opinión and the nightly TV news broadcast “Noticiero Univisión,” reported on and 

showed clips of the address.  Benefiting from the infrastructure of a mushrooming 

Spanish-language media industry in the United States, Fox was able to “speak the nation” 

that lay north of Mexico’s territorial borders. 

Fox frequently reaches out to his audience of migrants in the United States with 

appeals to Mexican national unity.  He opens all of his addresses by greeting his “beloved 

countrywomen and countrymen” (“queridos paisanas y paisanos”), and he frequently 

employs the first person plural:  “our nation,” “our children,” “our challenges,” “our 
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Mexico.”  He repeatedly reminds his audience that migrants form a valuable part of the 

Mexican nation, which “transcends time and space” and cannot be contained by Mexico’s 

territorial borders.  In his 2004 speech celebrating Cinco de Mayo, for instance, Fox 

commemorates the Battle of Puebla by linking migrants and their activities to a larger 

history of national struggle against adversity.  Repeating the words “unity” or “united” 

five times in the short speech, Fox draws an analogy between the unity required to 

triumph against French occupation and the solidarity that migrant organizations now 

demonstrate with the homeland: 

On Cinco de Mayo, we Mexicans celebrate the unbreakable spirit of independence 
and strength we possess in national unity.  We celebrate an event that 
demonstrated, to the entire world, Mexicans’ surrender to and love for the cause 
of freedom.  We celebrate the decision to maintain our Republic united, free, and 
sovereign.  Cinco de Mayo’s lesson of unity is today present in Mexican 
community organizations in the United States, which have before them the 
challenge to achieve—through unity—positive changes for the improvement and 
wellbeing of your families.”304 
 

Fox concludes the speech by bringing migrants into the continuing project of building a 

more prosperous Mexico: “Our country is built, day by day, with the efforts and 

imagination of us all:  of all those who are here and all those who, like you, find 

yourselves beyond our borders.”305 

Perhaps the most remarkable element in these speeches is the way in which Fox 

deploys the notion of “national unity” to support an evolving reason of state that is 

anything but “national.”  The very fact that Fox’s address reaches populations that live 

geographically scattered beyond Mexico’s territorial borders, where the Mexican state 

wields little juridical power, begs the question:  When a head of state makes appeals for 
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national unity across international borders, for what ends is the “nation” evoked?  What 

mechanisms are involved when a nation encounters a state outside of the traditional 

territorial confines of the nation-state?  Such questions point to global phenomena that 

are much more complex than can be explained by the Westphalian ideal of territorially 

congruent nation-states.  Fox’s address suggests that a new relationship is emerging 

between the institution of the Mexican state and the concept of the Mexican nation, and 

that both entities are undergoing radical spatial transformation in the current era.  

This chapter explores the role of public discourse in remapping the matrices 

between nation and state in what I refer to as a transnational political order.  It begins 

with the assumption that, as geoeconomic forces have rendered national borders more 

permeable to flows of monies, peoples, and cultures, the system of sovereign nation-

states can no longer be considered the crucible of a global political order.  In other words, 

the alibi of securing “national sovereignty” can no longer be expected to prop up the 

powers of territorial states since, as Arjun Appadurai observes, “the nationalist genie, 

never perfectly contained in the bottle of the territorial state, is now itself diasporic.”306  

Given that the spatial coordinates of nations and states are increasingly non-isomorphic, 

writers such as Appadurai suggest that the hyphen that once secured the nation to the 

state has been irreparably severed.  This chapter aims to cast doubt on this assumption, 

arguing for the continuing relevancy of nations to states.  As a new raison d’état 

emerges—one based less upon securing territorial borders than upon managing global 

flows—the Mexican state has found new uses for the idea of “nation,” and a spatially 

reconfigured national form is emerging to buttress state power.    
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I make the case in Chapter 1 that the Mexican state has become 

“governmentalized” or enlisted as an agent in the construction of a global neoliberal 

order that promotes open markets, private initiative, and the loosening of restrictions on 

global capital.  As the legitimacy of its rule collapsed in the early 1980s, the Mexican 

state came into a new raison d’être that I have labeled “neoliberal.”  That is, even as the 

state’s traditionally territorial powers have been eroded, the state has taken on new duties 

as a key agent in implementing global change and building the infrastructures that 

facilitate the global circulation of capital.  This neoliberal reason is characterized by 

orienting flows, managing political-social-economic linkages at various scales, 

distributing powers and capabilities across these scales, and cultivating in subjects 

faculties that propel independent initiative.307  I argue here that Fox’s appeals to 

nationalist sentiments are linked to an attempt to implement this neoliberal statecraft.  In 

cultivating in migrants affinity for a Mexican national people, Fox aims not to secure the 

sovereignty of a territorial state but rather to articulate migrants to emerging networks 

that regulate and channel cross-border migrant flows.  The notion of “nation,” then, is 

articulated to a new state-building project; Fox’s rhetoric helps to transnationalize the 

concept of nation in order to serve the needs of an evolving reason of state.  

My argument unfolds in four sections as follows.  In the first section, I briefly 

review the historical relationship between nation-state building and “national” media 

systems, and how processes of globalization have disrupted the ways in which state 

actors and scholars alike must now view the electronic media.  I argue that studies of 

public address that transcends nation-state lines must take into account insights from 
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cultural geography about global spatial recalibration, as well as make a case for the 

importance of rhetorical discourse to these processes of spatial reconfiguration.  The 

second section interrogates the ways in which Fox’s speeches deploy “nationalist” frames 

and idioms to link his audience of migrants to a project of Mexican trans-nation building.  

I argue in this section that, far from being an anachronistic category, the concept of 

“nation” continues to discipline even transnational subjects, and to normalize particular 

kinds of desirable practices.  In the third section, I explore how Fox’s appeals to national 

belonging and national unity aim to distribute affective resources that migrants can 

leverage for self-improvement and self-governance.  Finally, in the fourth section, I 

propose that discourses of “nation” lend actors productive tools for negotiating a wide 

array of sociopolitical relationships.  As such, the nation operates as a rhetoric of 

articulation, and Fox deploys the concept of the Mexican nation to link Mexican migrants 

to an expanding network of relations that is arising to regulate and channel migrant flows.   

 

“National” Media and State Space 
 

Not surprisingly, President Fox’s calls for transnational Mexican unity have come 

under attack from nativist and anti-immigration groups in the United States.  The online 

organization VDARE.com, for example, which is dedicated largely to monitoring the 

policies of the Mexican government on issues of migration, has attacked Vicente Fox for 

his policies and his public proclamations.  In an article entitled “Fox Plans 

Reconquista...,” one VDARE contributor suggests that Fox’s policies encourage Mexican 

emigration and could lead to Mexico’s annexation of the southwestern regions of the 
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United States.  The writer asserts that the effect of Fox’s outreach to Mexicans in the 

United States is to 

discourage any tendencies among [migrants] to assimilate as Americans and 
strengthen all tendencies to remain Mexican.  And when there are enough 
Mexicans living in the United States who are Mexican citizens, the American 
Southwest will simply cease to be part of the United States and revert to 
Mexico.308 
   
Such views of Mexico’s outreach to its migratory citizens are premised upon 

taken-for-granted ideologies of nationalism, which posit “the normative congruence of 

the political, the economic, and the cultural in the institution of the nation-state.”309  If we 

view Fox’s pronouncements through the narrow lens of nationalism, we might very well 

conclude that Fox’s efforts will lead to the erosion of U.S. sovereignty and the expansion 

of the Mexican nation-state into U.S. territory.  To interpret Fox’s public address within 

ideologies of nationalism, however, is to be blinded to the remarkable spatial 

reconfiguration that characterizes contemporary globalization, as well as how the 

concepts “nation” and “national unity” are mutating to support a reason of state that is 

anything but “national.”  

Anti-immigrant groups are not alone in interpreting global phenomena through 

the lens of nationalism.  Given the pervasiveness of nationalist ideologies, traditional 

approaches to studying the electronic mass media have been, in the words of one media 

scholar, “resolutely national.”  Both media scholars and state authorities have commonly 

presupposed the nation-state as the natural spatial container of mediated communications; 

that is, they have tended to conceptualize mediated cultural products as materializing 

within the regulatory, economic, and cultural confines of sovereign, territorial states.  
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Early scholarship in international media studies therefore commonly reproduced 

nationalist ideologies by taking for granted the nation-state’s ultimate authority over 

electronic media networks.  This research produced, for example, comparative studies of 

the different economic and regulatory environments of varied national media systems.  

Studies of mediated messages that crossed national boundaries also clung tightly to the 

metaphor of nation-state containers, conceptualizing these cross-border phenomena in 

terms of a unidirectional “export” of cultural products from one nation-state to another.310   

State actors have also tended to conceive of the electronic media as operating 

within the closed system of the nation.  Historically, state authorities have turned to the 

media of TV and radio for creating nations, that is, for endowing subjects with particular 

“nationalized” characteristics.  Especially in developing countries such as Mexico, where 

the territorial reaches of nations were incomplete, states have perceived the airwaves as 

an invaluable instrument for inventing and disseminating a common national culture.311  

With their ability to reach geographically isolated regions, TV and radio were believed to 

extend common idioms of interaction, align attachments and popular tastes, and 

strengthen the social bonds often understood to be the lifeblood of nations.312  

Furthermore, by reaching into private spaces, such as the home, electronic media turned 

“the political idea of the nation into lived experience, into sentiment and into the 

quotidian.”313  In sum, mass media technologies were believed to generate common 

social spaces coterminous with the areal nation-state. They were viewed as ideal 

instruments for sustaining nationalist formulations of power. 
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Following the deregulation of national media systems and the shift in regulatory 

power from the state to the market in the 1980s and 1990s, media products have flowed 

with increasing ease across international borders.  This phenomenon has forced scholars 

and state authorities alike to revisit their assumptions about the relationships between the 

electronic media and subject formation.  As Benedict Anderson has observed, it has 

become increasingly difficult to sustain views of the electronic media as spatially 

delimited or as territorially confined national resources.  The combination of mobile 

peoples and mobile media communications has wreaked havoc on the well-established 

project of the nation-state:  to align affective attachments and cultural and political 

practices around areally congruent imagined communities.314  Noting the spatial 

disruptions associated with globalization, Henri Lefebvre has written that  

we find ourselves faced with an extraordinary, little-noticed phenomenon: the 
explosion of spaces.  Neither capitalism nor the state can maintain the chaotic, 
contradictory space they have produced.315   
 

Arjun Appadurai argues that these spatialities are characterized by disjuncture and 

fluidity, as the shifting flows of capital, technologies, peoples, media, and ideologies 

follow nonisomorphic paths and outrun conventional political boundaries.  Appadurai 

characterized these disjunctive spatial realms as “landscapes,” identifying dimensions 

such as “financescapes,” ethnoscapes” and “mediascapes.”316  The tensions among these 

incongruent and fluid landscapes have produced “a new order of instability in the 

production of modern subjectivities.”317  As roving capital and nomadic media fragments 

traverse mobile populations, subjects “can never afford to let their imaginations rest for 

too long, even if they wish to.”318 
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As reviewed in depth in Chapter 1, much of the scholarship on “diasporic” and 

“transnational” subjectivities has written a premature obituary of the institution of the 

state.  This research often constructs a binary between the global and the national; powers 

that are shifted to a global terrain come at the expense of the powers of nation-states.  

Thus, it is commonly presumed that globalization entails a withering of state power.  An 

intriguing thread of scholarship in globalization studies, however, demonstrates that “the 

state itself has been a key agent in the implementation of global processes, and it has 

emerged quite altered by this participation.”319  Although contemporary processes of 

globalization have resulted in the fragmentation of state power and have produced 

fundamental changes in the system of states, they have not entirely displaced the state as 

one of the primary institutions through which power is reproduced and circulated.  One of 

the aims of this chapter and indeed of this entire project, therefore, is to demonstrate how 

the state has been “highly responsive to challenges of transnationality.”320  In short, this 

chapter seeks to “bring the state back in” to studies of transnational subjectivities. 

Scholars of globalization have provided great insights into the crucial role of 

scalar recalibration in both the production of subjects and the formation of states.  As 

reviewed in Chapter 1, evolving socio-political-economic relationships have given rise to 

networked spatial orders that have wreaked havoc on inherited notions of geographic 

scale, and the wholesale transformation of the production of space has resulted in a 

rethinking of the mechanisms of governmentality as well as the relationship between 

states and subjects.  The art of government in the global age is intensely geographic, 

involving processes of linking and delinking subjects to new global networks.  My 
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analysis of Fox’s address shows how governing migratory subjects does not involve 

managing a population within a contained space, but rather channeling the population’s 

production onto new planes.   

The literature on the global transformation of geographic scale reviewed in 

Chapter 1 therefore provides the theoretical framework for this chapter.  This analysis 

does not presuppose the nation-state as the backdrop or natural container of public 

discourse, since ideologies of nationalism can no longer undergird studies of postnational 

or transnational phenomena.  This analysis begins, rather, with an attentiveness for how 

late capitalism has produced fluid and constantly shifting geographies that create 

instability in the relations between states and subjects.  In bringing together studies of 

cultural geography with studies of mediated rhetorical address, this chapter aims to 

illustrate how each discipline can illuminate the other.  This analysis highlights not only 

how the uneven landscapes of globalization have transformed practices of public address, 

but also how public address contributes to the spatial reconfiguration of these landscapes.  

If we are to understand rhetoric’s significant contribution to global spatial reorganization, 

analyses of public address that traverses national-territorial borders must be attuned to 

questions of geographic scale.  Viewing Fox’s rhetoric as both a product and producer of 

new spatial orders can lend cultural geography new insights into the critical role of 

discourse in the rescaling of political space.  At the same time, a sensitivity toward how 

geoeconomic transformation is recalibrating space can lend the study of public address 

new insights, particularly in cases where communication between state actors and 
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“national” subjects transcend conventional nation-state boundaries.  We turn to issues of 

spatiality and governmentality throughout this chapter and especially in its conclusion. 

 

Forging Transnational Mexico 
 

A remarkable theme that surfaces repeatedly in Fox’s address is the notion that 

migrant populations carry with them and serve the cause of regenerating the Mexican 

nation.  In his 2004 speech celebrating Mexican Independence Day (Quince de 

Septiembre), for instance, Fox addresses the transcendent dimensions of Mexican 

nationhood:   

We are also a people who are proud of the profound and indestructible link 
between our migrants and their communities of origin, their fellow countrymen, 
and their nation.  I am convinced that Mexico does not end at its territorial 
borders; Mexico extends, rather, into every corner of the world where we can find 
countryman.  The Homeland is carried in the heart.  Wherever we find a Mexican, 
there too are our history, our customs, our roots, the fraternity that unites us.321    
 

Fox’s reassurances that “Mexico does not end at its territorial borders,” and his frequent 

declaration that Mexican migrants are “national heroes,” must be understood, in part, 

within a history of Mexican state neglect toward emigrant populations.  As discussed in 

Chapter 2, for much of the twentieth century, Mexico’s migrant populations represented a 

cause for national shame, and the Mexicanness of those who strayed beyond national 

territory was viewed as suspect by those remaining in Mexico.322  This disregard for 

migrant populations corresponded to an era in which Mexican state-building projects 

were fundamentally grounded in national territory.  To retain membership in the national 

collective was to remain within the state’s territorial limits and to be subject to a single 
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territorial state.  Hence, when Fox suggests that migrants are performing crucial labor for 

the regeneration of the Mexican nation, his speeches signal to his audience a significant 

shift in the policies and organization of the Mexican state.  Fox’s rhetoric suggests that 

neither the activities that comprise statehood nor the relationships that yield nations can 

be located exclusively within contiguous territorial space.    

A prominent feature of Fox’s addresses, therefore, is the degree to which he 

employs the traditional discourses and tropes of Mexican nationalism to reach out to his 

audience of migrants living in the United States.  Demonstrative of Fox’s appeal to 

“nationalist” idioms is his repeated evocation of the instrumental roles of both “family” 

and “sacrifice” in sustaining and regenerating the Mexican nation.  As in many Mexican 

nationalist discourses, Fox treats the Mexican family as the microcosm of the Mexican 

nation.  “Family unity” is frequently linked to national unity, and familial harmony is 

portrayed as the lifeblood of the nation.  In his 2004 Christmas address, for example, Fox 

invokes the importance of family when discussing the values that characterize and unite 

the Mexican people, which include “sacrifice, resourcefulness, courage, respect for the 

family, and solidarity,” as well as “hard work and tenaciousness.”  He stresses that 

Mexico is built through the toil of millions of Mexicans who live both within and beyond 

its borders, and he implores, 

We are a single nation.  We are all Mexico: parents, children, siblings, Indians,  
campesinos, workers, friends.... Dear countrywomen and countrymen:  Remember 
that the Mexico we all love originates in the family; it begins with respect, with 
harmony, with unity.”323 
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Fox frequently equates migrants’ sacrifices for their families to sacrifices for the 

betterment of the nation.  In his 2005 New Year’s Address, for example, Fox notes that 

Mexican parents on both sides of the border aspire to provide their children with greater 

opportunities, and that the end result of their efforts will be a stronger and more 

prosperous Mexico.  He asserts, “We fight day after day to be better citizens, better 

parents, better siblings, better children.  In sum, better Mexicans.”324   

 The motif of struggle and sacrifice for the benefit of the familial nation is 

common in Fox’s addresses.  Fox has repeatedly and famously referred to migrants as 

Mexico’s “national heroes,” and in his speeches he often praises the sacrificial labors of 

migrants as a contribution to national development: 

Dignified people, hard-working people, good people... Mexico benefits from the 
money that, with so much sacrifice, you send to your families or you invest in 
your communities.  This [sacrifice] advances national development and reduces 
poverty in our country.325 
 

Fox thus links the struggles of migrants to the long history of sacrifice that gave birth to 

and perpetually regenerates the Mexican nation.  In many nationalist mythologies, the 

nation is the progeny of an originary sacrifice.  Indeed, one prominent scholar of 

nationalism has identified the willingness to sacrifice one’s self for the larger collective a 

constitutive element of the modern nation.326  Tropes of sacrifice are thus common to 

many nationalisms, but the theme of sacrifice takes on extravagant dimensions in the 

particular case of Mexico.  The violent clash between the European and the Aztec is 

commonly believed to be the foundational sacrifice that produces the mestizaje Mexican 

nation.  One national creation myth revolves around the sacrificial figure of the Indian 
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girl Malinche.  Sold into slavery by her mother, Malinche was presented as a gift to the 

Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés, purportedly becoming his lover and translator and 

helping the Spanish invader conquer her own people.  This unholy union between the 

Spaniard and the Indian produced a son; in the violation of the Indian girl and the 

sacrifice of her people, the Mexican nation was born.327  Thereafter, nationalist idioms of 

sacrifice make use of the motifs and symbols of both Christian martyrdom and the Aztec 

consecration of innocent victims.  Subsequent acts of sacrifice/victimage that regenerate 

or give rebirth to the Mexican nation include the the heroic deeds of war heroes, the 

Mexican revolution, the depravities suffered through economic crises, the 1968 massacre 

of students at Tlatelolco, and so on.328  As Claudio Lomnitz well summarizes, the history 

of violence in Mexico is invoked as a “catalog of sacrifices” along the path to reaching 

the ever-incipient modern Mexican nation.329 

 I include this brief review of Mexican idioms of sacrifice not to reproduce or 

naturalize discourses that bolster the concept of the Mexican nation, but rather to 

underscore the extent to which Vicente Fox deploys nationalist frames in his speeches to 

Mexicans abroad.  This background helps us better understand, for example, Fox’s 2004 

Mother’s Day address, in which he honors the sacrifices of the Mexican migrant mother, 

sacrifices which play a critical role in incubating and reproducing the Mexican nation.  

First praising his audience of mothers for their toil as professionals, clerks, maids, 

restaurant workers, and so on, Fox progresses to what he suggests is the most important 

role of the Mexican migrant mother: 
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To be a Mexican mother entails an enormous responsibility, since you embody 
the fundamental pillar of our society.  To be a migrant Mexican mother is an even 
greater challenge, since you carry beyond our borders the values that we seek to 
pass down.  And you succeed in maintaining these values, strengthening them in 
spite of moments of sadness, nostalgia, anguish, and even in spite of the fear that 
you experience when you are far from your country, city, or town.  With your 
characteristic striving, dedication, and generosity, you move your families 
forward.  Dear Mexican mothers:  Mexico expresses its gratitude for your 
fundamental support in joining our two nations, through the values that you 
practice and inculcate.330 

 
In Fox’s Mother’s Day address, the role of the migrant mother is thus articulated to the 

survival of homeland.  Through the national values that she inculcates in her children, she 

is elevated to performing the essential role of both propagating the Mexican nation and 

forging the links that bond Mexican populations on both sides of the border.  Through her 

struggles and sacrifice, through her “moments of sadness, nostalgia, anguish,” the 

Mexican nation is reborn and transformed, taking on new qualities as a trans-territorial 

entity.  The migrant mother’s status is also resurrected, as she is transformed from a 

marginalized character to a leading actor in the grand narrative of “national” 

development.  Her sacrifice links her to the long legacy of other (feminine) Mexican 

sacrificial figures, thereby securing her place in the Mexican national family.  

 With its appeals to national pride, Fox’s rhetoric underscores the ways in which 

the Mexican state continues to deploy culture as a mechanism for inventing, regulating, 

and disciplining subjects.  Far from being free-floating agents who have eluded the 

disciplinary powers of the state, Mexican transnationals continue to be hailed as members 

of a national community who engage in normative sets of activities.  As Ong has 

observed: 
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Indeed, even under conditions of transnationality, political rationality and cultural 
mechanisms continue to deploy, discipline, regulate, or civilize subjects in place 
or on the move.  Although increasingly able to escape localization by state 
authorities, traveling subjects are never free of regulations set by state power, 
market operations, and kinship norms.  For instance, in different countries, 
schemes of ethnic and racial differentiation that define individuals as “Chinese,” 
“Muslims,” and so on both discipline and normalize their subjectivities as 
particular kinds of citizens, regardless of their mobility.331  
 

In his appeals to sacrifice for the national family, Fox seeks to strengthen the familial 

networks and kinship norms that can continue to play a role in disciplining “Mexican” 

subjects.  As Fox calls upon his audience members to fulfill their duties as Mexicans, the 

institutions of the state and the family unite in an attempt to promote desirable forms of 

conduct.  Whether by toiling under difficult conditions in order to improve the welfare of 

their families in Mexico, or by incubating and nourishing future generations of Mexicans 

in a foreign land, the labors of migrants contribute to the long trajectory of sacrificial acts 

for the Mexican national family.  Migrants have earned their place both as “Mexicans” 

and “national heroes.”  Yet, these national heroes are unlike any of their predecessors.  

Their heroism stems not from protecting the nation’s territorial borders from interlopers 

but rather from forging new, cross-territorial links that enable the Mexican nation to 

survive under conditions of postnationalism.  If soldiers’ sacrifices from wars past 

protected the integrity of the Mexican territorial nation, Fox’s speeches suggest, then 

migrants’ sacrifices are forging the new links that will comprise the Mexican trans-

nation, a national form defined less by territorial boundaries than by affinities that 

facilitate the building of trans-territorial economic and cultural linkages.  The Mexican 
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migrant, once on object of derision and shame, becomes in Fox’s rhetoric a figure of 

Mexico’s future.  

Identity as Strategic Resource 
 
 While casting Mexican migrants as primary characters in the project of forging 

the Mexican trans-nation, Fox’s speeches also underscore the importance to this project 

of cultivating in migrant populations a sense of pride and belonging to the figurative 

Mexican homeland.  Indeed, Fox frequently explains that the state’s programs for 

migrants aim to encourage a strong sense of Mexican identity amongst migrants and their 

children abroad.  Themes of transnational pride are prevalent, for example, in his yearly 

address celebrating the drawing contest “This is My Mexico” (“Éste es mi México”).  In 

this annual contest, thousands of children in the United States and Canada submit to their 

Mexican consulates drawings or paintings of “the colors and flavors of Mexico.”332  In 

his 2005 speech celebrating this event, Fox describes the program thus: 

“Éste es mi México” has become a great celebration that, for the past eight years, 
has united migrant families with the traditions, colors, and joys of our Mexico.  It 
results in the promotion of pride for what is ours, and for all those things that give 
us our identity and give us delight for being a part of this great nation.333 
 

Fox explains that, from thousands of entries, a handful of winners are selected and, along 

with a guardian, awarded a trip to Mexico City, so that they “can get to know a little more 

about their parents’ country of origin, which is also their country, and the country of us 

all.”334  Noting that the winning entries will be exhibited in Mexico City’s children’s 

museum, Fox speaks explicitly of the transnational linkages promoted by the program: 
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This exhibition will be visited by thousands of girls and boys in the capital, 
thereby promoting and fortifying our culture—a rich and vibrant culture that, as 
demonstrated in these little ones’ drawings, transcends time and space, and passes 
from generation to generation.335   

 
This speech is but one example of many in which Fox invites his audience to feel 

pride in a national culture that “transcends time and space.”  Yet, for what ends is this 

“transcendent” nation deployed in these speeches?  In what ways does this discourse 

rearticulate and rescale the concept of the nation?  To answer these questions, we might 

begin with the explanations of an agent of the Mexican state itself.  The writings of 

Carlos González Gutiérrez provide insight into the Mexican state’s rationale for 

encouraging the cultivation of Mexican (trans)national identities in Mexican and 

Mexican-American populations in the United States.  As former head of the Division of 

Hispanic Affairs at the Mexican Embassy in the United States, and as Executive Director 

of the Institute of Mexicans Abroad during the Fox administration, González was a 

leading proponent and architect of the Mexican government’s program for rapprochement 

with Mexican communities in the United States.336  González argues that a strong 

collective identity and sense of pride in the homeland can provide immigrants “an 

important resource as they face assimilation.”  Furthermore, since identity affiliations are 

pluralistic and multilayered, the cultivation of national pride need not be seen as a zero-

sum game, in which affinity for one nation weakens that for another.337  In an essay 

published on the eve of Vicente Fox’s election, and before he took the helm of the 

Institute of Mexicans Abroad, González summarized the challenge facing the Mexican 

government with respect to its migrant populations abroad: 
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The challenge is to use the natural proximity these immigrants feel toward the 
country where they were born to create connections with the generations to come.  
The ultimate objective must be to promote self-esteem among individuals of 
Mexican origin: to lead them to perceive Mexicanness as a source of strength and 
not of weakness.338 
 

González’s suggestion that donning national pride endows subjects with strength echoes 

the thoughts of Philip Schlesinger, a prominent scholar of nationalism who has written 

that national culture “offers respectability and brand identification.”339  

González posits that to the extent that identity is strategic and situational, 

migrants can mobilize their resources by highlighting different identity affiliations in 

different contexts.  For example, a Mexican-American engaged in transnational 

commerce might emphasize her Mexicanidad when forging business partnerships in 

Mexico, and her Americanness when dealing with a regulatory agency in the United 

States.  In this way, a migrant or descendent of a migrant can parlay his unique position 

as a member of two nations into an opportunity to improve his own situation, all the 

while contributing to the reciprocal development and ties between Mexico and the United 

States.  According to González, then, promoting in migrants and their children a sense of 

Mexican national pride is in the interests of Mexico, the United States, and migrants 

alike.  

Several of Fox’s speeches extend to his audience models of transnational Mexican 

subjects.  In an April 2004 address, for instance, Fox pays tribute to the Los Angeles-

based daily La Opinión and the Mexican family that founded the Spanish-language 

newspaper.  Praising the newspaper’s Executive Director for her commitment to the U.S. 

Spanish-speaking community, Fox also extols the virtues of remaining connected to 
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Mexico:  “La Opinión has become one of the most important links between the Mexican 

communities of California and Mexico,” and “an example of the growing interest of us 

all to remain informed about everything that happens in our country.”340  In another 

speech, Fox praises the first graduate of the program “Education Without Borders,” a 

distance-learning program established by the Mexican state that enables migrants to earn 

their bachillerato or Mexican high school diploma in the United States.  In introducing 

this program to his audience, Fox commends the determination of its first graduate, an 

undocumented worker who “struggled to establish himself in a foreign country, but never 

neglected his education.”341  In other speeches, Fox praises his audience as a whole for 

their cross-border economic investments.  In a 2004 address to migrants entitled “State of 

the Union” (IV Informe de Gobierno), for example, Fox addresses the significance of the 

remittances that migrant workers send to their families in Mexico: 

The truth is that you know better than I the importance of the monies that you 
send to your families…Your families are investing a good part of that money in 
productive projects; they’re investing it in banks and savings accounts, they’re 
investing it in development projects for their communities, just as you are funding 
these projects with your direct investments.342     

  
In these speeches, Fox’s rhetoric extends an ideal subject position to Mexican migrants 

or, in Edwin Black’s terms, invites them to step into the role of a “second persona.” 343  

To the extent that a migrant identifies with this subject position or recognizes herself as 

the subject of this rhetorical hailing, she will engage in the normative sets of actions 

implied within.344  These include remaining linked to and well informed about Mexico, 

taking advantage of opportunities for self-improvement, including those facilitated by the 

Mexican state, and investing in her hometown in Mexico.  As in these examples, the 
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model transnational citizens that Fox proffers in his speeches are frequently depicted as 

leveraging their pride in their Mexicanness and exploiting the cross-border resources 

available to them in order to improve upon their situations.  In the view of the Fox 

government, therefore, developing a sense of “national” pride can be a valuable resource 

both for self-improvement and for forging transnational economic development.  Thus, 

when Fox adulates migrants as the pioneers in forging the new Mexican nation, he aims 

to distribute symbolic resources to his audience.  By belonging to a (trans)national 

people, migrants can develop the habits and capacities that enable individuals to thrive 

under conditions of globalization. 

Leveraging national identity as a situational or strategic resource is not unique to 

the contemporary era of rapid economic globalization.  Scholars who have studied 

“borderland” communities have observed that where state-building projects and 

economic orbits clash, national identity affiliations tend to be remarkably fluid.  The 

compelling research of Andrés Reséndez, for example, demonstrates how the various 

populations that inhabited Texas and the New Mexican territories in the early 1800s did 

not experience the space around them in nationalist terms.  The nationalist project of the 

Mexican state could not territorially contain the evolving social and economic 

interrelationships among the Native American, Anglo American, and Spanish-speaking 

populations that settled Mexico’s northern frontiers; national boundaries demarcated by 

the state’s cartographers carried little import in the everyday lives of these territories’ 

inhabitants.  Frontier populations experienced space in terms of the circuits and networks 

that comprised their own social and economic practices, often welcoming “foreign” 
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settlers and traders if they presented opportunities for expanding orbits of trade.  These 

populations thus engaged various nationalist projects, often simultaneously, to the extent 

that they served their own interests.  Identity on the frontier was fluid and ethereal, as 

subjects moved in and out of national communities: 

At the frontier, choosing one’s identity could constitute an exciting business 
opportunity, a bold political statement, and at times it was quite simply a matter of 
survival.  Not only did “Mexicans” become “Americans,” but the reverse 
trajectory was also possible....  Indigenous peoples were just as adept at engaging 
different national projects.... Pueblo Indians...could transmute themselves into 
fiercely independent peoples, loyal Mexicans, or true American citizens 
depending on the particular circumstances.345 

 
Reséndez stresses that although these shifting pledges of national identity seem to follow 

a situational logic, they are not entirely opportunistic.  Repeated over time, performances 

and rituals of identity take on a life of their own; what begins as a strategic donning of a 

national mask often ends as genuine affinity for and membership in the national 

community.  National identity and the abstract sentiment of national belonging thus 

become “entangled in crucial family, business, and political matters.”346 

Historical antecedents thus demonstrate that communities whose economic and 

social practices transcend state lines have long adopted a plurality of national 

identifications.  What is unique about the current situation, however, is the role of the 

state in these processes of nurturing national identities.  If the Mexican state in the 1920s 

and 1930s deployed its bureaucratic infrastructure and nationalist discourses in an 

attempt to thwart foreign influence and secure the state’s proclaimed boundaries, the late 

twentieth and early twenty-first century Mexican state is deploying these same tools in an 

effort to intensify transnational identity affiliations and expand the cross-border networks 
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that integrate the U.S. and Mexican economies.  As shown in Chapter 2, the Mexican 

government does not view the development of pluralistic national affinities as a threat to 

national unity or territorial integrity, but rather as a resourceful adaptation that 

strengthens the position of Mexican migrant subjects.  Thus, when on Cinco de Mayo Fox 

celebrates “the unbreakable spirit of independence and strength we possess in national 

unity,”347 he aims not to produce territorial subjects who are loyal to the authority of the 

Mexican state, but rather to assert the relevance of the Mexican state in channeling and 

strengthening geoeconomic flows.  In sum, Fox employs discourses of “nation” in order 

to forge the trans-nation. 

 The extent to which the Mexican state is able to manufacture affinity amongst 

migrant populations for the Mexican trans-nation remains to be seen, and this chapter 

does not pretend to make claims as to the efficacy of Fox’s rhetoric.  Nationalist 

ideologies, which insist on subjects’ fealty to a single nation-state, retain their grasp on 

the imaginations of many of the world’s inhabitants, and nativist forces in the United 

States will continue to exert pressure on migrants to “pick sides.”  As Appadurai 

observes, “bluntly, neither popular nor academic thought in [the United States] has come 

to terms with the difference between being a land of immigrants and being one node in a 

postnational network of diasporas.”348  Furthermore, it would be naïve to believe that the 

Mexican state can exercise a great deal of influence over the uses for which migrant 

populations might deploy transnational identities.  As Barnett notes, due to their inherent 

distanciation, electronic media technologies  
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do not just practice power through predictable effects of normalization and 
prescription, but also involve a greatly expanded scope for the divergence, 
variation and negotiation of effects.349 
   

While acknowledging the likely limits of the Mexican government’s project, González 

embraces a model of transnational identity formation as a dialectical process between 

state and citizen, and between Mexicans within and beyond Mexico’s territorial borders:   

In order to promote the idea that the Mexican nation extends beyond the political 
borders of Mexico, it is important to accept as legitimate the influences that 
Mexicans ‘from abroad’ may exercise on Mexicans ‘inside,’ recognizing their 
right to live out their sense of belonging to the Mexican nation as they choose.  
Just as Mexico may have pretensions to influence the identity formation of 
Mexican communities abroad, so those communities naturally and in a less 
coordinated fashion influence the constant transformation of Mexican national 
identity, as shown by the patterns of life imported from the United States into the 
high-emigration regions of Mexico.350 
 
This view is consistent with “post-revisionist” formulations of Mexican national 

culture.  In broad terms, this movement in Mexicanist historical scholarship advocates 

understandings of Mexican national culture as emerging in processes of negotiation 

among various state and civil actors.  In addition, this scholarship underscores how the 

effects of nation are locally differentiated, or how the nation cannot bypass the particular.  

If we assume the naturalness of “the nation,” equate nations with physical territory, or 

understand the forging of nations as a process of state-sponsored culture transmitted from 

center to periphery, we often overlook the unique manifestations of nation in particular or 

local contexts.351   If the nation is experienced, interpreted and lived differently from one 

Mexican region, town, or individual to the next, it stands to reason that migrant 

communities too have particular experiences of the Mexican (trans)nation.  It is to this 

understanding of the nation as experiential and particular that we now turn our attention.  
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Nation as a Rhetoric of Articulation 
 

Alon Confino’s notion of the nation “as a local metaphor” and Claudio Lomnitz’s 

conceptualization of the nation as a “productive discourse” are instructive for 

understanding the concept of “nation” not as a reified entity but a particularly lived 

experience.  Confino supplies us with a unique vantage point for understanding the 

consolidation of nation-states in the modern era.  In his studies of German nationalism, 

Confino suggests that nationalist discourses interpellate individuals by attaching their 

symbols to local practices.  As individuals begin to interpret their particular experiences 

through metaphors of the nation, they come to internalize and accept the naturalness of 

the nation-state.  For example, nationalist discourses might invite a small-town carpenter 

to recognize his toil not only as a contribution to his neighbor or his localized 

community, but also as a contribution to building and strengthening the nation.  Through 

these processes of interpellation, and in spite of their often conflicting interests, disparate 

individuals come to interpret their distinct experiences through the lens of nationalism; 

they are united around the common abstract language of “nation.”352   

 Confino helps us understand how heterogeneous cultural practices can be united 

under the abstract imagining of the nation.  Nonetheless, if we translate his theory into 

rhetorical terms, Confino’s work often implies that nationalist ideographs are merely 

draped upon extant local practices.  Lomnitz, on the other hand, advances a more 

constitutive understanding of the operations of nationalist discourses.  For Lomnitz, 
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nationalist idioms not only supply tropes for giving meaning to extant practices, but they 

also constitute or give rise to new practices.  Discourses of nation are “productive” in that 

they provide “interpretative frames” for negotiating a wide array of relationships existing 

at multiple levels of interaction: 

The fundamental thing about nationalism is that it is a productive discourse that 
allows subjects to rework various connections between social institutions....[T]he 
power of nationalism lies not so much in its hold on the souls of individuals...as in 
the fact that it provides interactive frames in which the relationship between state 
institutions and various and diverse social relationships (family relationships, the 
organization of work, the definition of forms of property, and the regulation of 
public space) can be negotiated.353 
 
In this view, nationalist discourses articulate individuals to an array of 

communities and institutions large and small, ranging from the national state to the 

village to the family, and help negotiate the interrelationships among these entities.  

Lomnitz argues, therefore, that in order to glimpse situated imaginings of national 

belonging, scholars must interrogate how nationalist discourses mediate interactions at 

various levels, such as those between the President of the Republic and a local cacique, 

between village leaders and villagers, or between husband and wife.  As a productive 

discourse, Mexican nationalism is invoked in such diverse circumstances as when an 

Indian leader petitions for land rights by summoning national myths about Mexico’s 

Aztec heritage, or when a Mexican man justifies coming home late drunk on September 

15 with the language of patriotism.354  These examples illustrate that the nation is enacted 

at multiple levels and in a wide array of quotidian relationships.  Furthermore, they 

illustrate that far from being an all-powerful concept concocted by the state for 
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homogenizing and regulating the masses, the experience of national belonging emerges in 

the complex linkages at various scales of interaction. 

Succinctly put, Lomnitz argues that discourses of nationalism distribute common 

idioms and frames for regulating and mediating interactions at myriad scalar levels.  This 

conceptualization is significant, because it moves us away from reified understandings of 

the nation as a static, territorial entity and toward an understanding of the nation as a 

sentient and dynamic force, as a multi-scalar entity, and as a remarkably elastic rhetorical 

resource.  As a productive discourse, the “nation” pulls together individuals, cultural 

practices, social institutions, and the state, and enables actors to renegotiate the 

interrelationships among these entities.  

Though Lomnitz highlights the productive characteristics of nationalist 

discourses, it is important to note here that discourses are always also constrictive; they 

work to delimit subjects’ range of potential actions.  I use the term discourse here in a 

Foucaultian sense as an ensemble of statements that help determine whether or not a 

particular action is legitimate, or as Toby Miller defines it, “a particular vocabulary and 

grammar that permits the making of choices only within its own rules.”355  If we 

understand discourses of nation as at once productive and constrictive, we can better 

understand what is perhaps the most significant implication of Fox’s address:  the ways in 

which his rhetoric employs the concept of the Mexican nation to help assemble an array 

of populations, institutions, and practices into complex networks of transnational 

relations.  In what follows, I provide examples of how Fox’s speeches bring together 

these elements into an intelligible network of power. 
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 Fox dedicates many of his short weekly addresses to explaining the state’s 

ongoing and newly initiated programs for Mexicans abroad.  Described in greater depth 

in Chapter 2, these programs include educational, cultural, and health care services north 

of the border, initiatives that encourage migrants to invest their resources and monies in 

Mexico, state-managed databases that facilitate migrant networking, and so on.  In these 

addresses, Fox typically describes the program and its aims, provides examples of the 

program in action, and trumpets the success of the program in qualitative and quantitative 

terms, such as the number of projects initiated or the quantity of funds invested.  In a 

February 2005 speech, for example, Fox celebrates the success of the matrícula consular, 

an identity card issued by Mexican consulates to nationals living abroad.  Fox notes the 

“extraordinary figure” of four million of these cards distributed to Mexicans in the United 

States, and announces that, through the efforts of Mexican officials, the identification 

card is now officially recognized by “391 cities, 166 counties, 1,203 police departments, 

and 404 banking institutions” in the United States.  Noting that the consular identification 

card facilitates migrants’ ability to attain a U.S. driver’s license and open a U.S. bank 

account, Fox declares, “We continue to fight for the validity of this Mexican document so 

that you can attain greater benefits where you live and work.”356  As with nearly all of his 

speeches that promote the state’s programs for migrants, Fox concludes the address by 

encouraging his audience to approach the nearest Mexican consulate for more 

information. 

 Similarly, in an address about housing in Mexico, Fox encourages migrants to 

take advantage of the program “My Origins” (Mis Orígenes), which facilitates the 
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acquisition of credit from Mexican banks without ever having to leave the United States 

so that migrants can purchase homes for their families in Mexico.  Noting that “My 

Origins” has already benefited two hundred Mexican families, he explains the newly 

initiated program thus: 

[With Mis Orígenes] the product of your work and your courage can be channeled 
into expanding the patrimony of your family in our country.  With such programs, 
we will realize the right of all Mexicans to dignified housing that offers a place 
for tranquility, for the education of your children, for affection, for love, for the 
integrity and unity of families, so that ultimately it will be your heritage that 
provides you with confidence, security, and certainty.357 
 

In this address, Fox equates the patrimony of the family with the patrimony of the nation, 

and the longing for a family home becomes an allegory of the longing for a homeland.  

The “My Origins” program offers the migrant an opportunity to be reunited with the 

national family; the home becomes a shrine, an icon of the migrant’s presence in spite of 

her absence.  Through this sacrificial offering, the ability to secure her status as a 

valuable member of the nation is within reach.  With a little help from a state-initiated 

program, the migrant is able to contribute to the building of the (trans)national home. 

 These examples highlight what Greene calls rhetoric’s material role in 

“distributing discourses, institutions, and populations onto a field of action.”358  In other 

words, Fox’s speeches help bring together the diverse elements that comprise migrant 

networks and flows, including:  discourses (nationalist idioms of sacrifice for the 

family/nation), populations (Mexican migrants and their families in Mexico); institutions 

(the Mexican state, the Univisión media network, private banks); and practices 

(addressing the nation, opening a bank account, investing in the homeland).  In addition, 
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these examples highlight rhetoric’s role in diagramming the relationships between each 

of these elements.  In both the Matrícula Consular and the Mis Orígenes speeches, for 

example, Fox’s rhetoric deploys nationalist idioms of sacrifice in order to produce in his 

audience an affective experience of belonging to the Mexican trans-nation.  To the extent 

that a migrant identifies with these nationalist sentiments and uses these nationalist 

frames to guide her action, Fox’s rhetoric helps link migrants to an ensemble of 

institutions and practices that channel migrant flows.  Understanding her labor in terms of 

an honorable sacrifice for the family/nation might inspire a migrant to approach the 

Mexican consulate for a matrícula consular, which then becomes her passport for 

opening a U.S. bank account and more easily wiring monies to Mexico.  Likewise, it 

might compel a migrant to work longer hours or prolong his stay in the United States in 

order to pay the mortgage for his family’s home in Mexico.  Fox’s rhetoric, then, is a 

point of articulation that links migrants to the institutions of the Mexican state and its 

consulates, to private financial institutions, to the institution of the family, to the practice 

of wiring monies through official channels, and to the practice of investing in the 

homeland.  As a governing technology, Fox’s rhetoric helps “organize and direct specific 

capacities, forces, and practices in order to make new things/persons/meanings/behaviors 

possible.”359   

Most important for our focus, Fox’s address invariably articulates migrants to the 

institutions of the Mexican state, for the state becomes an essential actor in facilitating 

cross-border migrant practices.  In other words, Fox’s rhetoric helps craft a new 

relationship between state and populace, while constituting a new role for the Mexican 
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state in managing and steering global flows.  There is no doubt that migrant practices of 

investing in the welfare of their families in Mexico have long thrived without the 

intervention of any state program.  Mexican laborers in the United States have sent 

“remittances” to their families in Mexico at least since the turn of the twentieth century, 

traditionally by sending cash terrestrially with emissaries.  Nevertheless, the state’s 

programs, and the role of Fox’s rhetoric in linking migrants to these programs, radically 

facilitate and encourage the expansion these extant practices (a theme which I address 

more comprehensively in Chapter 5).  Without the matrícula consular, for example, 

undocumented migrants face great obstacles in opening U.S. bank accounts, making the 

sending of remittances to Mexico more onerous and more costly.  And the “My Origins” 

program facilitates and advances investment in private homes in Mexico by making it 

possible for migrants to pay their mortgages in the United States.  Indeed, Fox regularly 

reminds his audience of his government’s commitment to employing the state’s powers to 

facilitate these cross-border economic practices.  Furthermore, Fox’s speeches physically 

link migrants to the institutions of the Mexican state when he regularly urges them to 

seek more information about these programs by visiting or “getting close to” the nearest 

Mexican consulate (“Acércate a tu consulado.”).  In sum, in Fox’s address we witness the 

material role of rhetoric both in forging new links in migrant networks and in reinventing 

the raison d’etre of the Mexican state. 

This analysis focuses on Fox’s address and the activities of the Mexican state, 

because one of the primary aims of this project is to interrogate the ways in which state-

sponsored rhetoric is helping to reinvent the institution of the Mexican state vis-à-vis its 
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transnational policies toward Mexican migrants.  This does not intend to suggest, 

however, that the state is the only institution in the channeling and regulation of migrant 

flows.  Fox’s rhetoric is merely one of many points of articulation that work to build, 

strengthen, reformulate, and replenish the nodes and links in migrant networks.  In other 

words, Fox’s speeches are part of a larger ensemble of discursive practices that pull 

together and distribute the various elements that comprise migrant networks.  Other 

points of articulation include the billboard of a major U.S. bank, located in a 

predominantly Mexican neighborhood, which encourages migrants to open an account 

for the purpose of wiring monies to Mexico; a story about the transnational activities of a 

hometown association, printed in a Spanish-language weekly of a major U.S. city, which 

inspires a migrant to join the association; a private discussion between a seasoned 

migrant and a newcomer about how to attain a matrícula consular at the Mexican 

consulate; an advertisement painted on the wall of the bullring in El Granejal, Mexico, 

promoting “Miguel’s Hair Designs” located 2,400 kilometers away in the town’s 

“satellite” community in California.360  All of these rhetorical acts work to articulate 

migrants to a host of institutions, practices, and flows that discipline migrants and 

channel migrant flows.  Thus, neither Fox’s address nor the institution of the Mexican 

state should be understood as the causal impetus behind the construction and 

intensification of migrant networks.  As I demonstrate in Chapter 5, the institution of the 

state is but one entity recruited by a much larger apparatus that is arising to deliver 

migrants to the needs of global capital.   
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Nonetheless, Fox’s address is significant since the state retains considerable 

powers and unique resources to help shape these flows, including its vast consular 

network in the United States, its recognized legitimacy in negotiations with other 

governmental and civic actors, and the “power of the pulpit” invested in the Mexican 

presidency, which enables Fox’s rhetoric to circulate widely.  That four million Mexican 

migrants working in the United States carried a matrícula consular at the time of Fox’s 

address speaks to the material effects of the state’s enduring powers.  As Bob Jessop 

contends, unless and until some supranational entity acquires the state’s institutional 

powers and some measure of the state’s popular legitimacy, the national state will 

continue to play an instrumental role in the formulation of global structures of 

governance.361 

Conclusion:  Transnational Governmentality and the Rescaling of the 
Mexican State 
 

The logic of articulation that undergirds this examination of Fox’s address is well 

suited for analyzing rhetorical practices that spill over nation-state boundaries and for 

appreciating the evolving spatial scales of statehood and nation.  As Greene has argued, 

articulation theory enables critics to map the spatial and temporal coordinates of 

rhetorical discourse without reducing rhetoric to mediated communication, confining 

rhetorical acts to a “situation,” or limiting rhetorical criticism to textual interpretation.  In 

short, “the logic of articulation begins the transformation of rhetorical studies from an 

interpretive project to a geographical project committed to mapping the multidimensional 
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effectivity of reading, writing, speaking.”362  This approach to criticism frees rhetorical 

studies from the assumption that the nation-state is the natural container of rhetorical 

discourse and political action.  As we have seen in this analysis, the technology of 

rhetoric may very well help bring together populations, institutions, and practices that 

take place at multiple scalar planes and transcend territorial borders.363   

If we understand the contemporary art of government as a fundamentally 

geographic endeavor, as discussed in Chapter 1, then this analysis underscores the crucial 

role of discourse in rescaling the links and relationships that comprise global spatial 

orders.  Viewed as a material technology, rhetoric helps forge new links in global 

networks that bypass layers in the inherited system of Westphalian scalar hierarchy.  That 

is, rhetoric helps disrupt geopolitical scales based upon layered systems of territorial 

command, from the local to the regional to the national to the global.  In this case, Fox’s 

address links the Mexican state directly to very localized Mexican communities in a 

“foreign” nation-state, bypassing both higher (international) and lower (regional, 

provincial) rungs in a scalar hierarchy once demarcated by physical territory.  In Fox’s 

address, then, we witness rhetoric’s material role in constructing the global spatialities 

that political geographers characterize as a “complex set of climbing frames, slides, 

swings, ropes and rope ladders, complete with weak or broken parts.”364   

As demonstrated in this analysis, Fox continuously encourages his audiences to 

make use of Mexican state programs that expand migrant networks.  In the “Matrícula 

Consular” and “My Origins” speeches, for instance, Fox’s address invites migrants to 

exploit state programs that link migrants to private financial institutions so that they can 
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more easily make contributions to the welfare of their families and the building of their 

hometowns in Mexico.  These speeches thus link migrants to practices and institutions 

embedded at a variety of scales, including the Mexican national state, which is also 

embedded in local U.S. communities with its consulates; regional U.S. banking networks, 

whose branches are embedded in local communities while at the same time linked 

transnationally to Mexican banks; and transnational migrant communities that link small 

localities in the United States to others in Mexico, often bypassing “higher” entities.  In 

the language of cultural geography, then, Fox encourages his audiences to adapt to 

geoeconomic transformation by “jumping scales.”  The theory of “jumping scales” draws 

attention to how local socio-political-economic practices might not take place exclusively 

within local areal space, how national socio-political-economic practices not exclusively 

within national areal space, and so on.  Mobilization on one plane very often requires 

actors to draw upon social and economic networks that are stretched across a variety of 

spatial scales.365  By making visible and articulating new links in the complex 

geographies of migrant flows, Fox’s address aims to further cultivate in migrant subjects 

techniques for perceiving and leveraging the resources available to them at different 

scales of interaction. 

Fittingly, then, while Vicente Fox’s speeches seek to expand and cultivate 

neoliberal practices whereby migrants creatively adapt to new global circumstances, take 

charge of their own destinies, and leverage their multi-scalar resources, his address itself 

instantiates such neoliberal practices.  Fox builds an alliance with a private U.S. media 

network in order to reach localized migrant populations, and he employs his weekly 
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address on this network to articulate these populations to an expanding web of 

relationships that include actors and institutions embedded at a variety of local, regional, 

and national scales.  Fox’s address, and by extension the activities that comprise Mexican 

statehood, thus adroitly adapt to a postnational environment in which political, economic, 

and cultural spheres are no longer understood as confined to the territorial limits of 

nation-states, and in which the state’s juridical and territorial powers have diminished.  

By exploiting available cross-border resources, and building alliances with a host of 

entities embedded at various scales (media networks, banking networks, migrant 

networks, local governments) Fox’s address puts into practice a paradigmatic form of 

neoliberal governance:  managing the networks and flows that channel subjects’ energies.  

In sum, Fox’s address highlights how both the activities that comprise statehood and the 

habits of self-governance proffered to his audiences involve parallel techniques of 

tapping into new networks and expanding upon multi-scalar resources.  In a globalizing 

environment in which space is in constant flux, successful adaptation for both the state 

and the self requires adroitness and elasticity.   

This analysis has also demonstrated the ways in which, in an era of Mexican 

transnationalism, both the Mexican state and the concept of a Mexican nation are being 

rescaled, and the relationship between the two entities rearticulated.  As we have seen, 

Fox’s frequent praise of migrants’ sacrifices for the Mexican nation help link his 

audience members to the networks, institutions, and practices that channel migrant flows.  

With its constant evocation of affinity for the Mexican national family, Fox’s rhetoric 

underscores the enduring power of familial norms and national forms for disciplining 
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subjects and encouraging normative sets of behavior.  Far from being liberated nomads 

who have outrun the powers of the state, migrants are still subject to hailing as members 

of a national community.  This new national form, however, can no longer be understood 

as embedded in areal territory.  Just as the state has adopted a new purpose and its 

activities have shifted to new terrains, the concept of nation has taken on new dimensions 

in order to serve the state’s new objectives.  Fox’s rhetoric thus helps recalibrate the 

erstwhile partnership between nation and state.  While the notion of protecting the 

territorial sovereignty of a national people is no longer adequate to justify centralized 

state power, the concept of nation recuperates its utility in buttressing a new, neoliberal 

reason of state based upon opening new spaces for capital, managing global flows, and 

harnessing the capacities of individual subjects.  Paradoxically, then, Fox’s rhetoric 

employs discourses of nationalism to advance transnational practices.  The concept of 

nation, once firmly rooted in physical territory, metamorphoses into a multi-scalar entity.  

Nonetheless, the concept of nation continues to perform as “a oneness of imagination that 

binds citizens to states.”366  As we have seen with the concept of sovereignty in 

Chapter 3, the concept of nation is deployed in innovative ways and converted into a 

malleable tool for advancing change and for buttressing a new governing rationale.  

Appeals to national unity continue to serve the purpose of mobilizing populations and 

linking them to the state, even if the elastic concept of nation has spilled over onto new 

spatial planes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Citizenship 
 
 
 

One of the most important challenges that the Mexican government faces is to 
ensure that the monies our co-nationals send home are converted into a higher 
standard of living for their families, as well as development opportunities for the 
Mexican population as a whole.  –Institute of Mexicans Abroad367 
 

A Mexican migrant who visits one of Mexico’s 53 consulates in the United States 

for ordinary consular services is likely to receive some form of financial education.  This 

education might come in the form of a color pamphlet entitled “Your Money, Your 

Family, Your Future,” which explains the benefits of opening a bank account and 

establishing a credit history.  The migrant might also view an informational video, 

streamed into the waiting room via closed circuit television, which explains how to open 

a bank account in the United States or compares the various means of remitting funds to 

Mexico.  Or the migrant might be invited to later attend a workshop on banking and 

finance at the consulate, given by a representative from a major U.S. bank seeking to 

recruit clients and tap into the market for migrant remittances.368   

According to Mexico’s central bank, El Banco de México, nearly eight million 

Mexican nationals working in the United States regularly send monies to their families in 

Mexico.369   These monies reach 18 percent of the Mexican adult population; nearly one 
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in five adults in Mexico relies upon financial support sent from abroad.370  Although the 

total dollar intake of migrant remittances is notoriously difficult to calculate, the World 

Bank conservatively estimates that Mexico received around U.S. $25 billion for the 

calendar year of 2007, a more than three-fold increase since the year 2000, when 

remittances totaled $7.5 billion.371  This figure makes Mexico, following China and India, 

the third biggest recipient of migrant remittances in the world.  El Banco de México 

reports that migrant remittances amounted to approximately 2.7 percent of Mexico’s 

gross domestic product in the year 2006, up from 1.1 percent as recently as 1997.  

Exceeding the total quantity of direct foreign investment, remittances bring Mexico about 

as much income as the maquila industry and nearly twice as much income as the tourism 

industry.  In recent years, the only single source of revenue greater than migrant 

remittances has been oil exports.372  Further underscoring their significance to the 

Mexican economy, in recent decades remittances have increased more steadily than other 

slow-growth industries, such as tourism, and are less volatile than sources of revenue that 

fluctuate widely, such as oil exports and direct foreign investment.373 

Given the significant role that migrant monies play in the Mexican economy and 

in the lives of many Mexican individuals, it is hardly surprising that at the heart of many 

of the Mexican state’s programs for migrants is the aim to facilitate the flow of 

remittances, as well as channel the ways in which migrants, their families, and entire 

communities deploy remittance resources.  In recent years, the Mexican state has initiated 

various programs and endeavors that aim to benefit the families and communities that 

have come to rely upon migrant monies.  These include programs that “bank” migrants or 
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encourage them to send monies through the official banking system, programs that 

reduce the transaction costs associated with remitting, and programs that promote what 

are believed to be “productive” remitting practices.  A report from the Institute of 

Mexicans Abroad (Instituto de Los Mexicanos en El Exterior or IME) summarizes the 

objectives of these remittance programs: 

Beyond their extraordinary contribution to the country’s economy, remittances are 
a concrete expression of the profound links that unite our communities on both 
sides of the border.  The initiatives of the Mexican government, implemented 
through the IME, spring from the shared motivation of public as well as private 
actors, Mexicans and Americans, to offer services and products that promote 
savings and investment.  The purpose is to establish conditions that permit 
migrants…to invest in their communities of origin, to invest the knowledge and 
capital that they have gained through hard work.374 
 
In examining the Mexican state’s programs surrounding remittances, this chapter 

pursues two distinct directions and is thus divided into two distinct halves.  The first half 

of this chapter explores one of the broader questions of this project, which concerns the 

reinvention of the Mexican state vis-à-vis its relationship with and programs for Mexican 

migrants.  This part of the chapter demonstrates how many of the Mexican state’s 

remittance programs are linked to the endeavors and discourses sponsored by 

supranational monetary and development institutions, such as the World Bank and the 

Inter-American Development Bank.  In pursuing these links, this chapter argues that the 

Mexican state’s attempts to channel migrant remittances are both the outcome and an 

element of an emerging global regime that is arising to discipline migrants and their 

practices.  The Mexican state is thus becoming a key institution in a global effort to 

incorporate migrants and their energies into the global economy.   
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The second half of this chapter interrogates how models of citizenship are 

evolving in a postnational milieu in which civic practices are no longer contained by 

national-territorial borders.  I argue that since contemporary modes of citizenship 

frequently include economic or monetary dimensions, the discipline of rhetoric must 

begin to scrutinize the connections between money, speech, and citizenship, in order to 

provide a better account of the material dimensions of rhetorical citizenship.  Migrant 

remittance projects provide a good case study for this endeavor, since migrants often 

attach claims of citizenship to their economic investments in their home communities.  

The chapter concludes by returning to the discourses on remittances sponsored by 

supranational development agencies, and by arguing that rhetorical studies can import 

from these discourses new insights about the material dimensions of rhetorical 

citizenship. 

 

Remitting the State  
 
 One of the central arguments of this project is that the Mexican state is one 

institution that has been recruited by a larger governing apparatus that is arising to 

administer and discipline migrant practices.  Although geoeconomic forces are 

reconfiguring the architecture of the state, they have not rendered the institution of the 

state obsolete.  Inherited forms of the national state have adroitly adapted to evolving 

geoeconomic contexts, and the state has reemerged as an important player in 

implementing new designs of global governance.  This chapter shores up this argument 
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by analyzing the links between the Mexican state and supranational monetary institutions 

in the development of remittance programs for migrants.     

This first half of the chapter unfolds in three sections, as follows.  First, I analyze 

how discourses sponsored by supranational monetary and development agencies have 

“problematized” remittances, while also demonstrating how the norms and knowledges 

produced by these global agencies are taken up in the programs of the Mexican state.  

Second, I review a particular practice known as “collective remitting,” in which migrant 

associations allocate their remittance resources toward collective infrastructure-building 

projects in their home communities.  This form of remitting has been upheld as an ideal 

practice in much of the literature on remittances, and the Mexican state has developed 

programs that encourage the replication and expansion of this practice.  Third, using the 

example of a Mexican state program that encourages collective remitting, I demonstrate 

how the programs promoted by the state are derivative of practices that originate with 

migrants themselves.  Both the state and supranational development organizations engage 

in a process of scanning extant migrant practices, and selecting from these which to 

re-present and re-produce.  As the Mexican state reinvents its raison d’être with respect 

to migration issues, therefore, its powers are derived not only from global norms but also 

from the energies of migrants themselves.  

Problematizing Remittances 
 

In the 1980s and 1990s, scholars, economists, central banks, and supranational 

financial and development institutions began to take note of a phenomenon about which 
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they had little data or knowledge: the flow of migrant workers’ remittance monies to their 

home countries.  There was some awareness that laborers in search of economic 

opportunities were crossing international borders in increasing numbers, and that in the 

aggregate these laborers were sending increasingly vast amounts of monies back across 

these borders to their families at home.  But there were few reliable methods for 

quantifying these remittances and little understanding of the socioeconomic forces that 

propelled them.  It was during this time that a global knowledge industry was born, 

recruiting a host of academics and institutions that aimed to capture this fugitive 

phenomenon.  If the mechanisms of these money flows could be better understood, it was 

believed, they might be better channeled and regulated.   

This section of this chapter examines the discourses—supported largely by 

supranational monetary and development institutions—that have made remittances 

visible.  It explores how the “problematization” of migrant remittances has produced an 

ensemble of discourses, institutions, and practices that aim to channel migrant 

remittances in new ways.  The emergence of this knowledge industry surrounding 

remittances is an instance of what Foucault has called a problematization.  A 

problematization isolates a collection of occurrences, peoples and practices and organizes 

them into an object of interest or concern.  For Foucault, a 

Problematization doesn’t mean the representation of the pre-existing object, nor 
the creation by discourse of an object that does not exist.  It is the totality of 
discursive and nondiscursive practices that introduces something into the play of 
true and false and constitutes it as an object for thought (whether in the form of 
moral reflection, scientific knowledge, political analysis, etc).375   
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For Foucault, then, a problematization is not a given; the constitution of the problem 

itself must be subject to analysis.  At the same time, a problematization is not merely an 

abstract discursive construct.  It emerges from material practices (such as remitting), 

takes shape in material institutions (such as supranational monetary organizations) and, 

since every problem demands a solution, has very real material consequences.  

Amongst the scholars and institutions studying the phenomenon, a general 

consensus has emerged that enormous resources lie beneath migrant remittances but that 

these reserves have gone largely untapped.  If remittances are directed toward productive 

uses, these discourses argue, they might improve the plight of millions of the world’s 

poor and stimulate economic growth in the migrants’ home countries.  If utilized 

improperly, however, remittances can have the opposite effect, creating dependency and 

stunting the growth of local and national economies.  As a report from the Inter-

American Development Bank succinctly states:  

Going forward, remittances must be seen as an essential component for leveraging 
the development potential of the 175 million people who have moved from poorer 
to richer countries across the globe.376 
 

A good sense of the direction of supranational development agencies focus can be 

gleaned from the titles of their studies:  Beyond Small Change: Making Migrant 

Remittances Count, published by the Inter-American Development Bank; Uso Productivo 

de las Remesas Familiares y Comunitarias en Centroamérica, published by the United 

Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean; Migration, 

Remittances, and Development, published by the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD); and Migrants: Partners in Development Co-
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operation, also published by the OECD.377  As these titles suggest, the world’s largest 

development agencies have taken a great interest in migrant remittances, and this 

institutional preoccupation has given rise to policy recommendations for exploiting the 

economic potential of remittances and practices for channeling remittances more 

effectively.   

In literature published by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), 

remittances are commonly defined as “private flows in search of financial products and 

public opportunities.”378  Writing of the “economic power of the poor,” Donald F. Terry, 

Manager of the IDB’s Multilateral Investment Fund, argues that “the dividing line 

between the poor and the non-poor is less about the existence of assets than about the use 

of those assets.”  Citing the economic theorist Hernando de Soto, Terry maintains that the 

poor and lower middle classes hold a key to economic development in poor countries; 

when offered the same opportunities to invest their assets as wealthier classes, the poor 

can leverage their resources to generate capital, create new markets, and produce growth 

for their communities.  The challenge, therefore, is to eliminate social and institutional 

barriers that limit the poor’s access to financial systems and products.  For Terry, if we 

extend this logic to the vast sums of monies sent home by migrant workers, remittances 

become a cornerstone of what C.K. Prahalad famously called “the fortune at the bottom 

of the pyramid,” the largely unexploited market of low-income groups in developing 

countries.379  As Prahalad has written: 

If we stop thinking of the poor as victims or as a burden and start recognizing 
them as resilient and creative entrepreneurs and value-conscious consumers, a 
whole new world of opportunity will open up. 380   
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Given these positions and objectives, much of the discourse surrounding migrant 

remittances centers on two related terrains:  inculcating in migrants better investment 

practices and channeling migrant remittances through official banking systems. 

 The lion’s share of migrants’ remittances is allocated toward consumption and 

satisfying basic needs.  In the case of remittances to Mexico, for example, studies 

estimate that between 70 and 86 percent of private remittances are spent on 

consumption.381  This category covers fundamental necessities, such as paying for food, 

housing and electricity.  Such uses of remittances are generally accepted as an important 

component of improving the standard of living in some of the world’s most impoverished 

areas.  However, the category of consumption also includes expenditures that some 

economists bemoan as waste, such as buying satellite dishes and imported electronic 

products.  For these analysts, such uses of remittances represent the loss of investment 

opportunities and development potential.382  Such fears are reinforced in the accounts of 

some ethnographers, who describe how many Mexican migrants return to their home 

communities bearing expensive consumer products and spending lavishly on friends and 

family.  Presumably, these displays of wealth are geared toward making claims of social 

status.383  One municipal president of a Mexican town observed of returning migrants, 

“Some use remittances for a business enterprise, but most waste it…they waste it 

drinking or on entertainment.”384  Such observations have led to something of a moral 

panic in some of the literature on migrant remittances.  Noting that remittances foster 

habits of consumerism and that their recipients often spend rather than invest them, 
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García concludes that remittances can diminish industriousness and, like welfare, induce 

economic dependency.385  Indeed, the notion that individuals, communities, and entire 

countries can become dependent upon monies sent from relatives abroad has found 

common currency in much of the discourse surrounding remittances.  Comparing 

remittances to drug addiction, observers employ terms such as “syndrome,” and 

“dangerous dependence” to describe the consequences of relying too heavily on 

remittances.386  The objective for many economists and multilateral development 

institutions, therefore, is to enable the senders and receivers of remittances to employ 

their resources in ways that stimulate rather than hinder enterprise.  From this 

perspective, if migrants can be encouraged to allocate their resources toward more 

productive endeavors, remittances could play a greater role in stimulating the economic 

and social development of their home communities and countries.   

In order to turn migrant remittances into investments, much of the focus of 

supranational monetary institutions has been on “banking the unbanked.”  That is, there 

has been a concerted effort to bring remittances into the official banking system, turning 

“cash-to-cash” remittances (sending monies through wire services such as Western 

Union, or sending cash with emissaries) into “account-to-account” remittances.  What 

drives these efforts is the conviction that, when migrants and their families remove the 

cash from their pockets and deposit it into banking accounts, a new world of savings and 

investment opportunities opens up to them.  For many analysts, then, remittances offer an 

unprecedented opportunity to incorporate the world’s poor into the official banking 

system and capture the power of what has been a largely underground economy.  Given 
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their enormous collective scale, as migrant monies are channeled through the 

international banking system, they    

can be a powerful lever to open up financial systems, mobilize savings, generate 
small business loans, and multiply the economic impact for millions of individual 
families, as well as the communities where they live.387 
 

Common to much of this discourse is the notion that when circulating in an auspicious 

economic environment, remittances carry powerful “multiplier effects.”  In this view, the 

direct recipients of remittances need not be their sole beneficiaries.  When remittance 

resources are deposited into savings accounts, they become available as loans, enabling 

investors and small businesses to expand their enterprises, thus creating new job 

opportunities and higher wages, thus creating new markets and increased demand for 

more products and services.  As remittance funds stream through communities, their 

powers expand and multiply, and economies flourish.388  

Much of the research surrounding remittances, therefore, explores ways for 

policymakers to create fertile grounds for unleashing the inherent multiplying powers of 

remittances.  The aim has been to create the institutions and practices that enable 

individuals and communities to better allocate remittance resources, as well as to increase 

the volume of remittances by facilitating their flow.  Supranational monetary institutions 

have thus assumed a role in providing counsel to both states, which retain the juridical 

powers to implement policies that can either stimulate or hinder the flow of remittances, 

and private banking institutions, which stand to profit as remittance resources are 

redirected through the global financial system.  The recommendations issued to 

governmental and private institutions include implementing programs and policies that 
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permit and encourage both documented and undocumented migrants to open bank 

accounts, build migrants’ trust in the safety and reliability of the official banking system, 

eliminate legal and bureaucratic hurdles to remitting, reduce the transactional costs 

associated with remitting, allow for the free convertibility of currencies, promote 

investment opportunities such as micro-credit programs for multiplying the economic 

effects of remittances, and encourage migrants to retain their connections to their home 

communities.389   

The Mexican government has taken this counsel and, often in collaboration with 

global development agencies, has developed an array of programs that aim to achieve the 

objectives stated above.  Among the most prominent of these endeavors is the 

development of the matrícula consular, an official identity card issued by Mexican 

consulates to undocumented migrants living in the United States (as mentioned in 

Chapter 2, the consular identity card primarily benefits the undocumented; since 

documented migrants already possess legal identification papers, they have no need for a 

matrícula consular).  While the identity card is significant to Mexican migrants on many 

levels, its most practical effect is economic.  Motivated by the enormous market in 

migrant remittances, nearly all major U.S. banks have agreed to accept the matrícula 

consular as official proof of identity for opening bank accounts.  Lured by the prospect of 

significantly lower transaction costs in the sending of remittances, migrants often obtain 

the identity card from their Mexican consulate for the express purpose of opening a U.S. 

bank account.  According to a report from the IME, promoting and issuing these identity 

cards is “one of the priorities” of Mexican consulates, since they are migrants’ ticket into 
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the banking system and they therefore promote “savings and the development of a credit 

history.”390  To these ends, the Mexican Foreign Service has negotiated agreements with 

private U.S. banks that grant them access to Mexican consulates for recruiting migrants 

as clients.  Such access includes sponsoring “financial education workshops,” in which 

representatives from major U.S. financial institutions provide migrants with information 

about how to open accounts, qualify for loans, and so forth.391   An undocumented 

migrant that visits a consulate for a consular identity card thus might also leave with 

papers for opening a private bank account.  Due to these efforts and agreements with 

private banks, the Mexican state has become a key player in the endeavor to “bank” 

Mexican migrants.  Indeed, the IME has officially declared that, 

At the IME, we work under the premise that banking Mexicans and facilitating 
their access to financial services in the countries in which they reside are 
responsibilities of consular protection.392 
  
Mexico is not the only state that has taken a role in facilitating migrants’ 

monetary flows.  In 2003 the U.S. Federal Reserve and the Banco de México negotiated 

an agreement to reduce the transaction costs associated with sending funds across the 

border.  Promoted as “Directo a México” by the IME, the arrangement uses the payment 

system infrastructures of the two central banks to reduce the cost of bank-to-bank 

transfers to less than one U.S. dollar per transaction.393  The savings compared to cash-to-

cash remitting via wire services such as Western Union are significant, and both the 

Mexican government and U.S. banks advertise this benefit widely as they promote 

opening bank accounts with a matrícula consular.  In order to take advantage of these 

savings, migrant families of course must open bank accounts in both the United States 
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and Mexico.  In other words, the benefits produced through state-bank collaboration 

provide Mexican migrants with strong incentives for entering and channeling their 

monies through the official global financial system. 

In addition to these efforts to “bank” migrants, the Mexican state has initiated a 

number of programs that encourage the allocation of migrant resources toward particular 

types of investments.  As reviewed in Chapter 2, these include Invierte en México (Invest 

in Mexico) and Mi Casa en México.  Developed with the support of the Inter-American 

Development Bank, Invierte en México provides assistance to migrants who wish to 

invest in productive projects in their home communities or regions.  Most significantly, 

the program provides capital-bearing migrants with technical capacitation and financial 

assistance for opening their own small businesses.394  Mi Casa en México enables 

migrants to take advantage of their U.S. incomes for purchasing homes in Mexico.  A 

collaborative project between the Mexican state and private Mexican banks, the Mi Casa 

program allows migrants to complete all financial transactions, from taking out the 

mortgage to making payments, from the United States.395  Initiatives such as Invierte en 

México and Mi Casa en México aim to shift migrant remittances monies away from 

consumption and toward investment. 

 All of the financial programs for migrants mentioned here are developed and 

promoted in the interaction between states, global development institutions, private 

banking institutions, and migrants themselves.  This confluence of players is evidenced, 

for example, in the jornadas informativas or informational conferences sponsored by the 

IME.  Held several times a year at different locations in Mexico, these conferences deal 
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with a particular issue of importance to migrant communities, such as health care or 

remittances, and bring together state officials, migrant leaders, academic experts, and 

business leaders to discuss the issue, share knowledge, propose collaborative solutions, 

and introduce governmental programs.  The speakers at conferences concerning financial 

education, remittances and other economic issues commonly include representatives from 

private banks and international development agencies such as the IDB.396  From their 

inspiration to their execution, therefore, most of the Mexican state’s economic programs 

for migrants are the result of the collaboration between the state, private banks, and 

supranational development agencies.   

Collective Remittance Projects 
 

Expert discourses on remittances do not invent remittance practices from naught.  

From an array of extant migrant practices, the discourses select those practices that are 

viewed as most valuable, re-present those practices, and develop policies and strategies 

for encouraging their expansion.  This section of this chapter focuses on one such 

remitting practice that has been singled out and made visible in the literature on 

remittances:  the collective remittance projects of Mexican hometown associations 

(HTAs).  In such projects, migrant organizations raise funds in order to build public 

infrastructure in their Mexican hometowns.  These infrastructure investments include 

projects such as paving roads, bringing electricity to the town, supplying the town with an 

ambulance, and restoring churches and public plazas.  The literature thus distinguishes 

between the “private remittances” or “family remittances” that individual migrants send 
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to their families in Mexico, and the “collective remittances” that are invested in public 

infrastructure.  In what follows, I review the origins of collective remitting, and then I 

describe how both supranational development organizations and the Mexican state are 

making efforts to expand such practices.  

Historically, collective remittance projects emerged through the autonomous 

practices of Mexican migrants who wanted to improve the quality of life for their 

relatives and communities back in Mexico.  Collective remittance projects are nearly 

always organized and administered by the leaders of Mexican hometown associations or 

HTAs.  Described at length in Chapter 2, HTAs are collective organizations made up of 

migrants that hail from the same town or region of Mexico.  A single U.S. city can host 

scores of HTAs, each representing a different Mexican hometown.  The hometowns, in 

turn, might have various “satellite communities” in different parts of the United States, 

each linked to the hometown through the organization of HTAs.  HTAs in different 

regions of the United States are often networked into larger federations, based upon their 

common affiliation with the same hometown or same region of Mexico.397  A collective 

remittance project, therefore, can be organized by a single HTA or a network of HTAs 

located in multiple U.S. localities. 

Various researchers and ethnographers have taken note of and studied the cross-

border civic/economic activity of Mexican HTAs, and their celebratory accounts provide 

some insight into how HTAs are organized and how they go about managing such civic 

projects.398  Studying the HTA of Ticuanenses in New York City, Robert C. Smith 

provides a characteristically laudatory description of their transnational mobilization.  
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Formed in 1970, this HTA is linked to Ticuani, a small municipality of less than 2,500 

people in the impoverished state of Puebla.  After organizing to build two schools, repair 

the local church, and fund other community projects back home, the Ticuani HTA in 

1996 raised more than $100,000 from community members residing in New York to fund 

the largest public works project in Ticuani’s history: a potable water project.  In some 

instances, leaders of the HTA in New York City would fly from New York to Mexico 

City on a Friday afternoon, travel by land for another five hours to reach the town, 

manage and oversee the construction of the project over the weekend, and be back in 

New York City by Monday morning for their jobs.  According to Smith, HTAs thus not 

only supply the funds for public investment, but their members can also play a leading 

role in the planning, implementation, and oversight of their projects in their Mexican 

hometowns.399 

It is important to underscore that collective remitting originated in the organic 

efforts of migrants themselves.  Only later did development organizations and state 

authorities take note of these practices and attempt to capture and reproduce them on a 

larger scale.  In the discourse on remittances, the collective investment projects of 

Mexican migrants have been upheld as one model for better channeling remittance 

resources.  As I address later in this chapter, for many analysts the civic development 

activities of Mexican HTAs have demonstrated that collective remittances can present a 

significant conduit for development aid to impoverished regions of the world with high 

rates of out-migration.  For others, the value of these collective projects is derived from 

the development of transnational circuits that inject the hometown with the energies and 
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skills that migrants have acquired abroad.  Although their numbers pale in comparison to 

family remittances, researchers note that Mexican collective remittance projects can carry 

significant importance at the local level.  This is due to the fact that the majority of HTAs 

are affiliated with particular regions of Mexico that have long-established patterns of 

circulatory migration between Mexico and the United States.400  The impact of collective 

remitting, therefore, has historically been limited to a relatively small number of 

municipalities located in some of Mexico’s most rural regions.401  In turning to the 

projects of Mexican HTAs as one model for how migrant remittance resources might be 

better utilized, both the Mexican government and supranational monetary institutions 

have attempted to capture the power of these practices and expand them to other regions 

of Mexico and other parts of the world. 

In 1992, the Mexican government initiated a new program known as “3x1” (tres 

por uno) that aimed to cultivate and expand migrants’ collective investment projects.  

The program provides governmental matching funds for the collective remittance projects 

of HTAs; for every peso that an HTA invests in the hometown project, the federal, state, 

and municipal governments each contribute another peso.  By collaborating with the 

state, therefore, HTAs can quadruple the amount of funds at their disposal for their 

projects.  The program originated as 2x1 in the late 1980s in the Mexican state of 

Zacatecas, when local governmental officials began to establish alliances with what were 

becoming powerful migrant associations.  From its beginnings, according to one 

authority, the program had two primary objectives:  to draw upon the autonomous 

energies of migrants themselves for developing their hometowns and to engender trust 
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between migrants and the government.402  Noticing the successes of the 2x1 program in 

Zacatecas, the federal government has replicated the program in every state across 

Mexico, while increasing the ante to 3x1.  According to promotional material written for 

migrant groups, the “strengths” of the 3x1 program include: 

 Strengthening and promoting the formation of migrant associations in the 
United States. 

 Generating a stronger relationship between society and government. 
 Realizing social projects with migrant remittances. 
 Motivating migrants to identify with Mexican communities in their country. 
 Providing direct aid to the hometowns of migrants, many of which suffer from 

high rates of marginalization and poverty. 
 Reinforcing migrant organizations’ ability to collaborate with the Mexican 

government and with governmental officials where they reside.403 
 

Collective remitting has not only been studied and promoted by the Mexican 

government but also by many global institutions and supranational development 

agencies.  In 1999, the United Nations’ Economic Commission for Latin America and the 

Caribbean (ECLAC) undertook a study on collective remittances and issued 

recommendations for their promotion.  As in the publications of the IDB, the ECLAC 

study highlighted the need to channel remittances toward productive endeavors, arguing 

for the potential of collective remittances to spread economic benefits throughout 

migrants’ communities of origin.  The power of collective remittances, according to the 

report, is that they promote not only financial but also social investment, strengthening 

the bonds that make up civil society.  The report called upon state actors to provide 

institutional support for migrant associations, to seek to strengthen the ties that link 

migrants to their places of origin, and to provide a framework for facilitating the 

productive investment of collective resources.  The report advised governments to 
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encourage the autonomous efforts of migrants without imposing its own programs or 

attempting to manipulate or appropriate migrants’ spontaneous energies.404  The United 

Nations itself now engages in efforts to strengthen the associations of migrants; the 

U.N.’s International Fund for Agricultural Development helps organize Salvadoran 

HTAs in the United States and helps fund their hometown development projects.405 

The Inter-American Development Bank is another multinational institution that 

has undertaken the task of promoting development through the effective channeling of 

migrant remittances.  In the year 2000, the IDB’s Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) 

launched “Remittances as Development Tool,” an initiative to study the flow of 

remittances in the Americas and, as reviewed above, promote programs for turning 

private remittances into investment opportunities, and migrants into clients of financial 

institutions.406  In addition, the MIF has praised collective remittances as presenting 

opportunities for multiplying the benefits of migrant remittances.  Among the 

institution’s “Core Principles for the Remittance Market in Latin America and the 

Caribbean” is the tenet to support transnational community building: 

Civil society and private sector organizations should support the social and 
financial inclusion of transnational families into their communities, and develop 
innovative partnerships to promote training and local productive opportunities.407 
 

The IDB has also promoted the idea that state institutions should promote opportunities 

for collective remittance projects.  In 2006, the organization became a significant patron 

of the Mexican government’s 3x1 program, sponsoring the expansion of the program 

with institutional backing and a U.S.$7 million loan.408 
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 Other organizations that have supported the work of HTAs include the 

Rockerfeller Foundation’s program for “North American Transnational Communities,” a 

project that funds multidisciplinary research in the arena of transnational civic 

development, including developing means for strengthening HTAs, advancing 

transnational investment, and improving the livelihood and living conditions of 

transnational families.409  In addition, the Inter-American Foundation, an independent 

development organization funded by the U.S. government, sponsors research projects 

across the Americas about transnational coalition building.  Included in their works are 

co-funding arrangements that support Mexican and Salvadoran HTAs with organization-

building and hometown investment projects.410  Capturing the enthusiasm of many 

multilateral development organizations, a World Bank report has characterized collective 

remittances as a “high quality resource” given that they promote community organizing, 

are generally geared toward investment, and tend to grow both quantitatively and 

qualitatively over time.411  

 The premise that supports the Mexican state and development agencies’ thrust to 

strengthen HTAs is the idea that migrants have the ability to solve their own problems 

and shape their own destinies.  In other words, the poor conditions that give rise to high 

rates of out-migration can be remedied through the efforts of migrants themselves.  

Nevertheless, according to this discourse, states and development agencies can and 

should a play a role in efforts to institutionally strengthen migrant organizations, facilitate 

their investment projects, and fortify their ties to their hometown communities.  

Encouraging migrants to build enduring links to their communities of origin and 
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facilitating the flow of communal monies are mutually supportive endeavors; affective 

commitment to the community brings money, and collective investments build 

community.  In fostering affection/money for community, governments and development 

agencies can help secure the flow of future remittances, thereby stimulating further 

development and innovation in impoverished regions.  In this discourse, migrants become 

leading agents in the struggle to overcome poverty in regions with high rates of 

out-migration. 

Constituent Power 
 

As emphasized above, the Mexican state’s programs for migrants are supported, 

at least in part, by institutions and discourses that move at the supranational level.  Yet, to 

end our account here would be to miss a crucial component of these programs, for the 

state takes its cues not only “from above” but also “from below.”  That is, the remitting 

practices that the Mexican state aims to expand originate in the practices of migrants 

themselves.  As described earlier, neither the state nor supranational monetary institutions 

have invented remitting practices anew.  Rather, these institutions have scanned the wide 

array of migrants’ extant socioeconomic practices and selected from among these which 

to extol.  Discourses on remittances, therefore, do not discursively construct the ideal 

migrant and her practices out of thin air.  From an expansive field of practices and 

potentialities, the expert discourses capture, re-present, and reassemble those that make 

up the ideal migratory citizen.  These discourses, in turn, encourage the development of 

institutions and governmental techniques that will facilitate and expand those practices 
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that have been deemed desirable.  The normative assumptions regarding how migrants 

ought to interact with and invest in the homeland thus arise from a dialectical relationship 

between existing migrant practices “on the ground” and the way these practices are 

selected and portrayed “from above” in the discourses of academic and multilateral 

institutions. 

To achieve a sense of how these discourses select from a small subset of migrant 

practices, let us put in perspective the role of collective remittances in the broader picture 

of Mexican migrant remittances as a whole.  The Secretaría de Desarrollo Social, the 

federal ministry charged with managing the 3x1 program, reported that HTAs 

participating in the matching-fund program contributed U.S.$17 million in the year 2006.  

While impressive, this figure amounts to 0.07 percent of the total $23 billion remitted to 

Mexico in the same year.412  Researchers skeptical of the potential of remittances to spur 

social and economic development argue that remittances must satisfy a hierarchy of 

needs.  The vast amount of remittance resources, they note, are allocated to everyday 

family maintenance, such as paying for food, health care and utilities.  According to one 

study, the obligation to satisfy such basic needs leaves most migrants with neither the 

motivation nor the money to contribute to the collective projects sponsored by 

community organizations and advanced by the state.413  Compounding the relatively 

miniscule amount of remittances allocated to collective projects is the miniscule number 

of migrants that drive these projects.  As discussed in Chapter 2, only around 8.5 percent 

of Mexican migrants that reside in the United States belong to an HTA, and not all HTAs 

engage in collective remittance projects.414  Furthermore, these projects tend to be 
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spearheaded by a few ambitious leaders.  Thus, only a minute fraction of Mexican 

migrants in the United States are directly engaged in the transnational organizing that 

collective remittance projects entail.415  Nonetheless, both supranational monetary 

institutions and the Mexican state believe that collective remittance projects are a great 

source for multiplying value, and that it is worth investing resources in programs that aim 

to expand and replicate them. 

The preceding juxtaposition of Mexican migrants’ remittance practices with their 

uptake and portrayal by academics and multinational organizations lends key insights 

into the governing apparatus that is arising to discipline migrants, as well as the role of 

the Mexican state in this apparatus.  Most significantly, it highlights how the powers of 

supranational bodies and of the state are derivative of the practices of migrants 

themselves, or of the “multitude.”  The process of capturing, re-presenting, and re-

producing particular migrant practices can be viewed, in the terms of Antonio Negri, as a 

clash between “constituent” and “constituted” power, or as constituted power’s reigning 

in the constituent power of the multitude.  Because these terms are critical to 

understanding my central argument about the reinvention of Mexican state power, I 

dedicate some space to defining them in what follows.  It is particularly important to 

draw analytical distinctions between two sets of terms:  the people versus the multitude, 

and constituent power verses constituted power. 

In Empire, Hardt and Negri make a key distinction between “the multitude” and 

“the people.”  They define the “multitude” as “a multiplicity, a plane of singularities, an 

open set of relations.”416  Others have noted that the concept of the multitude  
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is as amorphous and fugitive as the becoming it tries to name.  It names a 
collective process of production, one that embodies the res gestae and the creative 
capacities of co-operative social forces, as well as a self-valorizing relation.417   
 

The singular “people,” by contrast, is a constructed synthesis, a re-presentation of a 

dominant group or class interest as the interest of an entire population.  The concept of 

the people is a totalizing force that insists on unitary experience and excludes any 

differences or excesses that it cannot contain.418  For Hardt and Negri, modernity is 

characterized by the perpetual attempt to gauge, name, and contain the multitude, to turn 

the multitude into a people, “to transform immanence into transcendence.”419   

The second analytical distinction critical to this argument is that between 

constituent and constituted power.  Negri defines constituent power as the shifting, 

unfinalized, and expansive horizon of the multitude’s practices and subjectivities.  

Constituent power is the ontological substrate of potentialities that resist complete 

capture by hegemonic discourses, structures, and problematizations.420  Constituted 

power, by contrast, is that which aims to impose order and contain constituent power:   

Throughout the modern era...constituent power has been in conflict with 
constituted power, the fixed power of formal constitutions and central authority.  
Whereas constituent power opens each revolutionary process, throwing open the 
doors to the forces of change and the myriad desires of the multitude, constituted 
power closes down the revolution and brings it back to order.421 

 
Within this framework, the problematization of migrant remittances is one 

manifestation of constituted power, since it “selects, limits, and constricts the possibilities 

of a more expansive field of social practices.”422  A report published by the World Bank 

draws explicit attention to the operationalization of constituted power in this case.  
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Calling migrant networks “incubators for new programs,” the report addresses the ways 

in which autonomous migrant energies are studied so that they might be replicated:   

Studying diaspora networks helps uncover the partial solutions that are working.  
It helps formalize the networks, rendering them more effective as incubators for 
new programs and as governance structures for new projects.423 
 
Mexican migrants began sending monies to their families and home communities 

long before their remitting practices emerged as an object worthy of scrutiny and 

administration.  Although supranational monetary institutions and state authorities have 

deployed their institutional powers to facilitate and accelerate those remitting practices 

deemed desirable, remitting as a cultural and economic practice would continue with or 

without the interventions of these institutions.  In other words, while the problematization 

of migrant remittances needs migrants and their monies, migrants do not need the 

problematization of their practices in order to send money home.  Put more simply, 

problematizing discourses need subjects.  Too often this primacy of constituent power 

can be overlooked or forgotten, since our knowledge of constituent practices is derived 

from the problematizations and texts that have made the practices visible to us in the first 

place.   

Jack Bratich suggests that communication scholars not overlook the practices of 

constituent power because, “It is this milieu of subjectivity that spurs dominant codes to 

create their problematizations in the first place.”  He advocates a “double method” in 

which the critic “looks both at what audiences[/subjects] do…and what is done to them in 

representation.”424  This ontological shift in method poses a serious challenge to the 

discursive-constructivist views of human subjectivity sometimes found in textual and 
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rhetorical criticism.  These views assume that the human subject is the product of 

discourse, or that she possesses no substance independent of the discourses and texts that 

enable us to know her.  This ontological starting place is politically problematic insofar 

as discursively produced selves are always the object of power or the end product of 

power relationships.  By recognizing that texts extract their inspiration from the milieu of 

constituent power—from the practices, desires, and creative forces of the subjects to 

which they are addressed—the critic takes a significant step toward restoring the human 

subject’s primacy and agency.  In recognizing the subject as part of the technical 

apparatus through which power is produced and circulates, the subject ceases being 

merely the object of constituted power, because she also becomes its stimulus. 

 

Remitting Citizens 
 

Rhetorical citizenship traditionally has been conceived as discursive participation 

in public forums.  Embodying the spirit of republican virtue, rhetoric as pedagogy has 

emphasized the importance of training student-citizens in the skills and techniques of 

public deliberation, thus enabling them to assume their roles as active, morally 

upstanding members of the polity.  This conceptualization of rhetoric’s value for 

democracy can be traced to the classical Greek tradition, was recovered in the twentieth 

century U.S. academy, and continues to underlie the teaching of speech and 

argumentation today.425  A recent article that traces the development of a disciplinary 

identity in U.S. speech communication departments demonstrates the extent to which the 
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modern discipline of rhetoric conceives of rhetorical citizenship as civic-discursive 

participation in public forums.  The article concludes that speech departments “rightly” 

evolved to emphasize the procedures and discursive skills that strengthen deliberative 

democracies: 

When teaching public speaking and debate, teachers often tell students that they 
are practicing democratic forms and norms, or that their performances are part of 
the sweeping exchange of political ideas and arguments that comprises the great 
drama of democratic life.  Although the speeches and debates themselves are 
deliberative, they are framed, rightly, for students as celebrating the democratic.  
“Look,” we say, “as you disagree and contest, you are enacting the noblest part of 
the democratic process.”426 

 
Traditionally conceived, therefore, to practice rhetorical citizenship is to engage 

in discurso-political action.  The shortcoming with this disciplinary bias is that it often 

blinds critics to the material and economic dimensions of political rhetoric.  In an 

assessment of these disciplinary blinders, Greene has called upon rhetorical scholars to 

pursue a new direction: 

One heroic history of rhetoric begins with the disavowal of the economic motives 
of sophistic speech-writers and a call for a political rhetoric, one harnessed to the 
needs of communal governance and republican virtues.  Perhaps, more than any 
other element of rhetorical studies, the idea of the rhetorical citizen must be 
tempered by a political economy of political rhetoric.427 
 

This part of this chapter seeks to heed this call and explore the relationships between 

money and rhetorical citizenship.  I argue that if we limit notions of rhetorical citizenship 

to discursive or symbolic acts, we restrict rhetoric’s ability to contribute to questions of 

citizenship in an era of late capitalism.  Stated simply, in today’s political economy, 

money is an integral element in the sustenance and circulation of political rhetoric.  If 

rhetorical studies is to retain value for studies of citizenship in the current political-
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economic environment, therefore, it must better account for material conditions and it 

must begin to interrogate the relationships between money, speech, and citizenship.  

Migrant remittance projects, which fuse investment in public infrastructure with claims of 

citizenship, present a good case study for this examination, since they make the 

relationships between money and rhetorical citizenship visible.    

This analysis unfolds as follows:  First, I make a brief case on the need for 

expanding notions of rhetorical citizenship to include practices such as “sending money 

home.”  Second, I summarize and critique three notable ways in which the literatures in 

both communication studies and transnationalism commonly characterize the 

relationships between money, speech, and citizenship.  Third, I return to the literature on 

remittances sponsored by supranational development institutions, and examine how this 

discourse conceives of collective remitting as a practice of citizenship.  In this discourse, 

an image of the ideal transnational citizen emerges that highlights migrants’ material 

practices and the varied forms of economic, social, cultural, and political capital that 

these practices produce.  I conclude by suggesting that, as rhetorical scholars strive to 

provide better accounts of the material dimensions of rhetorical citizenship, we can glean 

insights from this literature on collective remittances. 

Citizenship as a Mode of Engagement 
 

This chapter asks, in part, what we can learn about both rhetorical theory and 

citizenship if we expand conceptions of rhetorical citizenship to include quotidian 

material practices, such as the sending of remittances home.  In order to accept this 
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analysis, therefore, one must accept expansive definitions of both rhetoric and 

citizenship.  Various scholars have argued that such conceptual expansion is necessary in 

order to account for the varied and multiplying ways in which individuals enact 

citizenship today.  Robert Asen, for example, encourages scholars to treat everyday 

practices, such as consumer purchasing choices, as potential forms of rhetorical 

citizenship.  He argues that the critical question for citizenship studies is not what 

constitutes citizenship but rather how individuals and groups enact citizenship.  While the 

former orientation to studying citizenship results in a priori proscriptions of what kinds of 

activities count as citizenship, the latter orientation opens the analyst to considering a 

wider array of practices as citizenship:  

Rather than asking what counts as citizenship, we should ask:  how do people 
enact citizenship?  Reorienting our framework from a question of what to a 
question of how usefully redirects our attention from acts to action.  Inquiring into 
the how of citizenship recognizes citizenship as a process.  From this perspective, 
citizenship does not appear in specific acts per se, but signals a process that may 
encompass a number of different activities.428 
 

Asen argues that in order to account for this multiplicity of activities, citizenship must be 

reconceptualized as a “mode of engagement.”  Broadly defined as “a manner of doing 

something, a method of proceeding in any activity,” the notion of modality allows a 

conceptual opening for expanding our understanding of existing practices of 

citizenship.429  When conceived as a mode of engagement, citizenship is not easily 

contained.  It cannot be limited to the legal recognition of public rights and privileges, 

nor to participation in institutional politics and officially sanctioned civic organizations.  

In other words, citizenship is not granted; it is seized. 
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 Conceptualizing citizenship as a “mode of engagement” has significant 

implications for studies of transnational citizenship, since most migrants are excluded—

by law, by custom, or by lack of social standing—from engaging in practices traditionally 

associated with enactments of citizenship, such as becoming a public advocate for a 

particular cause, running for office, voting, or even making donations to candidates and 

causes that they support.  Put simply, in the global era of mass migration, the ideals of 

liberal democracy run into the inherited system of sovereign nation-states, resulting in a 

problem of political membership.430  Traditionally, then, migrating from one nation-

station to another results in the loss of citizenship rights and in political 

disenfranchisement.  One scholar notes that  

In the passage from citizens to migrants, people generally lose rights for some 
years to vote, to run for office, to various aspects of due process, to basic 
education and health care, and even to certain freedoms of association and 
expression.”431  
 

Conceived as a mode, the notion of rhetorical citizenship can be broadened to include 

avenues of engagement that are more widely accessible to and practiced by migrants, 

such as the sending of remittances home.  Furthermore, it enables us to consider 

economic practices as modes of rhetorical citizenship and thus allows us to scrutinize 

more closely the intersections between money, speech, and citizenship. 

Money and Rhetorical Citizenship 
 

One way that communication scholars have explained the relationships between 

money, speech, and citizenship is to focus on the high cost of gaining access to public 

forums and a voice in public deliberation.  Informed by studies of the political economy 
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of the mass media, this perspective highlights the material conditions produced by late 

capitalism and media technologies.  As many critics have observed, civic engagement 

today has less to do with citizen-speakers taking the podium than with raising the capital 

required to hire public relations experts, wrap policy positions/candidates/products in 

spectacular packages, and pay for bandwidth and airtime.  From the crafting of the 

message to its dissemination, political discourse is now mediated and lubricated by 

money.432  Indeed, political speech’s need for capital has gained recognition in the U.S. 

legal system, as the Supreme Court has granted considerable “free speech” protections to 

monetary contributions that fund political campaigns.433  In many ways, the link between 

money and access to the public forum is not a new phenomenon.  Since the dawn of 

rhetoric as a formal discipline, the most prominent Sophists taught the art of public 

speaking almost exclusively to those students who could afford their fees, namely the 

sons of wealthy and powerful free men.  In eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe, 

long before the structural forces of capitalism colonized Habermas’ “bourgeois public 

sphere,” participation in normative forms of deliberation was limited to educated men 

who could afford the luxury of lingering in coffee houses.  In this sense, access to money 

and its brethren forms of capital, cultural and social capital, has long been a condition for 

participating in public deliberation; a prohibitively expensive admission ticket has 

continually limited access to the arena.  What is different about today’s environment, 

according to critics, is that the value of the admission ticket has increased exponentially 

with the advent of commercial mass media technologies.  This has resulted in a state of 

affairs in which the interests of large corporations dominate public discourse.434  Indeed, 
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as the public itself has become a commodity for sale, the political sphere and the 

economic sphere can no longer be conceived as discrete terrains of action.  

Notwithstanding normative ideals about the need for the public sphere to retain its 

autonomy from economic forces, the systems world has become an integral and 

intractable element of the life world.435 

If we accept the general contours of the political-economic situation as described 

above, then time-honored assumptions about the practice and teaching of rhetoric are on 

precarious ground.  Given the monetary barriers to entry in public discourse, and given 

that the political and the economic are no longer distinct domains of action, the utility of 

creating new generations of citizen-orators diminishes.  Indeed many students of rhetoric 

aspire not to lead civic movements but to be enlisted by marketing and public relations 

firms; the education and skills imparted for “the noblest part of the democratic process” 

are oftentimes redirected toward capitalist ends, or converted into a form of 

communicative capital scooped up and deployed by corporations.  The very foundation of 

rhetoric as civic education thus faces a crisis that demands scholarly attention. 

A second prominent way in which communication scholars have conceptualized 

the relationships between money, speech, and citizenship is to characterize consumer 

choices as symbolic acts of citizenship.  In other words, one of the primary ways that 

today’s citizens are able to make political statements and exercise civic responsibility is 

through their purchasing power.  This position is prominently advanced in Robert Asen’s 

“discourse theory of citizenship.”  Asen cites a study conducted for the Pew Charitable 

Trusts in which 49 percent of Americans reported that political or social concerns 
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influenced their purchasing decisions in the previous year.  He provides an example of 

the consumer who steers clear of Starbuck’s in favor of the locally owned coffee shop 

that contracts only with “fair trade” suppliers that guarantee coffee growers a living 

wage.  With this monetary expenditure, the consumer is able to take a stand on the 

political issue of global trade.436   

Asen notes that such exercises of citizenship are highly localized and take on 

meaning only in the contexts in which they are enacted.  The act of the consumer who 

consciously purchases fair trade coffee in support of a social cause differs from the act of 

the consumer without a cause who happens to stumble into the same coffee shop.  

Emphasizing that “acts do not possess an intrinsic quality,” Asen points out that different 

meanings are embedded in the purchase of identical cups of coffee.437  Citizenship, 

therefore, cannot be assessed by acts in themselves, but rather must be viewed as 

“contextual” and “processual”: 

The subtleties of ostensibly transparent coffee purchases suggest the difficulties of 
delineating a discrete category [of civic participation] based on acts themselves.  
Moreover, proceeding in this way would effectively abstract activities whose very 
recognition depends on an appreciation of contexts, even when these contexts are 
revealed only in answers of survey respondents.  The fluidity, multimodality, and 
quotidian qualities of actions are better appreciated when their processual 
character is considered.438 
 

 Asen makes valuable contributions to citizenship studies by shifting critics’ 

attention away from the classificatory question of what counts as citizenship and toward 

the processual question of how individuals enact citizenship.  In addition, his essay makes 

valuable contributions to rhetorical studies by encouraging scholars to treat discourse 

expansively, and to consider a wider array of quotidian practices as forms of rhetorical 
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citizenship.  Despite these contributions, however, Asen’s focus on the meanings 

embedded in contexts only underscores how rhetoric’s focus on the discursive can blind 

the discipline to the larger material dimensions of speech.  Never shedding notions of 

republican virtue that continue to linger around rhetorical studies, Asen suggests that 

today’s rhetorical citizen be skilled not only in the art of wielding speech for the common 

good but also in the art of channeling symbolic action (such as making purchases) for the 

common good.  While it is true that the consumer’s purchase of fair trade coffee carries 

meaning within the context of her intentions, there are material dimensions of this 

exercise of citizenship that warrant further attention.  To identify just the obvious, the 

purchase strengthens the socio-economic links and circuits that are required to bring the 

product to market in the first place.  When aggregated with untold others who also 

demand fair trade coffee, the consumer’s purchase makes the product available to the 

newcomer who happens upon the coffee shop and learns about fair trade practices for the 

first time.  In this sense, her purchase not only contributes to enhancing the living 

conditions of coffee growers, but it also presents an opportunity to expand the social 

network.  Indeed, the consumer’s very ability to make a “statement” with her purchase 

depends upon the countless other consumers that also identify with this social cause and 

thus strengthen the fair trade economic network of growers, suppliers, consumers, 

entrepreneurs, and activists.  These material elements of the consumer-citizen’s purchase, 

therefore, are a constituent element of the political message that she wants to convey with 

her money.  We will return to this theme of the material modalities of citizenship shortly.   
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A third prominent way in which scholars have conceptualized the links between 

money, speech and citizenship comes from the social sciences and is now predominant in 

the literature on transnationalism.  This perspective scrutinizes how economic 

productivity confers public standing, or on how economic contributions are a condition 

for achieving the status and recognition of being an upstanding citizen in the community.  

Such evaluations gained prominence with Judith Shklar’s research on the historical 

development of citizenship in the United States, in which she examines the key 

relationship between earning an official wage and gaining citizenship standing.  In this 

quintessentially American notion of citizenship, individuals who demonstrate 

industriousness and economic independence are viewed as making contributions to the 

development of the civic whole.  On the other hand, those who cannot or do not earn a 

wage outside of the home, or those viewed as economically dependent, are rendered 

unsuitable for exercising citizenship.439  This key relationship between economic 

productivity and gaining standing as a citizen is often emphasized in the literature on 

transnationalism and remittances.  Viewed from this angle, migrants’ remittances and 

their collective investment projects amount to symbolic claims of their enduring 

membership in the polity and their right to participate in their political community’s 

decision-making processes.  

David Fitzgerald’s work on “extra-territorial” citizenship exemplifies this line of 

research.  Noting that, “In its moral essence, citizenship is the capacity to be heard,” he 

argues that successful claims of citizenship require the fulfillment of two basic 

conditions:  affirming one’s cultural belonging to a community based upon a shared 
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identity and values, and affirming one’s economic contributions to the community for the 

betterment of the whole.  In his view, migrants’ collective remittances aim to fulfill both 

of these conditions, and remittance projects are part of migrants’ larger assertion of their 

continuing moral, economic, and political membership in the hometown community.440    

 Fitzgerald notes that this convergence of cultural belonging with economic 

contribution can be observed in the fiestas that migrant organization commonly sponsor 

in their hometowns.  Such festivities commonly celebrate local, national, or religious 

holidays, providing ceremonial occasions well suited for public identity displays and for 

reaffirming one’s sense of belonging to the community.  One of the transnational 

communities that Fitzgerald describes is that between Sahuayo, a small town in the state 

of Michoacán, and its satellite communities in the United States.  Every year in Sahuayo, 

migrant groups sponsor a procession to honor the Day of the Virgin of Guadalupe.  The 

parade features contingents representing the various satellite communities in the United 

States, such as “The Sahuayense Colony of Indiana.”  One such parade featured the 

“Queen of the North,” the winner of a beauty pageant amongst young Sahuayense women 

living in Los Angeles.  According to Fitzgerald, holding beauty pageants as fundraisers is 

a widespread HTA practice, and showcasing the purity of their young women before the 

hometown is one way in which migrants’ attempt to demonstrate to the community that 

they have not shed their traditional values, in spite of their residence in the United States.  

In this illustration, the parade is a vehicle for migrants to reaffirm their status as 

Sahuayenses, thus fulfilling the moral dimension of citizenship grounded in shared values 

and shared identity.  Yet, as Fitzgerald notes, claims of a shared identity alone do not 
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substantiate political membership in a community.  Underscoring the extent to which 

economic contribution legitimates one’s right to public participation, migrants who had 

returned to the town for the festivity but had failed to contribute to its funding do not 

march in the parade.441     

 Many scholars of Mexican transnationalism interpret the fruits of the migrants’ 

projects, such as the town plaza or bullring, as physical signs to assert migrants’ presence 

in the public square and continuing membership in the political community.  Through 

their “sacrifices” and economic contributions, migrants claim their presence in the 

community in spite of their territorial distance.  One example comes from an HTA based 

in Napa, California and linked to the hometown of El Timbinal in the state of 

Guanajuato.  Among its many collective infrastructure projects, this HTA renovated the 

town church and town plaza.  On the cast iron benches that line the plaza, the 

organization inscribed the names of all of the migrant leaders that had contributed to 

these development projects; they literally inscribed their presence in the public square, 

and left an enduring testament of their role in the community’s social and economic 

development.442  The literature on transnational citizenship argues that these symbolic 

acts seek to affirm migrants’ affective and economic links to the community.  Migrants 

“are asking to be ‘taken into account’ by non-migrant members of the community,” and 

their public works can be viewed as an assertion of their right to speak and to be heard in 

the polity, as an assertion of their right to full political membership.443   

 To review, this section of this chapter has surveyed three notable perspectives on 

the relationships between money, speech, and citizenship in the literature in 
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communication studies and transnational studies.  The first perspective highlights the 

steep costs of gaining access to the public forums where political discourse circulates, 

and how the crafting and dissemination of political speech is a capital-intensive endeavor.  

The second perspective highlights the ways in which consumers can exercise civic 

responsibility and make symbolic statements through their investment and consumption 

choices.  The third perspective highlights how playing a role in the economic 

development of a community strengthens one’s ability to make claims upon other 

members of the polity.  Common to all three of these perspectives is the notion that 

money is a vehicle that enables citizens to speak.  Money either enables one to produce 

and circulate political speech, or it is deployed to make symbolic statements, or it confers 

a certain social prestige and standing that legitimates one’s right to a voice at the table.  

The end in each of these cases is to gain the power to make symbolic claims on other 

members of the polity or, more broadly, to employ money toward actions that convey 

meaning.  I label this conversion of money into symbolic messages “symbolic capital.” 

All of these perspectives, then, emphasize the discursive dimensions of rhetorical 

citizenship; they assume that, at its best, citizenship is carried out through strategic 

symbolic action.  The limitation with this conception of rhetorical citizenship is that, 

despite moving some distance from the classical image of the noble citizen taking to the 

podium, it retains both the notion of rhetorical citizenship as a distinctly discursive 

action, and the unsound division between the economic and political realms.  In other 

words, the exercise of citizenship takes place on a discurso-political terrain in which 

varying interests jostle over the control, use, and distribution of resources.  From this 
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angle, rhetoric derives its worth from its critical role as the mediator between distinct 

economic and political realms.  Yet, as Greene has argued, this view of rhetoric’s utility 

has become untenable in an environment in which the political and the economic are no 

longer unique domains of action.444  As labor has become less commodity-driven, and 

capitalism has become “invested in the production of life itself,” economic production 

has come to encompass dimensions of the political, social, cultural, and ideological.445  

Though the three perspectives summarized here address the economic requirements for 

advancing speech, they retain rhetoric’s traditional focus on the use of symbols.  What is 

lost is an understanding of the material dimensions of rhetorical citizenship as it is 

exercised within current conditions of capitalism. 

As a corrective to this dilemma, Greene proposes that we situate rhetoric not on 

the terrain of communication models but on the terrain of bio-political production, and 

that we envision rhetorical agency not as political action but rather as “communicative 

labor.”  This analytical move underscores the significant role of communication not only 

in the production of commodities, but also in “the production of bodies, affect, and social 

networks” that are critical to producing value in contemporary global capitalism.  Greene 

argues that   

the central advantage of re-specifying rhetoric as communicative labor is that it 
brings back to the forefront changes in the sphere of production and the role that 
rhetoric plays as a practice, process, and product of economic, political, 
ideological, and cultural value.  To be sure, this move requires that we abandon a 
communicative ontology that views humans as essentially symbol-using creatures 
so that we might rearticulate communicative action into a material history of 
production and living labor.446 
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In short, as capitalist production has permeated the very fabric of life, we can no 

longer imagine a distinct political terrain on which individuals enact rhetorical 

citizenship.  Thus, when we examine the relationships between money and modes of 

rhetorical citizenship, we must move beyond the notion of money as an instrument for 

gaining symbolic capital and toward a notion of money-speech as a form of 

communicative labor implicated in the production of an assortment of economic, social, 

ideological, and cultural forms of value.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, money’s role in the 

production of these forms of value is well appreciated in the development agencies’ 

literature on collective migrant remittances.  In what follows, we return to this literature 

in order to gauge its implications for studies of rhetorical citizenship. 

Flexible Citizenship 
 

The development agencies’ studies on remittances commonly portray migrants as 

“investors” and “entrepreneurs.”  In these accounts, the very act of crossing borders in 

search of better economic opportunities is itself an “investment strategy” that requires 

individuals and families to assume risk.  Many families, for example, must save money in 

order to send one of their members abroad and, in the case of undocumented migrants, the 

costs and risks associated with illegal border crossing can be substantial.  Yet the family 

assumes these risks expecting future dividends in the form of remittances and new 

opportunities.447  From this perspective, “By sending a family member to work abroad, 
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migrant families can diversity their sources of income, reduce risks and locate sources of 

credit and capital.”448  To migrate is thus to make a strategic and rational calculation: 

The process is also profoundly entrepreneurial.  Facing increasingly limited 
prospects at home over the past two decades, workers in Latin America and the 
Caribbean—particularly from rural areas—have bypassed their own cities in favor 
of moving directly abroad.  Like entrepreneurs who seek markets around the 
world, foreign workers cross borders in search of comparative advantages.449   
 

Much of this discourse, therefore, portrays migrants as motivated and industrious 

pioneers, as individuals who possess the entrepreneurial spirit that drives growth and 

innovation.  In their quest for comparative advantage, and through their participation “in a 

more developed market environment,” even low-skilled migrants are likely to acquire new 

abilities and expertise and can thus be invaluable human assets for their hometowns and 

home countries.450  

The literature centers on four interrelated areas in which migrants have the 

potential to generate and multiply value for their home communities:  First, migrants 

acquire new forms of social and cultural capital, in the form of abilities such as networking 

and organizational skills.  Second, migrants adopt habits that stress self-reliance and 

community empowerment.  Third, migrants learn new means of civic engagement, which 

can transform political cultures at home.  And finally, migrants acquire political power 

and a voice in home affairs that can serve as a model for others. 

Much of the remittance literature emphasizes that the value of collective 

remittances is derived not so much from direct monetary returns on investment as from 
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social returns on investment.  That is, the transnational networks that move remittance 

projects might circulate monies through poor regions of the world, but more important, 

they circulate the human knowledges, abilities, and networking and organizational skills 

associated with social and cultural capital.451  Indeed some analysts are skeptical that 

remittances in and of themselves can do much to spawn economic development; what is 

more significant, they claim, are the expertise and skills acquired abroad that migrants 

bring back to the home community.452  HTA collective projects are thus commonly 

described as “value-added” resources that contribute much more than renovated churches 

and potable water to poor communities.  Migrant projects carry the potential to pump 

new energies into the community and transform existing socio-political-economic 

cultures.  Describing HTA projects in Africa, one source reports that collective 

remittance projects 

are initiated by emigrants who possess new knowledge, experience, and financial 
means.  The innovative character of the emigrants’ intervention and approaches 
can shake up the village social order and functioning.”453   
  

 In this literature, the combination of migrants’ acquired skills and their familial and 

affective links to their home communities make them ideal conduits for bringing 

innovation to poor communities in developing countries.  Since development requires 

learning and knowledge, some analysts argue, domestic economies must be linked to the 

broader world.  In the case of poor regions in developing countries, migrants might be one 

of the only vehicles for transferring knowledge to what would otherwise be isolated 

communities.  In this depiction, migrants become the “bridge” between the isolated 
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community and the global economy, “a connection to the indispensable world of foreign 

knowledge that can be domesticated.”454  Furthermore, migrants are especially well 

positioned to bring development and innovation to these communities, since they are 

“insiders” who possess knowledge of local customs and local needs.  External agents, 

such as foreign corporations, supranational development agencies, or the national 

government, might be met with more suspicion and resistance by the community.  In the 

view of multinational monetary agencies, therefore, migrant groups are thus uniquely 

capable of fostering networks of trust as they gradually incorporate the community into 

the global economy.455  A World Bank economist articulates the promise that many 

multinational development institutions see in migrant organizations:  

Members of expatriate communities have three resources that position them to 
make a unique contribution to the development of their home countries:  
unusually high motivation to have a significant influence on the course of events 
in spite of and against all odds; knowledge and expertise of both global 
opportunities and local particulars; and, frequently, financial resources to act on 
new opportunities.  When these resources combine...the contributions of diasporas 
can be spectacular.456   
 
A second and closely related value that migrants contribute to their home 

communities, according to the remittance literature, is the learned capacity for self-reliance 

and self-governance.  The research sponsored by development agencies emphasizes that 

migrants understand their own and their communities’ needs better than any other actor, 

including the state.  Migrants are thus capable of using their local knowledge to provide 

public services more efficiently and effectively than can outside “experts.”457  

Governmental actors might discourage migrant projects that cannot create financial 
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dividends and that on their face appear superfluous, such as improvements to churches, 

the beautification of plazas, and the construction of kiosks.458  Yet some analysts stress 

that there are greater, less tangible rewards in such projects, such as cultivating in local 

communities habits of self-reliance and endogenous rule.  A study published by the 

OECD, for example, stresses that HTA projects “allow the villagers to gain confidence 

in themselves to realize the extent of their collective strength.  They can thus help to 

trigger positive dynamics and lead to other projects.”459  In a similar vein, Mexican 

researchers emphasize that the collective projects of migrants   

boost local communities’ confidence in their own capacity and agency, or in the 
terms of Amartya Sen, in their “capacity to define and construct lives that have 
reason to value.”  From this angle, the beautifying project that does not appear to 
be a priority might have significant impact as a symbol of the local community’s 
capacity for autonomous self-reliance and capacity to improve its own quality of 
life.460   
 
The third value that migrants contribute, according to the literature on collective 

remittances, pertains to the ways in which they transform the political cultures of their 

home communities and home countries.  In this view, HTA projects transfer new models 

for collective organization, civic engagement, and democratic citizenship.  The literature 

on Mexico emphasizes that many communities lack the knowledge, techniques and 

infrastructure for organizing as civil actors following decades of rule characterized by 

clientelism and patronage.  With their experiences in the relatively more open and 

transparent political system in the United States, migrants often learn new methods for 

civic organization and democratic leadership. According to one analyst,  
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While tied to Mexico in numerous ways, HTAs are also quintessentially American 
voluntary organizations, of the sort that Alexis de Tocqueville singled out as 
building blocks of American democracy.461 
   

Migrants that return to their Mexican communities thus bring back fresh perspectives on 

how to organize civic projects and work with political authorities.  The collaborative 

development projects that HTAs initiate with the matching funds of local governmental 

officials provide hometown citizens with particularly useful training in leadership, 

organizational development, and active citizenship. Key to this citizenship training, 

according to this literature, is learning how to demand transparency and accountability 

from governmental authorities.462  Well-organized HTAs typically establish parallel 

organizations in the hometown for monitoring the collaborative matching-fund projects 

that they initiate with local governments.  This brings members of the transnational 

community from both sides of the border into active engagement with local governmental 

authorities, as they work to ensure that the government fulfills its commitments and 

provides an accounting for funds allocated to the project.   

Financial transfers are not the most important aspect of collective remittance; 
governance and monitoring are.  Community infrastructure projects need to be 
identified, financed, and managed through a network of diverse stakeholders—
municipal government, users of the infrastructure, migrants, and others—that 
previously had little trust in one another.  As migrants are contributing their own 
money, they are highly motivated to make the project succeed, avoiding the decay 
that often characterizes public works projects.463   

 
Through their development projects, therefore, HTAs possess a latent potential to 

transform entire political cultures of the home regions where they operate.  Williams 
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discusses the political metamorphoses that migrants have initiated at the local level in 

Mexico: 

where migrants have organized effectively and established ties with local and state 
governments, they have placed effective pressure on state officials to perform far 
better….Ironically, distance works to the advantage of migrants making demands 
of home state officials:  in exchange for voluntary migrant contributions for 
infrastructure projects and small business investment, organizations have extracted 
unprecedented guarantees and accountability from government officials.464 
 
Finally, the literature on collective remittances often celebrates the cross-border 

political powers that migrant leaders amass, and the sway that they have with local 

officials in Mexico.  According to one observer, the influence of migrant leaders stems 

from their ability “to transform social networks of migrants into civic blocs that remit 

resources for public works or job creating industries.”  Such organizational activities lend 

migrants “powerful new claims to political voice in home affairs.”465  Indeed, several 

Mexican states now reserve seats in their statehouses for migrant representatives, and 

there are several celebrated cases of migrant leaders running for and winning political 

offices back home while residing primarily in the United States.466  One migrant leader 

explains how they turn their civic activities into political voice: 

For example when there is a County, State, or Federal election in Zacatecas or 
Mexico, and if the migrant calls home and tells his relatives who to vote for, his 
decision will have great influence on his relative’s decision. That is part of the 
“hero image.” One migrant’s vote in the United States can transform into fifty, 
one hundred, or a thousand votes in favor of one political party or candidate.  It is 
very important when a certain official in office receives a phone call from the 
president of the [HTA] Federation or one of his secretaries, the official will be 
very attentive to the call. Otherwise, it could have a very serious cost in his or her 
political career and may cause loss of votes.467  
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In sum, the literature that applauds HTAs and their cross-border works often 

celebrates the productive energies that flow through transnational social networks.  The 

translocal links forged by migrant monies foster trust and solidarity amongst groups on 

both sides of the border.  In the process, migrant communities, hometown communities, 

and local officials build institutions that promote the on-going exchange of various forms 

of social, cultural, political, and economic capital.  Collective migrant remittances, 

therefore, are characterized as a key resource for extending resource networks across 

geographic space, and they become “a medium to cultivate processes of learning and 

innovation.”468  Government matching programs such as the 3x1 program can therefore 

help spawn communal cohesion and transnational knowledge-building.469  The following 

assessment is representative of much of the academic work that praises such migrant-

government collaboration:  

the social institutions and spaces created through Zacatecan matching funds 
programme have supported conversations that are on-going and that have brought 
the knowledge available at multiple different sites into contact, and even contest, 
on a recurrent and continuing basis.  Through their discussions and conflicts, 
through regular meetings and informal interaction, hometown associations, 
Zacatecan federations, state and municipal government, the university, and local 
community groups have created a mosaic of multiple knowledges, but one that is 
always in progress, continually being rearranged, reconstituted, and extended.470 
   
A distinct image of the ideal migratory citizen thus emerges in the discourses of 

the supranational development agencies.  Ideal transnational citizens are risk takers 

seeking to exploit competitive advantage in foreign markets.  In their journeys abroad, 

they accumulate various forms of economic, cultural, and political value by adroitly 
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exploiting varying political-economic environments in different locations.  They are 

“good citizens” to the extent that they remain linked to their home communities and to 

the extent that their accumulated forms of capital circulate back through these 

communities.  Those that participate most effectively in this endeavor, expanding the 

networks through which economic-cultural-political value spreads, do not only augment 

their “capacity to be heard” and gain standing in their hometowns, but in the process they 

also are enacting a paradigmatic form of transnational citizenship.   

Following Aihwa Ong, we can label this form of transnational citizenship as 

“flexible citizenship.”  Ong defines flexible citizenship as  

the localizing strategies of subjects who, through a variety of familial and 
economic practices, seek to evade, deflect, and take advantage of political and 
economic conditions in different parts of the world.471  
 

Migrants’ economic contributions to their hometowns are highly unique and not 

analogous to the citizen who remains in the hometown and contributes by working and 

paying taxes.  Migrants’ contributions require mobility and flexibility, as they move 

across borders in search of economic advantages and parlay those advantages into public 

works back home.  At its simplest, flexible citizenship is a strategy for accumulating 

symbolic, social, cultural, and economic capital and converting this capital into power.  

According to Ong, flexible citizenship follows the “cultural logics of capitalist 

accumulation” in that subjects are required to respond fluidly to evolving market 

conditions and—through their mobility—seek advantages in new political-economic 

environments.  Ong writes, 
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In their quest to accumulate capital and social prestige in the global arena, 
subjects emphasize, and are regulated by, practices favoring flexibility, mobility, 
and repositioning in relation to markets, governments, and cultural regimes.”472 
 

The flexible citizen thus seeks both to circumvent and exploit the political-cultural-

economic conditions present in various localities and at various spatial scales.  This is 

achieved primarily by locating work, investment, and family at different sites.  Although 

Ong employs the term to describe the transnational practices of the professional and 

managerial class, flexible citizenship can be applied as easily to the activities of HTAs 

and their leaders.  Indeed, as we have seen, much of the literature on remittances praises 

migrants for their adroitness in seeking competitive labor advantages and for their ability 

to amass varying kinds of capital.  

 The insights from this scholarship carry significant import for studies of rhetorical 

citizenship, since they highlight the multiple forms of value that are created in the 

rhetorical act of remitting.  Migrants certainly deploy remittance projects as a symbol for 

asserting their continuing presence in the hometown and their right to a voice in 

communal affairs.  Yet, as the above accounts reveal, remittance projects bring together 

various actors and establish material networks that create value in a multiplicity of forms; 

the value created is not limited to symbolic capital.  Hence, the relationship between 

money and rhetorical citizenship in this instance is not merely that sending remittances 

helps migrants build symbolic capital upon which to stake their citizenship claims.  

Implicated in the creation of this symbolic capital is the creation of value in varied 

economic, social, cultural, political and ideological forms, and the creation of these forms 

of value is an inherent part of migrants’ communicative labor.  Stated more broadly, 
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discursive value can be separated neither from the material networks of which it is part, 

nor from the myriad other forms of value that are produced and circulate in these 

networks.   

As this analysis of the discourse on collective remitting reveals, symbolic action 

or the production of meaning continues to play an important role in enactments of 

flexible citizenship.  Yet, if we accept that citizenship today is enacted through the 

flexible accumulation and distribution of value, then the challenge for rhetorical studies is 

to better account for the place of symbolic action in a broader material history of 

production.  This analysis takes one step in that direction, by demonstrating that as 

migrant citizens engage with their hometowns in collective projects, they circulate 

various forms of capital back through their home communities.  Ultimately, this 

communicative labor distributes the techniques, ideologies, attitudes, and capacities that 

feed the global political economy.  As the literature on remittances suggests, migrants 

therefore carry great potential for incorporating greater numbers of the world’s 

inhabitants into the system of global capitalism. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 
 
 
  

This project has focused on two phenomena that I have argued are inextricably 

linked:  the Mexican government’s outreach to Mexican migrant populations in the 

United States, and the reinvention of the Mexican state along neoliberal governing 

rationalities.  Over the last twenty to twenty-five years, the raison d'état in Mexico has 

undergone a radical makeover, and state’s role in securing Mexican sovereignty has 

mutated from one of protecting the territorial and cultural autonomy of the nation to one 

of creatively managing global flows of peoples, cultures, and monies.  During this 

transition, the Mexican government has adopted an unprecedented role in guiding the 

practices of migrant populations, a role that has stretched traditional understandings of 

the spatial contours of the institution of the state. 

As the Mexican government began to experiment with neoliberal governing 

techniques that in part emphasize the necessity to forge alliances with a variety of actors 

operating on diverse spatial scales, Mexican migrant populations north of the border 

emerged as an obvious object of the state’s affections.  Only recently dismissed as a 

source of shame, as individuals with low levels of culture who were poor representatives 
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of the Mexican nation, migrants became “heroes” in the official rhetoric of the Mexican 

government.  To be sure, this shift reflected the government’s acknowledgment of 

migrant groups’ growing political clout in a democratizing Mexico.  Yet more important, 

as I have argued, this shift represented the Mexican government’s realization that 

migratory subjects frequently modeled ideal neoliberal practices and, as such, provided 

the government with an opportunity for reimagining state-subject relations. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, state-subject relations can no longer be conceived in 

terms of a national “sovereignty pact” in which Mexican nationals grant the Mexican 

state loyalty in exchange for the guarantee of their basic security and social rights.  The 

final beams of this pact came crashing down with other edifices in the 1985 Mexico City 

earthquake, when the government’s failure to uphold its end of the bargain was on gross 

display.  Following the earthquake, many Mexicans came together to provide for 

themselves, forming social organizations that realized the benefits of endogenous rule 

and autonomy from the state.  Migrants, perhaps more than any other group in Mexico, 

came to embody and represent this postnational self-reliance.  In the absence of state-

secured welfare, Mexican migrants took it upon themselves to provide for their families 

and for their communities, in some cases going so far as to provide elemental public 

necessities for their communities, such as paved roads, electricity, and sewage systems.  

Migrants, in other words, did not wait around for the state to secure their welfare or solve 

their problems; they were capable of caring for and governing themselves.  In this sense, 

the migrant (or at least the idealized figure of the migrant) came to symbolize for the 

Mexican state the model neoliberal subject.  In the eyes of the state, migrants became 
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industrious individuals who had learned to adapt to changing circumstances and take 

advantage of opportunities presented at different scales—habits that exemplify the 

neoliberal ideals of creative adaptation and flexible accumulation. 

Herein lies the key to the reinvention of Mexican state reason along the lines of 

neoliberal governing ideologies.  One of the roles of the reconfigured Mexican state has 

become to deploy its institutional powers to cultivate migrant practices of autonomy and 

to facilitate and augment those practices and flows that it views as most valuable for 

Mexico.  The irony, of course, is that Mexican migrants have taken up endogenous rule 

and self-reliance in the face of the Mexican state’s failures, yet some of the Mexican 

state’s new duties are derivative of these very migrant practices.  In other words, only as 

Mexican migrants turned away from the state did the state turn to migrants for assistance 

in developing a new raison d’être.  In maneuvers that can be interpreted as attempts to 

appropriate the energies of migrant communities, the Mexican government articulated the 

state to these populations’ practices.  We have witnessed the state apparatus attaching 

itself to migrant practices throughout this project, such as when Vicente Fox encourages 

migrants to interpret their labors for their families as sacrifices for Mexico, or when the 

government facilitates the flow of remittances by issuing consular identification cards to 

migrants.  As we have seen through the example of the 3x1 matching funds program, the 

Mexican government has not invented programs for migrants anew.  Rather, Mexico has 

engaged in a governing technique of scanning extant migrant practices and choosing from 

among them which to extol, re-present and expand.  This governing practice underscores 

the parasitic qualities of state power.  Perhaps more important, it demonstrates how state 
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activities also follow the cultural logic of flexible accumulation.  In the transnational 

activities of the migrant, the state discovered a model for its own actions, learning to 

deploy its resources at different scales in order to foment the creation of various kinds of 

capital, including social, cultural, political, and economic capital.  As we have seen, the 

resources deployed include the vast infrastructure that the emerging state inherited from 

the passing nationalist era, such as the generic form of the National Development Plan, 

the power of the pulpit of the Mexican presidency, and the state’s network of consulates 

abroad. 

That the Mexican government extracts its governing inspiration from the practices 

of the populations it wishes to govern highlights the primacy of what Negri has called 

“constituent power” or the unfinished and unfettered horizon of a population’s potential 

practices and subjectivities.  Governing rationalities are derivative of the desires and 

creative forces of the populace.  This understanding is critical, for it restores to migrant 

populations their proper agency.  Migrants, in other words, should be viewed neither as 

the objects of state power or as subjects to be governed, but as the originary stimulus that 

lends a governing apparatus its power.  At the same time, migrant subjects are no 

different than any other actor that falls under the purview of the governing apparatus.  In 

this instance, as we saw in the preceding chapter, migrants are vehicles with great 

potential for circulating neoliberal ideologies and the habits and techniques of flexible 

citizenship. 

In Chapter 2, I advanced an argument that undergirds much of this project:  that 

the Mexican state’s shifting policies toward migrant populations in the twentieth century 
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were closely linked to broader state-building projects.  Providing an historical overview 

of the state’s outreach to migrant communities, the chapter focused on the two twentieth 

century periods in which the state was most active north of the border:  the period 

following the Mexican Revolution, which lasted roughly from 1917-1932, and the period 

following Mexico’s late twentieth century economic collapse, which began in the 1980s 

and continues until today.  The chapter made the case that it is no coincidence that the 

Mexican state approaches migrants at times of institutional crisis.  The state turns to the 

unresolved issues surrounding migration and the border whenever state legitimacy is 

weak, and employs migration policy as a vehicle for rearticulating its raison d'être.  The 

two historical periods examined were linked to two very different state-building projects 

with diverging economic strategies for extricating Mexico from crisis.  In the first case, 

the Mexican state adopted policies of economic nationalism while embracing the 

nationalist ideal of consolidating economic-political-social activities within the confines 

of the territorial nation-state.  During this period, therefore, remaining a member of the 

nation after having transgressed its territorial borders was viewed as untenable, and the 

Mexican state’s activities north of the border were geared toward the ideal of bringing 

migrants home.  In the current case, on the other hand, Mexico has reinvented its raison 

d’état along neoliberal governing ideologies that minimize the importance of 

international borders to economic-political-social phenomena.  During the current period, 

therefore, the Mexican government has embraced the free flow of peoples, products, and 

ideas across borders, and has attempted to fashion a role for the state in the management 

of these flows.  While providing an historical overview of the relationship between the 
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Mexican state and migrants in the twentieth century, Chapter 2 demonstrated that the 

state’s shifting migration policies are connected to the state’s need for institutional 

maintenance and renewal. 

Chapter 3, “Sovereignty,” investigated the relationship between the Mexican 

government’s public reconceptualization of Mexican sovereignty and its concomitant 

rapprochement with Mexican migrant communities abroad.  The close connection 

between these two phenomena was demonstrated in Mexico’s 1989 National 

Development Plan or NDP (Plan Nacional de Desarrollo), in which the government of 

Carlos Salinas argued that historic understandings of Mexican national sovereignty must 

be reconfigured in order to meet the contingencies of economic globalization, while 

simultaneously proposing sweeping new programs for establishing relations with 

Mexican communities abroad.  In the NDP, the Salinas government argued that Mexico 

can best defend its sovereignty not by erecting barriers to foreign monies and influences 

but by proactively embracing global economic and political interconnectedness.  The 

1989 NDP, I thus argued, marks a key moment in the reconfiguration of the Mexican 

state and the articulation of the state’s new duties in an era of post-sovereignty. While 

disarticulating the notion of Mexican sovereignty from its grounding in the defense of 

Mexican territory, the NDP rearticulated sovereignty to a more fluid capacity for 

orienting or steering transnational flows and relationships.  Chief among these were flows 

of migrants, migrant monies, and migrant practices, resources that had been largely 

untapped by the Mexican state throughout most of the twentieth century.  It is no 

coincidence, therefore, that while publicly reconfiguring Mexican sovereignty to suit the 
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rationality of a new statecraft, the Mexican government simultaneously turned its gaze 

toward migrant communities.  In the management of migrant flows, the state could 

practice and develop a paradigmatic form of neoliberal governance:  rule not through 

state-centered juridical power but rather through the creative management of 

decentralized networks of power. 

 In sum, Chapter 3 detailed the emergence of a new governing rationality in 

Mexico, revolving in part around the reconceptualization of Mexican sovereignty, and the 

ways in which migrant communities became visible to the Mexican state during this 

transformation.  Furthermore, the chapter emphasized rhetoric’s role in affecting this 

transition.  The 1989 NDP afforded clear textual testament to the rhetorical processes 

through which the Salinas administration publicly argued for a new understanding of 

sovereignty and, concomitantly, extended its reach beyond its traditional borders as part 

of an effort to govern migrants.  The rhetoric in the Salinas government’s NDP was 

extraordinary for the finesse with which it fulfilled the NDP’s genre requirements while 

also bending them to achieve the government’s particular ends.  Prior to 1989, the NDP 

was primarily a tool for state-centered planning.  The practice of issuing NDPs at the 

beginning of each new presidential administration emerged after the Mexican revolution, 

a period during which the state acquired great powers and was allotted the high duty of 

defending Mexico’s sovereignty.  The NDP thus carried an a priori assumption that the 

state should be the supreme “planner” of “national development,” as well as the protector 

of Mexico’s people and territory.  As it moved toward neoliberal governance, the Salinas 

administration confronted formidable rhetorical obstacles in drafting its NDP.  As a 
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rhetorical genre, the NDP was created to sustain the governing rationality of another 

era—the era of state-powered, nationalist modernity.  I demonstrated in my analysis how 

the Salinas government rose to this rhetorical challenge, using the NDP to emphasize 

permanence within change, characterizing its radical proposals for change as a 

continuation of the ideals of the Mexican revolution. 

 In Chapter 4, “Nation,” I examined President Vicente Fox’s weekly address to 

Mexican migrants.  Aimed exclusively at Mexican nationals that live north of the border, 

Fox’s address was disseminated via a variety of media outlets in the United States in both 

audio and video formats.  Extraordinary for their frequent appeals to Mexican 

nationalism and Mexican national unity, Fox’s speeches encouraged migrants to retain 

their affiliations with the Mexican homeland.  As with the concept of sovereignty in the 

1989 NDP, Fox’s address demonstrated the ways in which the Mexican government has 

disarticulated the concept of the Mexican nation from territorial encasement and 

rearticulated the concept to the familial and socioeconomic ties and practices that link 

communities across international borders.  For most of the twentieth century, Mexicans 

who had strayed beyond Mexico’s territorial borders were viewed to have forfeited their 

status as legitimate members of the nation.  Fox’s interpretation of the pains and labors of 

migrants as sacrificial acts for the advancement of Mexico thus signaled a new era in 

which national membership was no longer predicated on remaining within the state’s 

areal borders.  As the activities of the Mexican state increasingly expanded beyond the 

state’s territorial borders, Fox’s speeches also helped articulate the concept of nation as a 

transnational entity. 
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In addition, Chapter 4 further tackled theoretical issues on the rescaling of space, 

demonstrating in more concrete terms how the Mexican state’s rhetorical activities are 

helping to transform the spatialities of governance as well as the spatial makeup of the 

institution of the state itself.  We observed this spatial recalibration when the Fox 

administration “jumped scales,” bypassing national rungs in a spatial hierarchy and 

directly entering localized communities in the United States via a Spanish-language 

media network.  Furthermore, we witnessed in Fox’s address how the “Mexican nation” 

operated as a productive discourse, providing frames for individuals to negotiate 

relationships on a number of spatial planes.  While productive, the discourse of nation, 

like any discourse, was also restrictive in that it supplied “a particular vocabulary and 

grammar that permits the making of choices only within its own rules.”473  When Fox 

reached out to Mexican migrants with appeals to Mexican nationalism, therefore, we 

discerned the continuing relevance of both the state and the nation in the management of 

migratory subjects.  Although Mexican migrants are no longer localizable within 

conventional measures of national space, my analysis argued, they continue to be hailed 

as members of a “national” community who engage in particular sets of desirable 

activities. 

In Chapter 5, “Citizenship,” I examined the links between the Mexican state’s 

efforts to channel and multiply migrant remittances and the discourses on remittances 

promoted by supranational development organizations, such as the World Bank.  My 

analysis demonstrated how the Mexican state’s new programs for governing migrants are 

thus part of a larger governing apparatus that is being developed on a global scale, or how 
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the Mexican state has been conscripted as a key institution for reproducing and 

distributing preferred forms of migrant conduct.  In this case, the Mexican state has 

become a key institution in a global effort to “bank” migrants or incorporate their 

economic activity into the official global banking system.   

Chapter 5 also examined how the notion of “citizenship,” once confined to civic-

discursive practices contained within territorial states, is now expanding to include 

economic practices that transcend national borders.  The collective investment projects of 

Mexican migrants’ hometown associations were one such practice.  The discourses on 

remittances sponsored by academic and development institutions single out such 

collective projects as an exemplary form of remitting, since they are believed to inject 

new energies into what are often isolated communities, and spread new techniques for 

multiplying value in the hometown.  The value distributed by such practices appears most 

obviously as economic capital but perhaps more important, according to this literature, 

are the social, cultural, and political forms of capital that collective remitting produces.  

For example, the migrants and their relatives back home who engage in such projects 

acquire new networking and organizational skills, as well as learning new habits of civic 

engagement and endogenous rule.  Migrants engaged in such projects frequently combine 

their investment practices with citizenship claims; they assert that their labors on behalf 

of the community give them standing to participate in the community’s decision making 

even when they live thousands of miles away and are not physically present.  The 

literature on remittances thus clearly links migrants’ remittance practices to practices of 
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speech and citizenship, which I argued provides an intriguing starting point for rhetorical 

scholars to conceptualize the monetary dimensions of rhetorical citizenship. 

Throughout this project, we have focused on three key categories that have helped 

to define political rule in Westphalian modernity: sovereignty, nation, and citizenship.  

Tracing the redeployment of these concepts from their entrenchment in territorial nation-

states toward their articulation to migrant flows, we have witnessed the remarkable ways 

in which modernity’s essential concepts can be refitted to suite the governing challenges 

of a new era.  More specifically, we have witnessed how the Mexican government has 

rhetorically retooled these concepts as it has reinvented Mexican state reason vis-à-vis its 

governing relationship with Mexican migrant communities.  As the category of 

sovereignty was delinked from economic nationalism and relinked to the need for 

proactive foreign engagement, the Mexican government found openings for engaging 

Mexican migrants that lived beyond the state’s borders.  As the category of nation was 

disarticulated from areal national territory and rearticulated to transnational flows, the 

Mexican government found ways to incorporate migrants into an emerging transnational 

form.  And as the category of citizenship was delinked from discursive-civic participation 

and relinked to transnational investment, the Mexican government found ways to include 

migrants in a transnational polity.  Far from losing their vigor and utility, the concepts of 

sovereignty, nation, and citizenship have taken on new dimensions as they relate to 

managing populations in a world in flux.  The result has been not only a rescaling of the 

institution of the state but also a rescaling of each of these three categories.   
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This project has further underscored rhetoric’s critical role in the forging of a 

governing relationship between the Mexican state and Mexican migrant populations.  In 

tracing the ways in which the Mexican government has underwritten radical change by 

appealing to continuity and tradition, this project has interpreted the government’s 

rhetoric and the institutional transformations it has engendered within the rhetorical 

tradition of “stable innovations.”  As introduced in Chapter 3, I borrow the concept of 

stable innovation from Eugene Garver’s examination of Aristotelian notions of phronesis 

or prudence. Garver argues that conceptualizing prudence simply as “moderation” can 

turn the concept into a rigid principle that renders rhetors incapable of practical 

adaptation or creative responses to new contingencies.  Since Aristotelian virtue demands 

more than strict adherence to principles, prudence and “moderation” must be conceived 

in ways that allow for flexibility and adaptation.  Yet, when prudential reasoning is not 

principle-based but rather located in the rhetorical tradition of adapting to doxa or 

communal agreement, a longstanding problem for rhetoric emerges:  how to promote 

change against the tide of tradition.  Garver finds solutions to this ancient dilemma in 

Machiavelli’s The Prince, which he reads as a treatise on linking innovation to stability, 

or “how to make stability a function, as much as possible, of active ability.”474  In this 

reading of Machiavelli, prudential action requires rhetorical interventions that turn 

customs and values into malleable tools for change.   Put simply, stable innovations can 

be understood as rhetorical interventions that present novel ideas as extensions of time-

honored values and traditions, or as the marriage of innovation to stability.  In practical 

terms, stable innovations reveal how the inventional resources for the orderly 
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advancement of radical change often lie right before our eyes.  The preceding chapters 

have demonstrated that when the Mexican government appeals to time-honored traditions 

of “Mexican sovereignty” and the “Mexican nation” for advancing post-sovereign and 

transnational models of governance, it is engaged par excellence in the rhetorical 

technique of stable innovation.   

Furthermore, we have witnessed in this project rhetoric’s instrumental role in 

bringing together the actors, institutions, discourses, and practices that comprise migrant 

circuits.  Understood as a technology of articulation, rhetoric has enabled the Mexican 

government to link migrants and their practices to the institution of the Mexican state, to 

private financial institutions, to discourses of Mexican transnationalism, to discourses on 

remittances sponsored by supranational development agencies, and so forth.  This 

perspective highlights rhetoric’s critical role both in governing populations and in pulling 

together the elements that comprise a governing apparatus.  Indeed, one of the central 

aims of this project has been to draw attention to the materiality of rhetorical practices, 

and how the study of discourses cannot be separated from the material institutions and 

frameworks through which they circulate. 

Although twenty years have passed since the Mexican government founded the 

original Program for Mexican Communities Abroad (El Programa Para Las 

Comunidades Mexicanas en El Exterior), it remains early to predict with any confidence 

the long-term results of the government’s program of acercamiento with migrant 

communities.  It is too early to tell if the government’s endeavors to incorporate migrants 

into a state-guided transnational Mexican community will achieve any lasting success 
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(particularly with the children of Mexican migrants and later generations), if the Mexican 

state’s role in managing migrant populations will further expand or contract, or to what 

extent the Mexican state will remain useful to larger governing regimes that are arising to 

steer migrant practices and flows.  As I have argued throughout this project, the 

institution of the state retains considerable powers and has proven remarkably resilient in 

adapting to new global challenges.  The global effort to “bank” migrants, for example, 

relies heavily on the institutional and policy-making powers of states; without the 

ongoing endeavors of the Mexican government, far fewer Mexican migrants would hold 

bank accounts than do today.  Thus, for the foreseeable future, the Mexican state will 

continue to be an attractive recruit for any regime that aims to conduct the conduct of 

Mexican migrant populations. As Mexico continues to build a governing infrastructure 

north of the border, analysts and critics alike will have much to examine. 
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